


FEATURE ARTICLES

This stupendous volume comprises the "best from 55 editions" of
the Shooter's Bible ... illustrates, describes, prices the famous guns
-American and foreign-of the first half of this century. A real
collector's item, the TREASURY is the only book of its kind, is bound
to be the most valued work in your library. It gives you all the informa
tion you'll ever need or want on every famous rifle, shotgun, pistol
and revolver made in the last 50 years. It provides complete speci
fications, descriptions, illustrations, original market prices - is of
prime interest to anyone with any interest in shooting - collectors,
shooters, gunsmiths, dealers.

A truly remarkable work, one you can't afford to be without, the
TREASURY includes such famous makes as Crescent, Powell, Parker,
A. H. Fox, L. C. Smith, Lang, Grant-famous but discontinued models
of Remington, Winchester, Savage, S&W, Colt and a host of others.
Ten big sections, plus special articles, cover every facet of shoot
ing, include data from the first Stoeger catalog to the lastest
Shooter's Bible. Be sure to get your copy now- only $2.95 - at your
favorite gun store.

SECTIONS: Imported Custom Firearms _ Muzzle-Loading Weapons
- Shotguns, foreign & domestic _ Rifles, foreign & domestic _ Marlin
Rifles & Shotguns' - Remington Rifles & Shotguns _ Savage-Stevens
Rifles & Shotguns - Winchester Rifles & Shotguns _ Pistols &
Revolvers _ Miscellaneous

European Firearms of Today
Principal Foreign Proof

Marks
Loads and Shotsizes
Discovery & History of

Gun Powder
Introduction to

Muzzle-Loaders
How to Load & Fire a

FI intlock Gun
The Shotgun

The Rifle
Ballistics of English

Cartridges
Guns of the Past
Remodeling Military Rifles
Handy New Cartridges
How to Sight Your Rifle
Modern Military Sidearms
The Art and Science of Gun

Collecting
Elementary Ballistics

Available while they last for only $2.95

This comprehensive, 576·page firearms encyclopedia gives descriptions and prices
of every popular firearms line ... features, for the first time, all domestic firearms
and the finest European guns! Special sections deal with ammunition, reloading,
sights and scopes, accessories, ballistics and gun parts. Informative articles writ
ten by America's leading shooting authorities include a definitive work on metric
cartridges by Capt. George C. Nonte. Over 20,000 items are described and illus
trated to give you the latest data on guns and shooting!

55th EDITION - 1964

Name _

r------------------------l
STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION I
55 Ruta Court, Dept. GM-3
South Hackensack, N. J.

Yes, please rush my copy of 0 Shooter's Bible ($2.95).

o Shooter's Bible TREASURY ($2.95), 0 The Luger Manual

$1.00 My 0 check, 0 money order for $ enclosed. If

I am not completely satisfied, I may return the book(s) within

10 days for a full refund.

SHOOTER'S BIBLE

Just off the press

THE LUGER MANUAL
This new Shooter's Bible publication, "The Luger
Manual", is an authentic reproduction of the
instruction book issued by the original manu
facturer, "Deutsche Waffen und Munitionsfa·
briken, Berlin." Contains' 42 pages with 3 large,
fold-out drawings illustrating operation, take
down and component parts. Only $1.00l).UIIJ'<:r..w.ff~_utlll

M",\llltlMi.brlk...
8trlln,

T"""PARABELLU M"
AutomlltkPlstal

Street _

STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION City .Z on e. State _

55 RUTA COURT SOUTH HACKENSACK, N. J.



NOW IN
.36 Caliber
(1 turn in
40") or .45
caliber (1 turn
in 5 6"). 8 groove
riflinJor, handsome &
smooth inside and out.
15/16" across flats. 32"
Ion"" either caL, only $15.85
plus 85¢ post. 42" long, .45 cal.,
only 519.95 plus $1.50 shiPping. 45/
70 caliber-l turn in 22". 8 groove, 32"
long ... $15.50 plus 95~.

Add $2.00 per barrel for threading for our
new breech plug and nipple advertised below.

BREECH PLUGS: "fa·

~
chined from Ordnance

- - StC(!1 (not cheap cast·
0' ~ ings) _ uses standard

, 5-sx18 thread. Oct. mod-
el 15/16" across. round

model 11/8'" Made specially for use with our fine
muzzle loading barrel but acceptable to any. (Add
$2.00 to barrel price for threading at factory for
this plug'.) Price for round or octagonal (state
which) Only $5.95. Also aYailable left hand jf
desired.

ROUND MUZZLE LOADING
BARREL BLANKS

NEW.22 nlUUIEL SIZE
New .22 Cal. tapered barrels Chambered. crowned,
6·RT'oove rifled-.600 on shank, 0/4" on shoulder
.550 at muzzle. 22" long-SPECiAL-Only $3.95
each + 40¢ pp. SAVE 2QO/o-Order 3 for only 59.48
+ 95¢ postage.

II BUYIUNS!
~~s~~tu;i~an~l~~~-~:il Jg:, ~~~e. S&~rt~~~
instant cash-no haggling-no stalling-no
crazy trade offers-just money1 Write us de
scribing what you have to get immediate
action-or easier yet. shiR in & we airmail
check at highest market value.

A FINE

Muzzle Loading
PISTOL

*

One of the world's rarest cartridges, triangular in shape, case of sPecial
plastic using standard primer with adapter••38 caliber-usually $1.50
to $2.00 apiece-Company now out of business-our Special-Full, original
Factory box of 20 Trounds, plus 5 other experimental Trounds inclUding
the extra rare high power rifle Tround, .22 Tround, Monogrammed Tround.
etc. (You can make money on these or use for rare trading stock. Only
small quantity ever made.) All tor only $12.50 (via Express).

* SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED *

OLD TIME
HOODED GLOBE FRONT SIGHTS
Usable on all rifles, modern & an
tique Standard dovetail. Extra in
terchangeable sight aperture in-
cluded Only $.2.25 ppd.

... ~G1!FArHW Muml

HOPKINS &ALLEN "7l\~~?/

***********************************

USES REGULAR 10 GA. LOADS

OR THE NEW 3'h" MAGNUM •
a~'!f ~1~~~~~r~~i~Tc~'!~f"~d~Hs~~r "...~ Ideal
barrels and fast is:mttion under ham_

t •• : ~ . ~~~ a~~~ne::rphp:-dOP';i~~ hno~~I~en ~ for Hunting,
• J , • ~~~~fu~~~nt so.ht & ext,,, Plinking, Target &

Match Shooting • • .
all at lower cost than .22 L.R.

CHOICE OF 6 ~®G~
NEW BUGGY RIFLE-light and fast, only 5'h lbs. Octagonal
cut rifled 21" barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber.

• MOST POPULAR "Offhand" model, 32" full octagon cut rifled
barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber. About 7 1h lbs.

(A lew very specially selecled guns • MODEL .45 TARGET, 32" cut rifled round harrel, favorite of
. h fi h I -$ match shooters. 10 Ibs., .45 caliber only.

WII Inis near per ecl 44.50J • 12 gao FOWLER, only 41h Ibs., 30" choked barrel.
(Add $1.75 for pasl. & ~ondl ing 1----.;;....;.....~E~A-:::C;;::;H:;-:c..:;R;;.:.;E;:;A?D~Y~-~T;'-;O~-=-:S;;::;H-;.:::;O;::::O~T~:..:'.:.:.----

or specify R.R. Express. Send You t-FI k P M
I I Firearms Affidavit" stating Book~~aveSa~UChou~~'a:;~P:::o::ie~lri!e~~d~ta~\~~hMg~~~ec1°b~1t~t~~,{dn:ize.(!;:r~iin~n~rec;l~C
you are over 21, not under powder loads.
indictment or a fugitive, not
a drug addict, etc.).

32" ong Range Full Choke Barrel_
H & R Heavy Breech Action-approx.
wI. 8'12 Ibs.

Greatest bong around Duck and Goose
gun ever. Each with brand new proof
tested long Range barrel, each mechan
ically perfect with extra lorge, extra
strong action. All AMERICAN MADE.
Condition as specified below refers fo
both wood and receiver finish.

Visit NUMRICH ARMS' NEW
GIANT SPORTATORIUM

I,OOO's OF GUNS-TONS OF SPORTS
EQUIP~rJJJlJktW ~.p~ NEW-
WE BUY • WE TRADE • WE SELL

West Hurley is 90 minutes from N.Y. City,

i~~) Nf~iio~r~t.T~gU~~'rt'ii'6E~~tle~9tJK~~:t
Hurley. Store open daily-Monday thru Satur~

da -9 AM to 6 PM.

Change
Windage
Scale
with dime
Made by Marbles
to sell for $3.95

MUZZLE LOADING-l1/8" straight 8 groove rifled
lengths-l turn in 56"-super accurate .•• 32"

~~~~$lr~~~5rE~~19~¢:~b~r~.~~~~~~n~~~OIl(~~~
$2.00 peT barreL fOT b1'eecn plug threading.)
45/70 round blanks, 8 groove rifled. 1 1/s" a.d .•
I turn in 22 11 ••• $10.60 plus 95~.

d1:. ~~B~:r ~?t'Tds~~~~·sM~b:u:g~g4:/ 18/1~~
Has the Uhang" and feel of the early duelers. groove rifled, fine steel. 0 • $9.50 plus 80¢. 12"

Ultra strong design allows extra heavY black ~;~rM~~NPJ~01.3u:eg~~i:15~~~:tt~~)\'lanks.
powder loads. In either .36 or .45 caliber-with ':'lt~ 1~~s'1~Jltfc1~;ec~~;;er;i~~l~fg,v'i~~ge~i~~

~
NOW L R R S• and Marlins in .357 Magnum rifles •.. $9.50ON 0 5 • . - ong ange ear Ight extras... checkered Tenite grips • • • plus 85¢ post. 12" length for pistol use-$5.95

••E ... for all H&A's--adjustabJe for both Only $26.50. (Add $3.00 for checkered Walnut ~~';R~Otl:~~ .22 barrel blanks. Full l1/s" dia.

ADJUSTABLE . Wi~i~:g:p~r~~~:a:f~~' (~li~&~ ~~t~v~ grips.) .Send pistol permits from states re- :ct~~~e2~~g~g~u~tarJ~nf~4"c~n~e~ g~I~I~8~9~
OPEN r .~i::fi.~l~,rili:~.w;;;0~n1:ilr~lT.lled:.3ii·9:i';:.t.a.p.Ped_.fo.r_th.I.S..:...:l,:;:u:iir~in:i;, ~ ,:;P,;.:'U;,;S;..;;9.:.0.:,¢,.;P;,;o..,S,;;t. _

SIGHTS Oarb:l.:u..e Scope 1J/gr;4IJT MUZZLE
3'.I:o'O.;:u.:t:.s ,-- LOADERS

SEMI-BUCKHORN OR FLAT-lOP $2.37 FROM SPRINGFIELD 45/70 or 50/70 RIFLES
Or even hetter $18.95 pe, doz. ea. RUGGED ALL STEEL MOUNTS THAT ~\ltl.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil= _
ADiUSi'Aii.EHEiGHTFRONTSiGiiTS~--- PUT SCOPE DIRECTLY OVER BORE • PERCUSSION BARREL DROPS INTO $TOCK-
Min. Ht. Max. Ht. Min. Ht. Max. Ht. ~ BEST OF ALL-So simple to install. Just one hole fa drill & tap, plus a READY TO SHOOT.
:~ :~g8:; ~~ :~~g:; i~ :~5g;; ~ :~gg~; ~: second's work with a pocket knife for single screw head clearance. No ..' • ~E~E'sk~T.rE~~lHNGE~ACBHLEB:~:'i~~SION HAM.

itS .560
11

to .880" - need fa butcher and weaken your stock. Each mount made for any stond- r1t. • RETURN TO ORIGINAL BY SIMPLY REPLAC·
~~ UR;; to i:~mf if ~; ;;e on ~amp. (~ ard 1" scope--each packed with easy installation instructions. If you do • ":5Gc~~~? ~~t~o~e:~~i Turn in 56"). BLUED,
0:ly~$1.~5SOea. ~~ 1 .doz.eaior $1f~. B~a:J') not have proper drill and fap, we will supply #20 drill, 10/32 tap at Th~lro~v~~~i~~ g~:ITtsl~e~~L~a~1Cqua1ity

II ;if;'III/en ." only $1.00 for both. MOUNT WITH INSTRUCTIONS i: ~:e:5}~OO~dH:6"l'i6~~6-~J°J'~:,~~~ri~~des~
nf'r,-u r/Ott" SPECIAL-SAVE 20%-3 Mounts $16.50 ~tt~ldt'h~~~:~dgr'e~~~~_~n~~fll~~i~~~Yb~

• / l (DEALERS AND GUNSMITHS INQUIRIES INVITED) ~~~~§~rr~t~YJ~~~sii~~e:~J;it~rsrn<ct~d~dl~.i:

[t". r ..r.~II::'DO SAVE 500Lo ON THIS KIT OF Have essential replacement parts immediately ~{Ce:~rii~l~t~ra~dr~~~J';~a~~$~i.~ou:I~~kn5gttJ: (..,~I ~ 7': when needed-Kit consists of mag. catch with pp. (BUllet mold-AS cal. for above-only $2.25.

U.S. CARBINE SPARE PARTS l:1;;:,g,*"rr~:. s1.'~~~ll' ~~g~~~ore~~~~fo,!'i~iJ:,a,;::;and sUde stop . _. On'y $2.65 .45 CALIBER PISTOL BARRELS

/1$ AfO.{)£I<t</,4& rOUORROfl/ U.S. CARBINE (.~~_":,:_.;~
_?f'~.1~ U.S. CARBINE REAR SIGHTS Brand new, straight 'engths, ?Is" x 8'12", fo,
.Lw.~~ ~ MAGAZINES Here is your opportunity ~rfltr::g~0~lIya¥~:35~:~Cg'r f~~olo~~~~~.4 groo\'e
~A1fIIj~·AAl"M/~ to get a brand new rear
~. """"~'"~ Magazines are NOT supplied with DCM sight adjustable for wind· NOW YOU CAN BUY TAPERED .45 barrels

Entlelds are fine actions BUT do cock on closing CARBINES-ORDER YOURS NOW tf§.ac~g\~~~~iOS~id~~tsi~~ Either muzzle loading or for 45/70. Our usual
stroke and have an extremely slow "muddy" fir- • All our magazines are guaranteed to have per. receiver dovetail-2 min. barrel quality-Tapered from 1 JAI" at breech to
~~i:%f~~ :rt'ine~tt~~intlal;.°t::d~ll!:~~~;:a~ feet teed lips-none are part of the rejected lot $~~Jo i~~ll. As issued, §11~6~~1~tw~~:J~~;.~soh~~S8ot¢ l~~e time.
duetton-for just $5.95 and 2 minutes time. ith. f ult Ii A

g~v~i~pretouc:~t?~~c~se ~f1f: ~e~:c~~~i~f :d paasse:! :a~ ~i:e~::e:'~:~~:7: SLING & OILER
the bolt Just as in Winchester. Remington, Spring· proof as issued rubber cap.

g:;:t., ~~~~ ~~t~~~:kS S~~P~i'u~::s~~rA;'alr~~ CHOICE OF 2 TYPES
$15 to $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY TO I'- 1 '" h t itINSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES AT THE ,- - • a S 0 capac y - re·

rF~~~~IIE:~:\~f-?~d~;~~~e~~:~i~~~:~rWin. ~.u~:edfi~: la~:~r h~f~
chester Models only-state which-not tor British guard-streamlines ap-
SMLE) penranee. Solid ma~

Easy to use liquid-not a "Gooey" paste chined bottom _ not
tstry[5)rt:\filn nn fR. All All =AIl1J' "raw" appearing over· OHe, Is lowe, CLOSE OUT-S13T BARRElS
U-~~UVU~6L;=U C::\.?~ ~~ sized fold over $3.45 sling holder Few left, Remington Match Master barrels, 26",

2. 15 shot, in original Fit in cut in butt stock. 13/16" dia. Chambered, crowned. new & perfect

mI
L~,"" wrap. only $1.99 ea. ~:-:::':":"-:-:-==-=--=:::-::::------_-_... ~~~~sb~ll~h~~~~h~~.gPl~~d4~¢~~~~~.IOng star·

_..:~'~~ or 2 for $3.50, 5 for ORDNANCE TOOL
$7.50! GAS PISTON NUT WRENCH

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes ISSUE DOUBLE CARRYING CASe fOR essential for removing .:g",a.-:2.1~lf;ii'"'=. ONLY
seconds to apply ••• beautifies & 15 SHOT MAGS-ONLY 85~ ~~~D6~ cg;::;li;:. your $1.00
protects. Deep blue permanent finish .,.

:;t~~I~~mrt~~e~~de;u:hf:ct~~~:~· e~esr~~ ,.C~AIIIIIII...R-T-·R-·I-D-·G....·E....-CIllllll·Olllllll-L-L-E..·C....·T-OIIIIIII-R-·5...._·_.--L...·O...·O--K-·,~
where. Guaranteed to be the best
cold blue you ever used-or your

money back. R ARE DAR Die K T R 0 U N D 5
3 GUN SIZE-SEND ......$2.00 ppd.

INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE
PINT-SEND $7.50 ppd.
SOLD THE WORLD OVER



KNOW YOUR
LAWMAKERS

Senator Joseph S. Clark
Pennsylvania

Thank you for asking me for a general statement for publication in GUNS
Magazine.

If at any time you wish my views on specific legislation before the Con
gress affecting your readers, I will be happy to give them to you.

In earlier eras, the privilege of bearing arms was one
which served to distinguish the noble from the com
moner, the freeman from the serf. The recognition of it
in the Constitution of the United States as a right in
herent in all men equally stands as a landmark in man's
struggle to attain individual dignity and some measure
of security from arbitrary governmental action.

While experience has indicated that minimal meas
ures are necessary to protect society from those members
who have abused this right, it still stands for the basic
principle of equality, and all of us are entitled "to

keep and bear arms" for our own protection and for legitimate sport.

Congressman John B. Anderson
J6fh District, l11inois

Congressman Laurence J. Burton
Jst District, Utah

I believe that the Second Amendment to the Consti
tution very clearly states the Constitutional right of all
Americans to have and bear arms. As an American who
owns and enioys the use of guns, I am opposed to any
legislation which would restrict or tend to take away
from me that right.

Common sense tells me that the proposed legislation
would not materially help our police force to control
crime. Criminals, by their very nature, are prone to dis
obey laws and would obtain firearms anyway. The
people who would be penalized are those who obey
laws and who do not need this type regulation. Laws of prohibition have
proved ineffective in the past, as the problems they create are always for
greater than those they seek to overcome.

Congressman John M. Ashbrook
J7th District, Ohio

Thank you for your letter concerning your interest in
firearms legislation. I firmly believe in the validity of the
Second Amendment and do not question the Constitu
tional right of every citizen of the U. S. to bear arms
peaceably. It seems to me that, if any legislating is
necessary on this matter, it should take place on a local,
and not national, level.

I am interested in the present attempt to legislate the
possession of firearms in the District of Columbia and
will watch these proceedings closely.

Thank you again for giving me this opportunity to express my views on
this very important matter.

···•·•·..·•··..,;::::::m;;;i :i:;:;::i:;:;;;;;:;:"" ::::::::''''''''''''::::::,::;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;''''

Per 100
DUTCH Mannlicher 6.5 mm $6.00
SWEDISH 6.5 x 55 mm 6.00
7 x 57 mm Mauser " 5.00
7.63 mm Mauser & Tokarev Pistol 4.00
7.65 mm Mannlicher Pistol 4.00
7.62 mm RUSSIAN Rifle 5.00
7.65 mm ARGENTINE Mauser 5.00
30 cal. CARBINE 6.00
30-06 Springfield (corrosive) 4.00
30-06 Springfield (non-corrosive) 5.00
303 BRITISH (non-corrosive) 5.50
8 mm FRENCH Lebel 5.00
8 mm Mauser (non-corrosive) 4.00
9 mm Luger (corrosive) 3.00
9 mm Luger (non-corr. boxer primed) .. 4.00
43 SPANISH 7.50
45 Auto Colt 6.00
43 EGYPTIAN (new mfg. S. P,l per 20 7.50

Add a new sensation to your plinking &
target shooting. Upon direct hit these targets
explode with a loud bang giving off a cloud
of smoke on the style of a baby atom bomb.
Finished in a brilliant day-glo red they come
with an adhesive back that adheres to any
surface. Any caliber rifle, air gun or shotgun
will explode these targets. Packed by the
dozen in a convenient, handsome storage
tube. Price $1.25•.

SEE THEM AT YOUR LOCAL
DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT

)f.JfJfJfJflflflfJflflflfJf.:y:.

AMMO

EXPLODES WITH A
DIRECT HIT

SELF FASTENING·
ADHERES TO ANY
SURFACE

CLEARLY VISIBLE AT
RANGES UP TO 1000 YDS.

NEW MARTIAL REFERENCE EDITION CATALOG
Every sportsman, hunter, shooter orI
collector will find something to ~-""';;;;:_
whet his appetite. This is the CI'~
world's most complete modern and ='2
antique ARMS & ARMAMENT CATA- _~

lOG. Free with every edition - a -
genuine U.S. Army .45 pistol dis- .
assembly tool worth the price of
the catalog alone! $1.00

~& service armament co.
W 689·G Bergen Blvd .• Ridgefield. N. J

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "House Office Building," and
all Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D. c." Address
all Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.
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Damascus Barrels?
I have a 12 gauge double shotgun with 32H

barrels marked "Royal Damascus Belgium."
However, the barrels are fluid steel, and this
doesn't make sense to me. How can I tell if
they are really Damascus or fluid steel. Is
this gun safe to shoot with smokeless powder
loads?

Armalite AR·I02 for Civilians?
I would appreciate knowing if it is possi

ble to purchase an Armalite AR-I02 semi
automatic rifle for civilian use. In the GUNS
REDBOOK they are listed in caliber .308 at
the price of $180.00. I have never seen one
advertised and I'd like to know if they are
for sale to civilians.

A2C Donovan B. Wolcott
Orlando AFB, Florida

I see no reason why the .308 semi-auto
Armalite rifle cannot be purchased. I sug
gest you write directly to: Armalite, 118
East 16th St., Costa Mesa, California.-G.B.

Fred Schweizer
Scappoose, Ore.

I have seen shotguns that had a Damascus
finish. to the barrels that were actually fluid
steel-but I have never seen barrels marked
"Damascus" that were n.ot.

1/ your gun has fluid steel barrels and is
in sound condition you may sa/ely use stand·

on the butt (100556), "W" on tbe left side
of the frame, "B 99 47 A" on the back of the
cylinder, and "SA" on the side of the cyl.
inder.

The frame is rather crudely finished, not
rough, but the curved surfaces show file
marks, indicative to me of hand rather than
machine finishing. The left grip has an in
spector's stamp with three initials that are
indistinct. This gun appears to be original
and I don't think it has been tampered with.
Can you identify this gun and estimate its
value? It is in good condition.

William Blackman
Loudenville, N.Y.

I would guess that you have a Remington
"New Model" that has lost some of the
markings over the years. This is the usual
case when such a gun is investigated.

If the head of the cylinder arbor does not
fit back into a cut in the frame-but merely
fits to the frame-then you have the 1861
Army revolver-which is scarce.

The 1861 model is easy to spot. There will
be a noticeable amount of distance between
the barrel an.d the loading lever in the 1861
model.

I could not possibly evaluate such a ques
tionable specimen without a careful exami·
nation.-G.B.

By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

QUESTIONS
and

ANSWERS

'Military Conversion
Would you please tell me what currently

available military bolt-action rifles are suit
able for conversion to .243 caliber.

James C. Schultz
Deerfield, III.

Army Special
I have a pinfire revolver which I believe

to be Belgian. The cylinder and frame are
nicely engraved, and it has ivory grips. The
lettering on the cylinder is ELG with a star.
It appears to be about .32 caliber. Also have
one pinfire shell with a hole in the case
on the left side of the pin. Any reason for
the hole?

I am trying to find information on a Colt
revolver marked "Army Special," in .32-20
caliber. Was this weapon specifically ordered
for the army for any particular use?

Wm. F. McClintock
Pinellas Park, Fla.

The Colt "Army Special" was introduced
in 1908. It took the place of the "New Army"
and "New Navy" revolvers.

Later the "Army Special" was renamed
"Colt Official Police". Countin.g the newer
versions of the same revolver, it was made in
the following calibers: .22 long rifle (1930),
.32-20, .38 Special, .41 Colt-and a few ex
perimental revolvers in .25-20 Winchester.

The product was a commercial item and its
use by the military would be incidental to the
name "Army Special."

Your Belgium pinfire revolver is probably
of the 7 mm size. Maybe someone tried to
deactivate the cartridge specimen that you
have.-G.B.

Questions submitted must carry a Shooters
Club of America number or must be ac
companied by one dollar. Questions lacking
either number or dollar will be returned.
If you want a personal answer, enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Remington New Model?
Your article "Guns at Gettysburg" struck

home with me. I have what was sold to me
as a New Model Remington revolver, but I
have some doubts abollt it. The picture on
page 17 of August GUNS looks exactly like
my sidearm, with a cone front sight which
ap'pears to be soldered on the barrel. Mine
not only isn't marked "New Model," there
are no markings other than the serial number

You could use a number of actions, but my
advice would be to use a Springfield or a
Mauser, and my choice would be to pick a
military Mauser of a good year. There are
many good Mausers available on the market
today.-G.B.

BEFORE YOU BUY just any sleeping bag,
insulated clothing or underwear, GET THE
FACTS about insulations. Read what au·
thorities say.

RISK NOT ONE CENT! Order first and
compare. You will agree ours are unequaled
and you will be thoroughly pleased or we
will promptly refund in full-shipping costs
and all. No one else can give such guar·
antee - read why.

Sound boastful? Perhaps, but test after test proves
it's true. Every SHUR·X Magalloy Bullet is precision
cast and finished to assure maximum, uniform per·
formance and accuracy, 1lf4" groups at 50 yards
machine rest. Good? You bet. Better try 'em! .••
P.S. We also make a complete line of standard
alloy bullets approximating 20 to 1 mix.

If your dealer can't supply you.
write for source nearest you.

Sorry! We cannot honor individual requests for catalogs.

Have you tried SHUR-X Bullet Lubricants? Comes.
in hollow or solid sticks ... regular or graphited.
Also SHUR-X Nitro Solvent for fast, easy gun clean
ing, lead removal and rust prevention. Less expen·
sive-more effective!

JOBBERS! DEALERS! Write for Catalog and Prices,

SHUR-X BULLET CO., INC. • Dept. G-364
1399 Scottsville Road • Rochester, N. Y. 14624

an amazing, super·hard alloy capable 01'
withstanding the highest velocities any
magnum handgun can deliver, and with.
greater accuracy!

r
What Makes 1

. SHUR-X
MAGNUM BULLETS

Superior to All Others?

The Answer is

MAGALLOVI
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ard velocity smokeless shells in the piece,
but I'd check very carefully to determine just
what you have before you use it.

When Damascus barrels are disengaged
from the gun and hung by a wire-and rapped
gently with a hard object, they will make a
dull sound. Fluid steel barrels will give forth
a fairly clear ringing sound when treated
the same way.---{;.B.

Sterling Shotgun
I would like some information on a shotgun

that now hangs over my fireplace. It is a
12 gauge double with the following markings,
"H. T. Sterling," "Machine Made." The har
rels are Belgium laminated steel. The stock
is in good shape with a metal butt plate and
brass shield inlayed in pistol grip butt. It
works fine, and I used it until about five
years ago with low brass shells.

Harry W. Carter, Jr.
Oil City, Penna.

Although you say the marking is " H. T.
Sterling" the tracing you sent looks to be
H. J. Sterling.

At any rate the piece was made and proofed
in Belgium and its continued use could be
very unfortunate.

The only listing I can find is of an "H. G.
Sterling" and nothing is known of this man.
It would appear to me that Sterling-with
whatever initials-was only a retwiler who
sold Belgian shotguns. He may have operated
in this country or in England.-G.B.

Leech & Rigdon
I have a Leech & Rigdon Confederate cap

and ball revolver. This gun is in shooting con
dition as I have fired it many times. It was
necessary to replace the wedge, hammer, and
seating lever to make the gun serviceable.
Authentic parts were used.

The serial number "96" is stamped on the
gun in four places. Would you advise me of
the approximate value of this gun?

R. M. McPherson
Akron 13, Ohio

Where you found "authentic" or original
parts for your Leech & Rigdon revolver is
a mystery to me, but however, a proper
restoration of the piece makes good sense.

Sl1Jch a revolver is worth $400 or better
depending upon the per cent of original con
dition. Some confederate pieces have sold for
as high as $750 because they were in "as
issued" condition.---{;.B.

Collector's Item
I have a Winchester Model 97 Pigeon

Grade shotgun in excellent condition inside
and out, and tight all over. The stock is
curly Circassion walnut with diamond inlays.
The gun is factory engraved, 12 gauge, with
30" full choke barrel.

Would you advise me if this gun is a
collector's item, and its approximate value.

R. J. Derrick
Ganado, Texas

A Winchester Mod. 1897 shotgun in
pigeon grade-and all still original-is very
definitely a collector's item. I cannot give
you an evaluation without examining the
piece to be sure that the fancy work is
of factory origin.

My 1907 Winchester catalog shows a

"Pigeon" grade shotgun, Model 1897, for
$100 and better. The engraving of the shot
gun shows no inlays (?)---{;.B.

Common Cartridge
On a recent trip to Arizona I found a rim

fire cartridge case that appears to be of .38
caliber. The only marking it carries is an
'H" on the case head, signifying a Win
chester cartridge. I would like to know
during what years it was in production, and
whether it actually is of .38 caliber.

Richard J. Ryan
North Royalton, Ohio

The .38 rim·fire, both long and short, were
first loaded by Winchester in 1873. They
were dropped from the line during the WW
II era. Stocks of .38 rim-fire ammo are still
to be found and the specimen is very com
mon.---{;.B.

Caliber for Alaska
I have an FN Supreme 400 Series action

in .375 H&H. I wish to have a gun made up
using this action. I plan to use it on large
bear and moose in Alaska, and it could be
my luck to get in a tight spot at close quar
ters.

Do you think a .375 Magnum Improved
(Ackley) would be sufficient or should I go
to a .404 B-J Express (Barnes- Johnson)?

Benjamin F. Murphy M.D.
Buffalo, New York

If the .375 Ackley improved magnum is not
adequate under the circumstances you de
scribe it will be because the man in question
is not putting his shots where they count.

An enraged brown bear 'can walk through
a hail of .600 nitro rounds that miss and
nick him.-G.B.

G·43 Ammo
In the near future I am going to buy a

German G-43 (Gewehr) semi-automatic rifle.
I noticed it was given the caliber 7.92 mm.

I would appreciate it if you could tell me
the difference between this cartridge and the
standard 8 mm cartridge normally associated
with the Mauser rifle and carbine.

There is very little difference between the
diameters of these two bullets. They seem to
me to be the same cartridge, or is there a
distinction between them?

Daniel A. Gazry III

The 7.9, 7.92, and 8 mm Mauser cartridges
are all one and the same. The G-43 will, or
should, function with our commercial 8 mm
Mauser ammo.---{;.B.

Shotgun Disassembly
I need detailed instructions for assembly

and disassembly of the Winchester Model 42
shotgun. In particular, the removal of the
bolt, trigger, sear, hammer and other parts

<from the receiver. Can you refer me to a
source?

Bruce S. Farquhar
Wilmington, Delaware

Your best source: Bob Brownell's "Ency
clopedia of Modern Firearms." Shooters Club
of America membership entitles you ~
to a discount.-G.B. ~

YOURS?
It could be. The Norma 203 rifle
powder is the most widely used in
Norma factory loaded ammunition.
It's a medium burning powder and
can be found in many popular
medium sized cases such as those
used in the .30-06, 303 British,
European 7 and 8MM's. The 203,
like all ultra-modern Norma pow
ders, is extremely clean burning,
affording maximum bullet velocities
with a minimum in breech pressure
and barrel wear.
There are three other ultra-modern
rifle powders bearing the Norma
name. All of them, like the 203, are
nitro-cellulose with the modern
tubular grain.

200
Very fast burning for small capacity
cartridges such as the .222. Also excel
lent for use with light bullets and/or
light loads in larger calibers.

201
Fast burning, but slower than the 200.
Used with lighter bullets in medium
sized cases or with some big caliber
cases where large bore volume must be
filled quickly with gases.

204
Slow burning powder for cartridges with
large case capacity and/ or heavy bullets
in relations to the caliber. Excellent for
the .270 Winchester, the .300 H&H and
also for a wide variety of necked-down
wildcat cartridges.

Look for the red Norma canister and
ask for your powder by name. Ask for
Norma.

LOOK TO NORMA FOR LEADERSHIP.
PRODUCERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST
ADVANCED LINE OF:
Precision Bullets • Unprimed Virgin
Brass. Smokeless Powder. Loaded
Ammunition

Want more handloading info? Send 25¢
for your copy of the "{>UNBUG'S GUIDE,"
Dept. GM-3
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NE""
SPEER

RELOADING MANUAL
- Re.,rit't'en -
-Enlarged-
Very Lat'est'

DATA

SPECIAL GUEST WRITERS AND
SHOOTING AUTHORITIES:

Dean Grennell of GUNsport writes
on Rifle reloading - Kent Bellah,
Guns Magazine, Handgun reloading
-Francis Sell, Shotshell reloading
-Bob Steindler, Guns Magazine, De-
veloping a loading system-George
Nonte, Shooting Times, Forming
special cartridge cases-New step
by step reloading procedure by mem
bers of the Speer Ballistics Staff.

PLUS SPECIAL COMMENTS ON
TIMELY SUBJECTS BY

WARREN PAGE, Field & Stream
"Better Reloads for Game and Fun"

JACK O'CONNOR, Outdoor Life
"Pressures and the Handloader"

PETE BROWN, Sports Afield
"Practical Ballistics for Shooters"

PLUS THESE NEW, EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES:

Computer processed data for opti
mum rifling twist. Chronographed
velocities of commercial ammuni
tion. New glossary of reloading terms
..• Easy end-tab index.
The New Speer Manual #6 is posi
tively the latest, most comprehensive
and authoritative reloading reference
book available. Over 300 pages-all
new photos and illustrations-load
ing data on newest available cart- ,
ridges. Still just $2.95 •.• at your
dealer or send cash, check or M.O. to

§!PIEIEIR
INCORPORATED

P. o. BOX 244, LEWISTON, IDAHO

CANADA, 1310 WEST 6TH AVE., VANCOUVER, B. C.

8

NEWS from the

SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA

Reprinted below is a letter written to the members o~ the Uni~ed
States Senate commenting on the so-called Dodd B1ll and 1tS
several amendments. The letter was written by S. Daniel Juliani
who resides in Connecticut. We strongly urge every SHOOTERS
CLUB member and GUNS reader to write his congressman-tell your
lawmakers how you feel about restrictive firearms legislation.

"Dear Senator _

With all the earnestness at my command I respectfully ask that
no change be made in the Federal Firearms Act, in the National
Firearms Act or in any other law whatsoever, which would place
any responsible and trustworthy person at the mercy of a police
official.

It is my understanding that at least one of the amendments being
proposed and pressed would make unlawful the interstate ship
ment of a firearm to any person whose affidavit is not verified
or authenticated by a police official-indeed, by the highest
local law enforcement authority in his community.

How can a police official properly assume this added responsi
bility? Where is he to get the money, the quarters, the investi
gators and other personnel, and the equipment to handle the job?
Just what protection does an honorable, responsible, trust
worthy person have against irresponsible, arbitrary or capri
cious actions on the part of a police official-or indeed,
against inaction, or refusal to act, on the part of a police
official? Who will be able financially to maintain his rights,
to contest harassing and improper tactics?

While I agree that firearms should be kept from any person
having a record or reputation of being less than a responsible
and trustworthy person (especially from a habitual criminal,
drunkard, narcotic addict, mental incompetent, sUbversive, or
a fugitive from justice), and while I agree that the sale of
firearms to juveniles should be subject to parental consent,
I am opposed to the registration of firearms and to anything
which would permit any police official to act as the guardian
of my actions or to substitute his judgment for mine.

Further, I am opposed to anything which would interfere with,
restrict, or prohibit the acquisition, possession, or use of
firearms by any responsible and trustworthy person for the law
ful purpose of personal defense, sport, recreation, education
or training.

In view of the terrible tragedy in Dallas we are in an emo
tionally charged atmosphere. But, that is the very reason for
thinking things through and not acting hastily. What is needed
is light, not heat; and reason, not hysteria.

It seems to me that proponents of extraordinary firearms re
strictions are missing the target-they are not getting at the
cause of the problem! What is being done to institutionalize
mentally ill or potentially dangerous persons? What is being
done to keep criminals in prisons until they are safe-truly
safe-to be let out in public again? It does no good-indeed,
it harms the law-abiding-to place undue restrictions on fire
arms and yet treat mentally ill and the criminals with kid
gloves. Our problem is people, not guns!

If we work on getting the mentally ill and the wrongdoers out
of circulation-and on keeping them out of circulation until
they are rehabilitated-we will be directly on target.

This is the need, and it is a terribly pressing need!

I urgently, earnestly, and respectfully ask for your help."
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$12.50

PISTOLS-A MODERN ENCY
CLOPEDIA by Henry M. Steb
bins with A. J. E. Shay and
O. R. Hammond.

Contains eight chapters on the
choice of pistols ... the cur
rently American made models.
the most useful or challeng
ing old-timers and the most
worthy imports; plus six chap
ters on the often neglected
topic of ammunition. 26 chap
ters in all covering every
pistol interest.

THE WEBLEY STORY by Wil
liam C. Dowell
Bi/;r, 337-page volume traces the
entire history and evolution of the
Webley guns and the Webley broth
ers. Includes 240 photographs of tile
most prized ·Webley models. There
are chapters on muzzle loading
guns, percussIon cap and ball arms,
pin-fire, rim· fire, plus detailed anrl
comprehensIve data on the ammo
used. Presents a vIvid pirture of
handgun development in Eng-laml
and the InterrelationshIp of these
guns with ~uns from other palts
of Europe and the United States.

$16.00

COLT FIREARMS by James E.
Serven.
This enlarged. new special
edition presents the full and
comprehensive story of Colt
firearms from their origin to
the present. Complete range of

:C~tE~d,s :~cfJ:n~~edC~{id c~~:
bines. rifles and shotguns.
Contains 394 pages, 550 lllus
trations.

$8.50

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN
FIREARMS, edited by Bob
Brownell
Over 1,600 exploded view
photos. blueprints. sketches.
schematic drawings, cutaway
photos of thousands of modern
American-made guns. The
most comprehensive book of its
kind ever published-an Indis
pensable guide for every avid
gun enthusiast. 1,066 pages.
Book bound , $20.00

THE SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK
by Col. Charles Askins.
The complete picture on shot
guns ... design, manUfacture,
shooting form, ammunition ...
all in one neat package. Not a
dry chronology of these items,
but a highly readable story of

~~~i~~~~~NhSJ~~~ 3':~t~a:~:
more than 100 illustrations. A
"must" volume for the shotgun
enthusiast.

$17.50

$3.95

$2.95

1964 GUN DIGEST edited by
John T. Amber.
World's finest gun authorities,
have again created a sparkling
collection of articles, facts, fig
ures, illustrations and tables
on every facet of guns and
shooting. The only complete.
unique and up~to-the-minute
gun book. Fully priced and
illustrated Catalog Section of
all domestic and imported
guns and accessories.

$12.50

THE 800K OF PISTOLS AND
REVOLVERS by W.K.B. Smith.
Revised and enlarged by Kent
Bellah. A brand new 1962 edi
tion of this comprehensive
handgun refernce book for the
identification and mechanics
of the world's handguns. 774
pages, hundreds of illustra
tions.

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST ed
ited by John T. Amber.
An encyclopedia for rifie, pistol
and shotgun reloaders! 260
jumbo pages! Filled with orig
inal articles by foremost world
authorities. Includes: complete
catalog section of tools and
components, self-computing
bullet energy chart. die and
shell holder chart. cartridge
dimension tables-plus tips,
notes and shortcuts from ex
perts on choosing and using
handloading tools.

THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S
BOOK by Col. Charles Askins.
A noted expert shares his
wealth of gun handling H S8V
Vy" with you. A book that
will definitely aid you in be
coming a better shot, perhaps
even a champion. Authorita
tive description of methods,
techniques, handguns of all
types. Knowledgeable shooters
will need this book. For the
beginner and expert alike.

$8.50

SMALL ARMS OF THE
WORLD by W. H. B. Smith.
Revised and enlarged by Joseph
E. Smith. The most authori
tative reference ever published
on military small arms. Spe
cial emphasis on U.S. and
U.S.S.R. weapons. 711 pages,
more than 1700 illustrations
covering identification, cali
bers, ammunition, stripping,
assembly. safety a,nd history.

$15.00

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAYI
Book Dept., GUNS MAGAZINE, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, III. G-3b
Enclosed Is $ In full payment for the books I have _heckcd below. I understand you will pay postage.

of your choice.
$ 8.50 - THE SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK
$16.00 - THE WE8LEY STORY
$12.50 - PISTOLS, A MODERN ENCYCLOPEDIA
$17.50 - COLT FIREARMS
$20.00 - ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN FIREARMS

Act now against these
firearms bills ...
Here is a list of proposed fire
arms legislation pending in our
nation's capitol. Write your
Congressman ... your Senator!
Use the form letter shown on the
opposite page. Encourage all
your friends to take similar ac
tion! Fight bad gun laws now!
S. 2345 (by Sen. Hugh Scott, Pa.)
would make it unlawful to ship
firearms to any person who does
not have a written certificate
executed by a law enforcement
officer. The certificate would
include information on probable
use of the firearms and any crim
inal background.
H. R. 9239 (by Rep. Richard Fulton,
Tenn.) would make it unlawful for
any person who is under indict
ment or who has been convicted of
a crime punishable by imprison
ment for more than one year, or
a fugitive from justice, to re
ceive firearms in interstate or
foreign commerce. Also, it would
be unlawful to ship firearms to
any person who has not submi t ted
a sworn statement to effect that
he is at least 18 years old and
not prohibited by law from re
ceiving firearms.
H. R. 9315 (by Rep. Charles S. Joelson,
N. J.) would require firearms
shipped in interstate or foreign
commerce to be consigned to the
recipient through local law en
forcement officers. The FBI
would set standards for the guid
ance of local oI'ficers. Shipment
of firearms or ammunition to
criminals or fugitives would be
illegal.
H. R. 9327 (by Rep. Charles M. Teague,
Cal.) would require that firearms
shipped in interstate or foreign
commerce to individuals be de
livered through local law en
forcement officers.
H. R.9347 (by Rep. Seymour Halpern,
N.Y.) would make it unlawful for
any seller to deliver firearms
without written notification to
the carrier involved. The car
rier could not deliver firearms
in interstate or foreign com
merce to persons under 18. It
would be unlawful to ship fire
arms to any person who has not
submitted a sworn statement
that he is old enough, and not
legally prohibited from receiv
ing firearms. The sworn state
ment must be certified by local
law enforcement officials.
H. R. 9348 (by Rep. Wayne L. Hays, 0.)
would prohibit interstate or
foreign shipment of firearms
to anyone other than licensed
dealers and manufacturers. Pro
hibits shipment of firearms by
U.S. Mail.

Help fight bad gun laws •
write to your lawmakers •
encourage your friends to do
the same - sign up new mem
bers in the SHOOTERS CLUB Of
AMERICAl

NAM.t-E _

ADDRESS, _

CITY IONE_ STATt-E _

Please allow 10 days for delivery
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MEC loading data, included with each
tool, are excellent. Charges are thrown with
fine uniformity. Powder bulk varies slightly
from lot to lot, so the actual weight thrown
by MEC bars may vary slightly from the bar
figure, as with any bar. This makes very
little difference ballistically, generally too
little to detect. You can eliminate it by
using one lot number of powder, or buying
powder in large containers. MEC urges hand
loaders not to alter their bars. They want
you to get fine results.

If you know what you are doing you can
bush them for smaller charges or ream for
larger ones. File off MEC's number and
stamp your charge on the bar! Check 20
charges on scales with the bar in the loader.
MEC makes adjustable charge bars, but
make few claims about them. Fixed bars are
best.

The only goof you can make is using the
wrong powder or bar. Check your bar and
powder type twice, as for any tool. MEC
data list standard loads, with the approxi
mate wad column for high or low base wad
tubes. Don't try to "improve" the loads.

No visual checking is necessary when
loading. If the handle pull feel is abnormal,
check the direct reading wad height & pres
sure gauge. It will indicate if the wad col
umn is off, the base wad blown out, debris
in the tube, or other hults. These fine fea
tures insure factory quality inspections dur
ing actual loading. MEC dies and crimpers
have correct specs for perfect reloads. Work
manship is excellent.

A novice may feel MEC's finest versatile
loader has more speed than he needs. It
doesn't. The speed is in the tool, not the
operator. You can load as slow as you please.
Vital operations that can't be speeded in
clude component inspection and sorting, plus
opening, storing, and other odds and ends.
This fast, versatile, highly efficient machine
is well worth the extra cost for a novice or
expert.

In my September column I said Federal
shells had a shorter reloading life than some
makes. Comparative tests with a different
tool indicate this isn't true. We got 3 good
reloads, with a maximum life of 8. Many
people reload tubes too many times for uni
form ballistics. Three is enough. Actual life
depends on your tool, and how closely you
want to duplicate factory ballistics.

• • •

By KENT BELLAH

THE MAYVILLE ENGINEERING Com
pany has an enviable reputation in the

shotshell loader field. Many people consider
all MEC loaders "a best buy" o£ their type,
excelled by none. The tools show clever
design by people familiar with shotshell re
loading. They are trouble-free, with high
quality control. MEC model numbers are a
rough guide to the number of shells you can
process per hour under good conditions.

How accurate are the numbers? Pretty
accurate. You can, after practice, load at a
higher rate of shells per hour for short runs,
although I don't recommend it. There are
no "bugs" in their loaders, and no special
tricks in loading. Advertising claims are a
bit conservative. MEC loaders do exactly
what MEC claims, plus a bit more. All are
simple for a novice to operate. Directions
are well illustrated and very clear, an im
portant detail badly slighted by some makes.

MEC's 310 loader is worthy of considera
tion by both hunters and target shooters. It's
faster and more versatile than a 250, and
worth the extra price. For $69.95 you get a
sturdy tool that will give satisfaction for
many, many years. The automatic operation
of the charge bar throws powder and shot
at exactly the right time with uniformity.
You can't goof!

The charging mechanism is simple, syn
chronized, and works perfectly. We goofed
it with pliers. Failure is detected immedi
ately and easily adjusted. You can quickly
disconnect the device if for some special
reason you want to operate the bar manu
ally. Try it, and you'll never be happy with
manual operation! MEC's 310 combines the
speed, for practical use, of a progressive
loader, plus the versatility of a fine single
stage type.

You can quickly change to a different
gauge. With only 3 working stations you can
add a $3.50 Starting Head for plastic tubes,
or a $4 Resizing Ring & Guide for zinc
cases.

Powder and shot hoppers are plastic bot
tles that tilt for refilling. They provide space
to write the charges for the bar in use, to
prevent errors. Screw caps keep the bottles
closed when not in use. A custom loader cut
the bottoms out of the bottles to save seconds
in refilling for steady daily production. You
probably won't need this. It's handy to keep
several extra bottles filled and marked with
the powder type and shot size.

An economical method of
precision trimming over
all length of cases. Also
used to form cases to
other calibers, and as a
visual gauge to check
overall case length. This
die will withstand the
roughest use. Normal fil
ing will not damage it.
Standard %" - 14 thread.
Specify Caliber $500

SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA

Special Measuring Cylinder prevents
powder clogging and ensures con
sistently . accurate uniform charges.
Adjusts quickly and easily from one
charge to another. Powder level visible
at all times. Easily mounted on. press
or bench. NEW Small Measuring Cyl
inder available for bench rest and
pistol shooters. Specify regu lar or
small measuring cylinder. Complete
with stand plate. $1995

With both Measuring Cylinders. $25.05

RCRS g~EE CASE TRIMMER

Buy from your gun dealer and be sure!

POWDER MEASURE
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W. R. WEAVER CO. I DEPT. 43 I EL PASO 15, TEXAS

'R~~'~ Name
NewJ964 -"""'~

f II I .
AddreSi5.S _

u -co or ~_

catalog ~~ City Zone_State _

Write or Call for free information

10'4" RECORD BOOK LION TAKEN AUGUST 1963

BERT KLINEBURGER

UGANDA - TANGANYIKA WILDLIFE
DEVELOPMENT, LTD.-%JONAS BROS.,
1507 12th Ave. seattle 22, Washington. Phone: EA 9·1600

TOP REFERENCES AVAILABLE

K3 and K4 Models have precision.
hard-coated lenses to give you a

clear, sharp, magnified target. With
non-critical eye position and con·

stantly-centered reticle, you aim
with speed and ease, shoot with

improved accuracy.
You'll like these other Weaver

Scope features, too: compression
O-ring sealing; nitrogen processing;

lightweight steel tube, finely fin·
ished and permanently gun·blued;

sturdy construction.
Weaver K Models have a reputation

for dependable accuracy in the field
.... they are the world's most used,

most proved scopes.
The 3-power K3, $37.50; the 4·

power K4, $45.00-at mostdealers.

UNBELIEVABLE
LOW COST

21 Full Days of Safari (plus
travel time) including round
trip jet air transportation New
York to New York with layovers
-only $2650
or 30 days in both Uganda and
Tanganyika only $3490.
Price includes Top White
Hunters, Guns, Licenses!

NO EXTRASl

NOW ITIS

UCiANDA-TANCiANYIKA
WILDLIFE DEVELOPMENT CO.

NEW LOW COST GOVERNMENT SPONSORED

SAFARIS-FULLY DELUXE
The fantastic Selous and
Rungwa Game Reserves are
now opened after being
closed for 50 years.
Hunt Uganda - Tanganyika

or both at

better vision, more accarate shooting with

K3 and K4 W.A".*CtJPI$

R. L. Shockey, 1614G S. Choctaw, El
Reno, Okla., is one of the nation's 3 great
pistolsmiths. Custom pistol production totals
near 2000. He started tool and die making in
1928, and full-time pistol work in 1954.
Shockey started competitive pistol shooting
in 1936, doing his pistolsmithing and making
his reloading tools, mastering all 4 fields. His
custom pistols and dies will bring a premium
in later years as superb examples of Ameri·
can art in metal work.

Shockey's "Perfection" Tungsten Carbide
sizers in .38-.357 and .45 ACP are correctly
named. No finer has ever been made. Guar
anteed for 500,000 cases some have sized
over one million. They outlast several dozen
ordinary sizers. Sizing is faster, easier, and
nicer, with brass and nickel cases beautifully
burnished. T-C is so hard and smooth it
doesn't need lube, and can't gall or scratch.
Made in standard thread or Star type, fin
ished in durable gun blue, sizers are $22.50
postpaid from Shockey, or a few dealers, in
cluding Gil Hebard Guns, Knoxville. Illinois.
Gil's big $1 catalog of everything for hand·
gunners lists Shockey's custom pistols and
dies.

Shockey sizers have a decapper and ex
pander that bells the case mouth slightly.
You can resize, decap, exp'and and prime in
one operation. I like a bit more bell, so I
back out the decapper a bit, to- size and
decap only. This permits cleaning and in·
specting primer pockets before expanding
and priming in the next operation. '

There is only one right way to use these
dies. Screw the die down to touch the shell
holder in the up position, then back the die
out one to two turns. One turn generally
eliminates a sharp ring on the solid head of
the case. If you haven't used one berore,
you'll be amazed how easily dry, unlubed

• • •

D. L. Cooper, the exhibition shooter,
claims he isn't a shotgunner. I gave him
4 boxes of Monark T122 Target loads. He
placed first and second in a trap shoot, using
his Remington 870 TC, winning two nice
gun cases. He gave me the cases, which
proves it pays to have friends who can shoot.

Commercial ammo makers have our prob
lems, only magnified a thousand times. Tar
get shooters are very critical. None will find
fault with Federal Monark 38 Match ammo.
Federal's first lots, not labeled Match, was
mediocre. Their next 3 lots of Match stuff
shot extremely well in a test barrel and a
S & W 38 Master. One lot, A36 A 2 SWM,
mentioned before, shot one 50 yard group in
1.1", and the others stayed under 2.0"-the
worst being excellent. It's embarrassing to
admit my reloads won't quite equal Federal's
Match ammo average. The ability of an
ammo maker is, to some extent, reflected in
their 38 Match ammo. Much of the accuracy,
or lack of it, depends on the bullets.

Federal rifle ammo is excellent. Of course
we can reload for better accuracy, or for our
needs, same as any make. In my glass bedded
Browning .243 their 80 gr. S.P. shot in 1.5"
at 100 yards, with good blowup. Federal's
100 gr. "Hi-Shok" fired in moist sand at
200 yards indicates it's A-OK for any .243
game. Fedeml's .222 load in my Sako Sporter
shoots smaller 5-shot groups, with good
blowup. The rifle-ammo combination is dandy
for running jacks. Sample cases in both cali·
bers took Iiest loads in the 60,000 psi range.
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cases can be sized, and how beautifully
cases are burnished. T-C dies are by far the
cheapest in the long run, and they make
nicer looking ammo.

• • •
Texas Plater's Supply, 7220 S. Lancaster

Rd., Dallas 16, Tex., sell compact plating
sets for handguns and small items. Do they
really work ? Yes, if you follow the simple
instructions! The $15 Gunsmith Special is
the best buy for nickel, silver, or gold plat
ing. Copper undercoat is included, neces
sary on ferrous metals, but not on brass or
copper. You'll need 2 (or 3) telephone dry
cells that last for many hours. Intended for
gunsmiths, reloaders will find many uses for
them in the home.

Check your sizing dies with silver plated
cases, that contrasts nicely, showing up
roughness and irregularities pronto. The idea
works by firing plated rounds to check cham
bers, and silver also shows discoloration
where brass won't. Silver or nickel is good
to plate case head faces to identify one lot
of brass, or a particular load, and it's perma
nent. You'll think of many other uses.

The only trouble you may have will be
trying to plate over rust, oxidation, dirt, or
oil. It can't be done. You plate with an elec·
tric brush dipped in compound, but it isn't
like paint. Polish the surface highly for a
brilliant plate on dies, etc. For a satin finish
on small tools do not polish the surface
highly. This is best for mikes and similar
tools. A light stroke makes a light plate,
hardly measurable, where dimensions are im
portant, and you don't want the plating to
build up. Use a heavier stroke for heavier
plating. • • •

When the old Cramer moulds were in
production they were fine ones. SAECO, long
noted for superb metal work, took over the
firm. The new SAECO-Cramer moulds are
even better than ever. They are fully custom
quality, with beautifully cut cavities. Han
dles are long, large and cool, with an adjust
able joint correctly adjusted at the factory.
Light is not visible between the heavy, closed
blocks. The heavy blocks insure uniform
castings and are held in perfect alignment
by large guide pins. The heavy cut-off plate
won't warp or spring and mates perfectly
with the machined blocks. The 3 sprue cut
ters mate perfectly with standard dippers or
SAECO's fine Thermostat Controlled Electric
Furnace, or other furnaces.

Cavities are concentric, cut clean without
burrs, so they require no lapping. Castings
from all cavities are as uniform as those cast
from one·hole blocks, and are in perfectly
straight alignment. You have to look close
to see the hair line where the blocks open.
Bullets will size and load in perfect align
ment. Any bullet slightly out of alignment
when cast, sized, loaded, or fired simply
won't have true flight. Bullets are your most
critical component. SAECO's Lubri-Sizer is
without equal to insure perfect, in-line siz
ing, with a highly polished bearing surface
to reduce leading, and give a slightly more
uniform velocity spread.

The SAECO-Cramer No. 16H is a three
cavity mould for conventional wadcutters.
It's equal or better than any for .38 revolvers,
or target pistols such as the superb Smith &
Wesson 38 Master or the best custom pistols.
SAECO-Cramer moulds are ror real ~
precision reloads. ~

GARAND TOOtI
Fits in butt trap. Take
down rifle in field., etc.
Rare and hard to get.

$1;~~;'~ ~P;.WINCHESTER I
BARRELS

12-gauge, 28-in., brand new.
$18.95 plus SOc pstg.

LENSATIC COMPASS
$2.00 ppd.

Brond New Army Surplus
CANVAS AMMO POUCH

with Belt Loops
$1.50 ea. r ppd.

~a30_::;gt ~;~gin~ c'fi~~. I\J~~i t~Oe ~f;~
size to hold 2 boxes of rifle shells or a
full box of shotgun shells. Made of
heavy duty O.D. canvas With lift-the-dot
fastener on the flap. Size: 41/2" Wide x
8" high X 13/4/1 thick.

Genuine Army Surplus

SWISS SAWTOOTH BAYONET
with SHEATH $5.95 ppd.

Mail Check or Money Order. NO COD's
Money-back guarantee! YOU must be

satisfied.

A good compass is a must for the out~
doorsman. This Lensatic engineer's

f2mt~~ssG~t,~.r~~!f~li~~es?~~tghed::t~ee ~~~glc~s ;~~UCt~
take precision bearings. 2" diameter. luminous dial.
jewelcd needle.--------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

M-l GARAND BAYONET I4 ...• e Wi:~:~:hSlic

A"m·:·sl,lrlor·Glalralnldlrliftl~·!ers. 14V~~::~1 ~:~: I
10" parkerized blade. Has plastic handle With metal
butt. Self-sharpening sheath has belt hook.

GENUINE ARMY SURPLUS

PISTOL BELTS I
$1.25 ea. ppd.

Used excellent. Olive drab cotton web belt. 2*"
wide. A necessity for every camper. hunter, fisherman
and scout for carrying canteen. first aid kit. maChe.ted
and other gear.

No, your eyes aren't playing tricks! We said Unused
Jungle Carbine-and we mean Unused! Sparkling and
beautiful as issued by the British Gov't. Over-all, 37",
barrel 20". Real prizes for collectors or shooters.
Limited q,;.u_a_n_ti_ty,;.. _

Here's a Rare Collectors Item! Genuine Swiss Army
Surplus. ] 911 swordtypc Sawtooth Bayonets with
sheaths. Rugged, strong and practical, they are ideal
for camping and outdoor use. The fine, highly pol
ished steel blade has a sharp knife edge, plus a saw
edge that will cut through a tree. Each one has a
serial number. Overall length 24", with 19" blade.

.303
ROYAL ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINE
UNUSED CONDITION

only $32.95 plus $1.00 pstg.

~
~

Dept. GS-4
P.O. Box 155

Tulsa 14, Oklahoma

Genuine Army Surplus

FLIGHT PANTS

$4.95 each ppd.

Brand New Army Surplus

JUNGLE 1st AID KIT
$1.50 ea., ppd.

The finest hunting pants you can buy.'
Made of heavy blue serge, they have
padded double knees and seat. Ad
justable waist band assures comfort_
able fit. Originally eost U.S. Govern~

ment $22.00 a pair. Medium and
large sizes only.

$1.00 ea. ppd.
Adjustable web belt has ten shell pockets. Flaps on
Dockets havc snap fasteners. Each pocket will hold
three shotgun shells or eight rifle shells.

I "'GHT ••d SPARKlIN1GII····....,

I
.303 ENFIELDS No. 1 MARK III

UNUSED CONDITION-only $24.95 plus $1.00 pstg.
Yes-one of the world's nlOst famous military rifles in unused condition!
Sparkling and beautiful-real prizes for shooters or collectors. 251/8" barrel,
~~;~O$~~~~5<;?u;l'$Ol ~ooep~~:~) Mark III enfields in good condition or better,I M-l GARAND RIFLE

___...I••jjlllll'llili......•

IH~e ramous sem~.~u~!~c e:: ~~a~~
rifle in sparkling, unused condition. Popular .30-06
caliber. Gas operated. Pumps out bullets as fast as you
can pull the trig-gC1". g-shot magazine. Overall length,
42". Barrel is 24".

I ;ERMAr.;~~;~t;;:B:2:~r:d

I This bay·lolnel,lfil,:I·I'II,eIGlelrnl,.lnIKlalrl.lglsl.K·c1alillrblilline. the
principal German rifle used in \Vorld War II. Has
90/8" polished steel blade. Overall length 14lj2".
:Metal sheath has belt frog.

I
I

Available again-the ideal pistol
belt 1st aid kit for scouts, fisher_
men, campers, etc. Made of sturdy
olive drab canvas. Completply
filled with necessary first aid
supp} ies. Has double end hook

for attaching to pistol belt, plus slide through loop
~01/2}:S~Vi~~ ~n~l,:,~th~~oXs~~,!ai~f~k~rson flap. Size.I G, I. CARTRIDGE BElT

Used-Fine Condition

I
I
I

I A.N.. TIQUE BRITISH HAND IRONS
J with SCREW-KEY

'P $4.00

I
plus 35¢ pstg.

A real collector's find. These heavy figure 8 Hand

~~n~t~~~~\/~I~e~ij~:~,7sI'~~%ig:.iOlo~s~i~g·i~~~!o;i':
screw key device that would foil Houdini. Full in
structions included.
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mONTIER
GUN8HOP
BY JAMES :NI. TR.IGGS

PIONEER AMERICAN
HANDGUNS:

/}/»ll~ WO)ffJ/J()on

/}/c1tofield f?llf31flo!lflelt

I N 1869, SMITH & WESSON was faced with the necessity of developing a large
caliber handgun. For many years, Smith & Wesson had held the important

Rollin White patent on the bored through cylinder for the metallic cartridge. In
1869, the patent was expiring, and other arms manufacturers were now ready with
cartridge models for the frontier markets of the day.

Smith & Wesson's new revolver was the big, .44 caliber "American" model based
upon the W. C. Dodge patents which covered the opening of the frame behipd the
cylinder and pivoting the barrel and cylinder assembly at the front of the frame, a
latch being employed to fasten the top strap of the barrel securely to the frame.
Simultaneous ejection of the cartridges was another outstanding feature of this
patent.

Some .44 "American" revolvers were sold to the U. S. Government, but the first
sizeable Army order was not made until 1874. The new model was produced in
.45 caliber and featured an improved latch designed and patented by Major George
W. Schofield. Between 1874 and 1879, 8,285 of the "Schofield" S&W revolvers were
manufactured for the Army, very few of this model having been made for civilian
sales. Some of the civilian models extant today, notably those bearing the Wells,
Fargo & Co., stamping are especially desirable as rare collector's items.

Disassembly of the Schofield revolver is as follows: Lift barrel catch (13) and
open action. Remove joint pivot screw (20) and push out joint pivot and friction
collar (19). Pull barrel assembly (3) free from frame (16). Cylinder (7) can be
removed from barrel after removing cylinder catch (5).

Remove guard screw (24) and pull trigger guard (30) down and out of frame
with stop spring (26). Remove barrel catch screw (14) and side plate screws (44).
Tapping on frame will loosen side plate (45) to allow its removal. Remaining lock
parts are easily removed from frame. Disassembly of extractor mechanism from
cylinder is not recommended.

Longitudinal
Section

ACTION OPEN 
(5.5"BBL.)

SCALE IN INCHES

3 4

I I

PARTS LIST

7

I

43

1. Front sight
2. Front sight pin
3. Borrel
4. Cylinder cotch screw
5. Cylinder cotch
6. Cylinder cotch com

screw
7. Cylinder
8. Extractor
9. Extractor stud

10. Steady pin
11. Extractor stem
12. Extractor spring
13. Barrel catch
14. Barrel catch 'screw
14A. Barrel catch spring
15. Recoil plate
16. Frame
17. Base pin
18. Lifter

19.
20.

·21.
22.
23.
24.
2S.
26.
27.

Friction collar
Joint pivot screw
and pivot
Pawl spring
Pawl
Pawl pin
Guard screw
Stop
Stop spring
Stop pin

28. Trigger
29. Trigger pin
30. Guard
31. Hammer
32. Hammer stud
33. Stirrup and pin
34. Hand spring pin
35. Hand spring
36. Hand

37. Trigger spring
38. Trigger spring pin
39. Mainspring
40. Mainspring strain

screw
41. Stocks
42. Stock screw
43. Stock pins
44. Side plate screws (2)
45. Side plate
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In the light of the tragic events of Novem
ber, your article "The Second Amendment is
Not Enough," was most timely. It is a state
ment of belief that, if fostered by every gun
owner, would tell the non-shooting people of
the U.S. that we are not fanatics, bigots, or
hate lobbyists. That we, as much as anyone
else, would do anything in our power to
prevent criminals from getting fireanns. J
hope that Mr. Mann and GUNS will carry
through with this to provide the shooters of
America with leadership and clear thinking.

R. Rosevell
Minneapolis, Minn.

Shooters Club
I am a member of the NRA (have been for

May I take the liberty of most earnestly
commending you on your fine article on the
Second Amendment in the January issue. In
suggesting that we all take the offensive in
favor of a Pro-Gun Law, you hit the nail
on the head. Anything I can do to help,
please do not hesitate to command me.

George N. Vitt
Wilton, Connecticut

Already, in the wake of the most regret
table death of President Kennedy, the hy
sterical shrieks of the anti.gun factions are
being heard in this area. Last night, in the
Halifax Mail-Star, there was a typical edi
torial in which, as usual, the instrument, and
the ease with which it was acquired, were
condemned, with little thought or word being
given to the assassin.

I have, of late, had to discontinue my
column "Trigger Talk" in the Shearwater
(RCN Air Station) "Navalaire," due to the
press of my naval duties, but I am deter
mined that this editorial shall not go un
answered, and so I am planning to come out
of "retirement," at least temporarily.

R. A. Watt
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

Pen Pal Wanted
Just a few lines to let you know how much

we of "Down Under" appreciate your fine
magazine GUNS. This book is in very great
demand by the shooting cranks in Australia.
I would like very much a pen friend of about
my own age (17 years) who is also interested
in guns and shooting. I am a member of five
rifle clubs including a .303 military club.

Bruce P. Martin
63 Alderley Ave.

Alderley, Brisbane,
Queensland, Australia

I have just finished reading Mr. E. B.
Mann's article, "The Second Amendment is
Not Enough". I think it a very fine and
informative article, and one I think should
interest all Americans.

Being a member of the Shooters Club of
America, also being a Life Member of the
National Rifle Association, and an owner
and shooter of guns, I have long followed,
and participated in, the struggle to keep our
Constitutional right to own and bear arms,
to keep in effect a "Free" America.

I am writing to express my thanks for the
endeavors and successes of the Shooters Club
in this vein. I also wish to express my sincere
interest in, and whole-hearted support for
your proposed "pro-gun" legislation. Please
do keep me posted on the progress made in
this new concept. You may certainly count
on my support in any way possible in your
efforts.

Second Amendment Article
Thank you for the article "The Second

Amendment Is Not Enough," which I read
in GUNS Magazine (January 1964) _ Such
an article was long overdue and it is to
my own discredit (and those like me who did
not have the courage or strength of their
convictions to write such an article) that
infonnation such as you have presented has
not already been printed.

Your article says that the Second Amend
ment has been infringed upon in spite of
its "clearly stated purpose." Our founding
fathers clearly stated the purpose and every
one understood it at that time; however, the
amendment is interpreted today to mean that
we are entitled to maintain our National
Guard, and nothing else! This opinion or
interpretation is shared, I'm afraid, even by
our Supreme Court justices-guided to this
interpretation by a well-meant but sadly mis
guided belief that by controlling firearms
they can control crime.

For this reason, I believe that the Second
Amendment should be retired and in its
place should stand a new Constitutional
Amendment-one that is clear (if not con
cise); an amendment impervious to the
erosion of present and future anti-gun legis
lation. The new amendment might start like
this: "An armed citizenry, being necessary
to the security and continuation of a free
state, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed."

Fred W. Klohn
Ravenna, Ohio

Paul E. Moringer
Cincinnati, Ohio
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u.s. and CanadIan Pal.

en efon Complete job a. shown
for Most guns $30

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no J·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP :'~~~p~nd~to~~~',e:..--------------------------

I
I
I
I

GUNSMITHS-If you are now a
success . . . by old school stand·
ards . • . you can triple it with
BLU-BLAK. The record growth is
66000/0 in 60 days! Join the

I ."grOWing shops" today.

H. Tom Collard, Pres.
LYNX.LINE GUN PRODUCTS DIV.

E;;~='0;;27~. _

7~~itA£
q()lJ/flJ~W
TI§1~~ SfJJdr,

1S~~I: GRADEAMERI(~12~~NUT
PLUS POSTAGE

FROM WARSAW, MO.

Ready lor harrelleel action to be bolted
in. Sand lightly, apply the finish and yoll
have a beautiful stock with features not
obtoinable on foctory finished rifles.

AVAILABLE FOR:
Eddystone, 1917
Enfield, 1917
Jap 6.6 Arisaka (2S cal.)
Jap 7.7 Arisaka (31 cal.)
Krag, U. S. 189830/40
Mauser, 1891 (Argentine)
Mauser, 1909 (Argentine)
Mauser, M93 (Spanish)
Mauser, M94 (Swedish)
Mauser, M9S (Mexican)
Mauser, M96 (Swedish)
Mauser, M98/1g. Receiver Ring
Mauser, FN,
Mauser, FN, Series 400
Remington, 1903
Remington, 1903A3
Remington, 1917
Remington, M721"
Remington, M722"
Remington, M72S'"
Savage, MllOR""
Savage, MllOL""
Smith-Corona Springfield
Springfield, U. S. 1903
Springfield, U. S.1903A3
Winchester, 1917
Winchester, M70
Winchester, M88
Winchester, M100

"Show Serial No. on Order
"Show Caliber on Order

Through the better gunsmiths.
hardware and sporting Roods deal~
ers or order direct. He also has
your copy of BIS:iOP's new cal.
log-ask him for it. FREE!

50,. 51.,.•• (j.n.,.afiond ••
Wo,./J'6 moJf

5amouJ (lunJfoctJ
E. C. BISHOP & SON, Inc.

Dept. J9C WARSAW, MO., U.S.A... ------,
_ MAGIC
g~ is the name I
A:::~~~IO~f~~:A~~~~: I
was produced in 3 days b~~ a small ne'\vspaper ad
run by Mathias of West Minster, Cal. The reason I
-gun owners know about the 5 to 8 years guaran~

tee they get at BLU-BLAK Shops-AND WANT IT.

I
I_..
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Your club insignia or club
colors can now be hand
somely designed into a
smartly styled embroidered
emblem at substantial sav·
ings by ordering direct from
the manufacturer!
Hundreds of other Clubs
order these emblems for re
sale to members, to be worn
on jackets, caps, sweaters,
etc., and add the earnings to
their club treasuries.

The Leonard Corporation and
its SWISS-TEX custom design
division have been supplying
quality emblems for more
than 50 years to leading
organizations including the
Boy and Girl Scouts, Military
branches,Federal, State and
Municipal governments ...
and just recently was se
lected to provide the em
blems for the 1963 White
House Shooting Match.

For full details on how your club
can now have its own emblem,
plus a free sports emblem, write

today on your club stationery.

SWiSS-TEX@

... direct from America's
most respected manufacturer

Swis5~TE'x@
division

The Leonard Corp.
323 E. Allegheny Ave" Phi/a. 34, Pa.

YOUR
CLUB

can now have its own
custom-designed

EMBROIDERED
EMBLEM

You're Welcome
Just read your editorial in the January

issue of GUNS and it's real good. Thanks a
million. I've already heard from one guy,
and I'm sure that many people have not read
it since the magazine is just out.

Johnny Stewart
Waco, Texas

Complete line of Target Shooting Equipment and SUP
plies, Reloading Equipment and components for rifle.
pistol, and shotshell. F. N. ACTIONS-BARRELED
ACTIONS-BISHOP STOCKS. Latest gun Books. Many
other items. (RETAIL ONLY) Write for latest price list.

I am a new reader of your magazine, and
would like to make a suggestion. I think
that many more people would write their
congressmen supporting sensible gun legisla
tion if they knew where to write. Why don't
you list the names of congressmen and their
addresses.

I like your magazine very much, and hope
you will keep up the good work.

Richard F. Denton
San Diego, California

R W SPROWLS 1600-7th Ave., S.E.
• • Cedar Rapids, Iowa

State Constitutions
One aspect of this anti-firearms mess that

you, and others, have failed to bring to light
is this:

The U.S. Supreme Court says that the 2nd
amendment is a limitation upon the power of
congress and the national government only,
not upon the states. According to this court
ruling, the right to bear arms is not a right
guaranteed by the Constitution. The states
are restricted in their regulation of arms
only by the provisions of their own constitu
tions.

It is interesting to note that 14 states have
no constitutional provision protecting the
citizen's right to bear arms.

It seems to me, then, that it is important
that we get to the legislators of these 14
states to provide such a provision for the
people of their state.

GUNS Magazine has, for years, printed
various legislator's views on the firearms
laws. Either your legislator has been listed,
or he will be in a future edition. Your local
library or city hall will give you the names
of your legislators. Address: Senate Office
Building (or House Office Building), Wash
ington, D.C.

Frank Fremmer
Cleveland, Ohio

Write Now!

and bear arms. I can only add that the Amer
ican people were given this right many years

ago, and no person or persons should be I-""'i~~~~~g.~;]
allowed to alter in any way, shape or form, I
the second amendment to the Constitution.

I have a few guns that I have collected in
the past few years, and I hope to continue
to collect guns. We are free people in this
country. This is part of our ~reedom, so let's
preserve it. I hope to see more opinions in
your future issues-including mine.

Lawrence Keen
Ronkonkoma, New York

Keep reading GUNS Magazine for new
developments.-Editor

TARGET & VARMINT
SHOOTERS' SUPPLIES

many years) also a subscriber to GUNS for
about five years. I could not make up my
mind whether to join the Shooters Club of
America or not. This past weekend our
President was assassinated by three shots
from a surplus rifle ... and already the
hounds are baying for tighter gun laws, etc.
Uninformed citizens and newspapers are be
ginning to beat the tom-toms attempting to
sway public opinion. I decided to join your
Club after seeing (the enclosed) article from
the Honolulu Star Bulletin.

Edward S. Poniatoskie
Kaneohe, Hawaii

Richard Smith
London, Ontario

Canada

Perrin Information
In your August, 1963 issue, the article

"Those Perrin Revolvers," by Graham Burn
side stated that the author could find nothing
on any man or company by that name. A
week ago I came into possession o~ a cased
Perrin revolver with all of the loading tools.
What might be of interest to you is the fol
lowing, which is printed in gold letters on
the lid of the case:

L. PERRIN Btn.
RUE LAFFITTE 51
A. PARIS

The revolver is .44 caliber, and is fully
engraved with acorns and oak leaves all over.

A. F. Kelley
No. Chelmsford, Mass.

Donald C. Gibson
Nashville, Tenn.

Canadian Pistol Laws
From reading Amerioan shooting publica

tions, it would appear that Canadians are a
very repressed group when it comes to the
possession of handguns.

On the contrary, it is easy to purchase a
pistol. I have been told by dealers that 16
is the lower age limit. This is possession
as opposed to carrying. A carrying permit
(Form 42) is generally issued to a bona
fide club member for target purposes, 18 or
over. This varies in different localities, though.

This season, handguns may be used for
hunting in Ontario, provided the hunter has
the proper credentials. This is the first time
this has been permitted-probably the Amer
ican influence.

I think there is nothing repressive about
the law-any law-abiding citizen is able to
own handguns.

Right To Bear Arms
In your November issue of GUNS I read

a number of opinions on the right to keep

Promoting SCA
Please send me a supply of promotional

. broohures and application blanks to the
Shooters Club Of America. I plan to attend
the joint meeting of the Tennessee Gun Col
lectors Association's Nashville and Chatta
nooga chapters on December lst, and wish
to make these available to patrons at the
show.

I feel that only in offensive strength of
groups like the SCA and NRA can the
United States continue to be a nation of
riflemen, and can the American heritage of
the gun be preserved.
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~ A.PRO- 'N
A UNIFORM. NATIONAL PRO·GUN

LAW IS NEEDED TO REPLACE

THE MAZE OF LOCAL AND

FEDERAL LAWS THAT HAVE PROVED

TO BE UNENFORCEABLE. WE

OFFER A PRO.GUN LAW!

By ROBERT M. PRICE

and E. B. MANN

EDITOR'S STATEMENT

The article "The Second Amendment Is
Not Enough" (GUNS, January 1964) brought
a jiood of letters. Most praised our stand, a
few called us unrealistic, even naive. To all
who wrote us-thank you!

It is true that a pro-gun law might not be
enactable. But it is a step in the right direc
tion. A pro-gun law proposal will show that
we are capable of const1'uctive thinking, that
gun owne1'S and shooters are not unrelenting
or unreasonable fanatics. The introduction of
a pro-gun law will remove shooters from
their defensive position, provide us with an
offensive-a stand that we have been lacking
for too long.

The Shooters Club of America offers this
pro-gun law proposal. It is not in its final
fQ1·m. It will need considerable work bef01'e
it is acceptable to all. We want your ideas
and suggestions. The law will be yours-help
us write it! '

AN ASSASSIN, allegedly a man who came back to the
United States because they would not let him own a

rifle in Russia, fired three shots that killed a President,
wounded a Governor, plunged a nation and the whole
civilized world into mourning-and, coincidentally, did
more to jeppardize the .tpnerican constitutional right of
civilian gun ownership than any subversive effort or any
fanatic do-good individual or group has done in half a
century o£ anti-gun propaganda.

No conceivable law could have prevented the assassina
tion of the PTesident. We know that. Sane thinking men
everywhere admit it. The man who wants to kill is not
concerned with law; he plans to break the most severely
punished law of all, the law against murder. And he will
find a weapon. Yet those three shots triggered by a
cowardly assassin have, made every shooter, every gun
owner in America, the target of a wave of fuzzy-thinking
hysteria that threatens not only his sport but his right to
own arms as guaranteed by the Second Amendment.

There are some who have advised us, "Go slow with
your pro-gun effort. This is no time to stick your necks
out!" But we think that this is a time when united, con
certed, aggressive action is not only needed-it is essen
tial if the shooting sports, even the shooting industry itself,
is to survive!

When General Karl von Clausewitz, all-time world
authority on the theory and practice of warfare, stated
that the defensive must win at every point, whereas the
aggressor need succeed only at his objective, he stated a
fact that is directly applicable to our war against anti-gun
legislation -'and is specifically applicable to this present
situation where gun ownership stands accused.

In the past, we won many legislative battles-but the
war went on. We won here, won there-then turned, like
some great animal harassed by wolves, to :fight in another
direction. Today, the wolves are on us more fiercely than
ever. If we fail now, the :fight will end ... forever.

We believed in the shooting sports, in the right of every
citizen to own guns, before that u'agic day in November;
we believe in them now. We were outspoken in those be
liefs then; we see no reason to be silent now. Rather, we
believe that now is a time when we must all be more out
spoken, more aggressive, than ever in the past.

Let's take the offensive! Let's "forget to duck," for a
change, and come out punching! The puncher may, prob
ably will, get bruises, but he wins a lot of battles!

And we are strong! We are strong, and we are not
without weapons. We have the strength of numbers-35
million gun owners in the United States-and we have the
ballot as a weapon. We have other weapons: magazines
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ready and willing to publicize our cause-friends in high
places ready and willing to present our case, if we give
them a case to present-industrial giants who must surely
support our cause in their own interests--and national
organizations designed and manned to guide us in an
aggressive war as they have so far guided us in the
defensive one.

We are too strong 'to be ignored, too strong e\fep. f<\I'the
wolf-packs howlin und us.now-if we use ()'Ur strength.
This is no time for d-in-the-sand hope that ;'1£ 'Ve ignore
them, they will gO aWay!" It is a time for us to 'Weld our
strength into a mighty fist with which to stroke, not parry;
with which to attack, not defend. We need aggressive action.

We need a pro-gun law ... now, as never before!
We need a pro-gun law on the national level-because

only with a law at the national level can we eliminate the
bewildering maze of contradictory state and local statutes
that reduce the Constitutional right of gun ownership to
the whim of a police officer or political appointee.

We need a pro-guu law that will make it difficult for the
criminal (but not difficult for the law-abiding citizen) to
possess fi;earms, and that will inflict severe additional
punishments for the use of a gun in any crime.

But-the law should unequivocally affirm that the right
to own guns shall not be denied or infringed to any law
abiding citizen, that it is a right inherent in citizenship,
subject to forfeiture only by the criminal or anti-social acts
of the individual himself.

The law must be predicated on the legal concept that a
nlan is innoc;entJf until proved guilty, not on th~. concept
seized upon hy atrto<!rats and dictators that a :man:.is guilty
until he proves his itmocence. A man should not have to
prove his right to own arms; he should have that right
until it is proved that he is undeserving of it. He should
have that right, not at the whim of a police officer, not as
a favor from a politician, but as a right, inalienable unless
forfeited by his own action.

We need a uniform, affirmative, national gun law if only
because such a law would force anti-gun interests to attack
us at one point, on ground of our choosing-instead of at
many points chosen by them to suit their strength and our
obvious weaknesses.

Our worst weakness in the past has been our lack of
unanimity of purpose. Shotgun people (users and makers
alike) have maintained remarkable indifference to laws
attacking handguns, or rifles. Hunters have been little dis
turbed by laws preventing the installation of target ranges
in urban areas. Target shooters hav'; heen unconcerned,
even approving, of laws and puhlicity condemning the
newer sport of fast draw. Shooters in one area have fonght

WE NEED THEM BOTH

~~~~&
-Courtesy "Chic-,go's Americon"

hitterly against ~ti.gun action in that area-and failed to
help carry their victory into other areas. We are strong
but not so strong that we can afford to be divided. Each
of us needs the other. The ballot of the newest member of
a fast draw club is exactly equal to the hanot of the
national skeet c1tampion, or the national trap champion,
or the national rille champion, or the world's greatest
hunter, or the top pistol shooter.

We need each other-and we need aggressive, affirmative
action to replace the desperation of self-defense.

How should such a law he framed? What should it say?
What should it attempt to do?

These are not easy questions to answer. Perfect answers
will not he arrived at over night, or in a month, perhaps
not in a year. But we can at least suggest some methods,
and some desirable objectives. .

The law should be drawn from the experience and wis
dom of the leaders of the firearms industry, the shooting
organizations, the enlightened leaders of law enforcement
-and the thinking shooters of America.
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The law should either repeal and replace the National
Firearms Act, or should so completely amend it as to
change its tone and intent into an affirmation and guar
antee of the Second Amendment instead of the backhanded
apology for and restriction of that Amendment, which in
effect it now is.

The law should guarantee the right, present and future,
of citizens of the United States to buy, own, transport, sell,
trade, and shoot firearms within minimum regulations con
sistent with the public safety. It should define "consistent
with the public safety," and should stipulate that its own
minimum regulations are maximum regulations, not sub
ject to other interpretation-that is, that the regulations
may be made less restrictive by any state, but not more
restrictive except by amendment at the national level.

The law should not require the citizen to own guns or
to develop skill with them, but should encourage him to do
so because an armed and arms-trained citizenry is and
should be an essential part of the national defense against
the usurption of power by enemies without or within-that
an armed and arms-trained citizenry is essential to our
ability to create, and create quickly, the massive civilian
armies which are our traditional means of defense-and as
such, an economically sound alternative to the expensive
necessity of the maintenance of a huge standing army.

In recognition of the above national advantages, the law
should stipulate the allocation of federal funds (in sums
many times greater than those now available) to the Direc
tor of Civilian Marksmanship for the development of shoot
ing facilities (ranges) and the promotion of a national
marksmanship program on a scale commensurate with the
national need, not as a pittance subject to what happens
to be left in the national petty cash box! At the discretion
of the national agency, such a program or programs
could be aided and directed by accredited non-profit civil
ian shooting organizations, with the ,cooperation of the
Armed forces, in much the same manner now in effect, but
on a considerably larger scale, including programs for all
arms and all interested shooters.

The law should recognize, and state, that it is a well
proved fact that laws prohibiting or restricting the posses
sion of firearms by law-abiding citizens are useless in the

prevention of crime, that they do not prevent possession
and use of guns by criminals, that they merely lessen the
citizen's power to protect himself against the criminal.

Yet the law should have teeth. It should provide strong,
even harsh penalties for the use of a gun (or weapon as
defined within the law?) in any crime (or in specifically
defined crimes?). It has been suggested that the use of a
gun in a crime should automatically make it a federal
crime, to be handled by federal law enforcement agencies
and federal courts. This, in the feeling of some, would be
a deterring factor "because the criminal fears federal law
more than state or local law." It has also been suggested
that the use of a gun in a crime should automatically
double the penalty attached to that particular crime, and
should cancel the convicted person's eligibility for parole
or reduction of sentence.

It seems apparent that both the guarantees and the
penalties should be from the national level, if only for
uniformity. Judge Bartlett Rummel pointed out long ago
("A Court Case of Consequence," The American Rifleman,
August, 1960) that there is no uniformity on either score
today. He points to a United States Supreme Court decision
that the Second Amendment is a limitation upon the
powers of the Congress and the national government only,
and not upon that of the states. According to the court the
right of the people to keep and bear arms is not a right
guaranteed by the Constitution ... (and that) the meaning
of the second amendment is that the right shall not be
infringed by Congress.

"The states (Judge Rummel continues) are restricted in
their regulation of arms only by the provisions of their
own constitutions ... (and) 14 states have no constitu
tional provision protecting the right to bear arms."

This decision is, in the opinion of most arms-minded
people, a shocking perversion of both the spirit and the
letter of the nation's basic legal document. The lack of
guarantees of the right of private gun ownership in the
constitutions of many states speaks louder than any words
for the necessity of a strong affirmation of those' rights
from the national level. And that affirmation should some
how be made to cancel out and reverse that decision and
any similar decision by any court whatever that so grossly
misinterprets the plain intention of the Bill of Rights.

By the same interpretation, only the federal Congress is
prevented from infringing or revoking any of the rights
guaranteed under the Constitution! A state, or a county,
or a municipality, could arbitrarily revoke, for instance,
the right of free speech or any other right, to suit any
local whim or fancy! How fantastic can we get?

What a national pro-gun law should say about carrying
weapons for personal defense (carrying openly, or carrying
concealed) is a point on which even the most ardent advo
cates of a pro-gun law arrive at strongly contradictory
opinions. One says, "The gun is his; he has a right to
carry it as he sees fit until or unless he forfeits that right
by abuse of it." Another says flatly, "No! The wild and
woolly days when men may have needed to carry guns
because law was non-existent-are gone. The right to have
a gun in the home for defense, or to have a gun in your
car for defense, is one thing; but let's not make ourselves
look like a bunch of TV Wild Bill Hickoks or Matt Dil
Ions! "

Still a third says, "Let's not ask for more than we can
reasonably hope to get. The idea of 'every man a walking
arsenal, would turn many against (Continued on page 60)
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The Tinius-Olson drop tester, in use at Cascade Cartridge Company, shown
(left) with the cartridge holder in the open position. At right, the ball of
known weight is ready to be released and dropped onto the firing pin.

:~

M ODERN DAY Boxer primers are an ingenious product of
chemical and engineering skill we take for granted. Not

many reloaders or shooters realize these miniature "bombs"
are a precise assembly of considerable complexity and fabulous
efficiency. The component parts workmanship is of the order
of tolerance found in fine cameras, watches, and similarly as
sembled items. How amazing then that they cost the reloaders
and shooters less than one cent.

The primer cup is formed from a brass strip, meticulously
dimensioned and controlled metallurgically. The cup is formed
by a punch press, its thickness precisely controlled or the cup
will be too high or too low. It must be of the proper hardness
or the result will be a too hard, insensitive primer or a primer
that is too soft and subject to puncture by the firing pin.

CCI primer mixtures contain five or more chemicals in lab
oratory controlled proportions. Lead styphnate, a violent ex·
plosive, is the initiator. Tetracene may be used as a sensitizer.
Fuels can be powdered aluminum, boron, zirconium, or other
materials. Various nitrates are oxiders (Continued on page 62)

Little Package
"Big Punch

By GEORGE E. FAIRCHILD

PRimERS:

An open shutter photograph of the primer flash
of a CCI Magnum #450 small rifle size primer.
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Flash of a CCI Magnum #250 primer shows the hot incendiary
particles penetrating to ignite the entire' powder charge.
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Guide-driver Lee Ingalls enticed a bull elk to come out of timber
with call. Bob Scott, with rifle ready, approaches his 6 pointer.

IS CONTROLLED HUNTING

THE ANSWER TO THE SURPLUS

GAME PROBLEM IN

STATE AND FEDERAL PARKS?

By BERT POPOWSKI

20

AFTER A TWO YEAR recess from all hunting, outside of game
sanctuaries and, specifically, surplus herd reduction by butcher

ing within Custer State Park, South Dakota reinstated elk hunting
during the 1962 season. But this hunt was unusual in several ways,
and might well point the way to sensible reduction of surplus game
species in many sanctuary areas where they are increasing faster than
natural or introduced habitat can be provided to support them.

Had some similar plan been introduced 20, or even 10 years ago, the
American public wouldn't have been treated to the debacle which accom
panied the butchering of Yellowstone Park elk during the winter of
1961-62, when 5,000 of this grand game species was assassinated by
Park butchers. The pace of this slaughter was reduced somewhat during
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Guide lee Ingalls glasses a stand of Ponderosa pines,
in an attempt to locate legal elk for his two hunters.

the following winter but the two-year kill still represented
a tremendous removal of natural wildlife species from
sporting hunting.

Actually, there's little to choose between the records of
South Dakota's Custer State Park and Yellowstone National
Park except in the magnitude of their respective elk kills
during the past decade. During the ten years preceding
1963, both Parks were doing a certain amount of butcher
ing of elk and selling the meat for cash, or donating it to
outlets which could do them no political harm. Let's look
at the unusual aspects of the 1962 South Dakota hunt.

First, this hunt was confined to Custer State Park, an
area that had always been held inviolate as a game sanc
tuary. That is putting it quite crudely for, though sporting
hunting was verboten, elk had been shot by Park officials
and the meat sold for profit for many preceding years.

Second, although the original Park Board and, later, the
Game Commission, had the authority to open the Park to
sporting hunting ever since 1927, such hunting had always
been previously denied the general public. The powers
that-be had always insisted that the income derived from
the sale of butchered elk meat was essential to the continued
operation of Custer State Park.

Third, only 60 elk were to be taken during the hunt, and
ill the interests of maintaining the Park's reproductive capa
city, only antlered bull elk were legal game. Further, since
the State holds its limited licenses for residents only, on
all species of game in short supply, this hunt was strictly
for South Dakota residents.

Fourth, the 60 licensees were selected by a lottery draw
ing, precluding later charges that any had been issued to
pre-selected VIPs. That was a precaution based on previous
performances, when notables had been allowed to help in
herd reduction for the sake of the resultant publicity.

Fifth, the 60 duly licensed hunters were split into three
groups of 20 each-based on each licensee's personal pref
erence as to the first, second or third hunting period. Each
group was entitled to hunt for just five consecutive days;
another wise precaution, intended to stifle any charges that
some South Dakota big-wig might be given extra time to
fill his elk tag.

There's lots of help around when loading a bull
onto the Jeep wagon for the ride to the lockers.

Sixth, the 20 licensees who hunted during anyone five
day period were split into four teams of five hunters and
furnished an experienced guide to direct their operations.
This was only one of several rigid controls intended to in
sure against hunters getting lost, doing any wild shooting
at game-elk or otherwise, or running into trouble in
promptly and properly field-dressing their game.

Seventh, any bagged game was immediately field-dressed,
loaded aboard the four-wheel-drive vehicles or their trail
ers, hauled to the Park's locker plant, hosed free of blood,
then hung in a large cooling room. It is doubtful if, in the
history of big-game hunting, so many kills received such
prompt meat-saving attention.

Eighth, the guides kept in radio-telephone contact with
each other so that, in case of any emergency, they could
call on each other for help.

Ninth, the hunters were carefully briefed and rigidly
supervised so they would spend their shots on bulls sep
arated from mixed-sex herds, preventing non-legal animals
from being accidentally hit. The (Continued on page 45)

A graphic lesson in how not to haul home an elk if you
want edible meat. Game should be skinned and quartered.
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Revamped Ruger Single Six with the
rifle bead front sight, new, lower
rear sight, and Bisley style grips.

By WALTER RODGERS

FOR GETTING MEAT AND KNOCKING OVER VARMINTS.

THE .22 SIX GUN WILL DO VERY NICELY

slug must have passed at least a foot above my line of sight,
where the jack I aimed at constituted a mid-range target.
I thought I was shootin' high, and wondered how it hap
pened, while I gnawed the tough meat off the bones of a
rabbit I hadn't even shot at.

Later experiences taught me that no pistol length barrel
can replace a rifle. However, there are some jobs that must
be done with a belt gun, if they're done at all. Being in
predatory animal control work, most of my work today
comes under this classification, and I have a shooting chore
almost every day.

With the exception of a now-and-then shot at a running
coyote at varied distances, the bulk of my shooting needs
are dispensed with easily, and inexpensively, with the
lowly .22 rim fire. The variety of guns, both rifles and
pistols, handling this popular load is as wide as the plains
of the great southwest. There are some factors that must
be considered in selecting the smoke-pole that will be your
constant companion: right make, shape, model, and size.
I want to commend Colonel Charles Askins for his hearty
recommendation of the .22 caliber pistol, in his article
"Three Gun Battery" (GUNS, Oct. 1962). Whether a man
is equipped with a whole battery of guns, or just making
out with one gun, the 22 RF is indispensable.

While the autoloader, in many models and makes, is
the easiest belt gun for the beginner to master, I must go
back to consideration of those factors governing my own
peculiar needs. Mine must be a thumb-buster-a single
action. Me and the Colt's Single Action Army six-shooter
practically "growed up" together.

When a man's hand has been (Continued on page 65)

LOOKI G BACK on my years, the trail of guns that I
have left behind meanders a powerful lot. The guns

that I've worn out, and those that I've turned out to pas
ture, would make quite a collection today. But, remember
this; my gun battery never exceeded one rifle and one belt
gun at anyone time.

In the past, my gunning jobs have varied-changes in
environment calling for different types of gun work-and
many times I had to make-do with a smoke-pole that wasn't
designed for the job I had to do. In those days, I would
have been downright amazed to see a man with more than
one gun; his one gun was sufficient for any occasion. Then,
even more than today, the main subject of controversy
was: Which is the best all around gun? Rangers, hunters,
and trappers sat up late around many a campfire arguing
this one, but never reaching a conclusion.

Strangely enough, ballistics seldom entered into the argu
ment. If someone had asked me about the velocity and
trajectory of any particular load I was using, I would have
figured that he was speaking some foreign lingo. My gun
hand was already slowing up with age before I heard about
those things, and I finally figured out what happened the
day I got caught in a Texas blizzard and had to depend on
my S&W .44 single action for meat.

My hands were cold, so I wrapp'ed them around the
handle of that long barrel belcher, and levelled it on the
head of a mule-eared jack rabbit at approximately fifty
yards. To my surprise, my jack loped off unscathed. An
other jack, sitting in direct line beyond him some fifty
yards farther out, collapsed when that pumpkin-ball bullet
slapped him across the top of his head. That high looping
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Spending most of his time in the saddle. the author wears
his Single Six constantly. and in his job as a predatory
animal controller, he gets many opportunities to use it.

loaded with bobcat and trap kit. author's hands
are full. even without rifle, and he depends on
his belt gun. Deer-slaying coyote, running with
the trap was stopped with one .22 hollow point.

Author's son, Joe Rodgers, trapped this outlaw
bruin, and dispatched it with one .22 lR hollow
point bullet from his ever-present Single Six.
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The Truth
About the

After extensive tests, M 14 was heralded as "best available."

II

By R. A. STEINDLER
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THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL GUN EVER ADOPTED BY THE

U.S.• THE M 14 IS THE WHIPPING BOY OF THE PRESS AND THE PUBLIC

I s THE MuCH-TOUTED M 14, the Army's latest in
fantry rifle, the miserable piece it is claimed to be by

men who have used it? Is it true that Pentagon brass is
beginning to dislike their own brainchild? The M 14, the
ungainly looking cousin of the M 1 rifle of yesteryear, has
made for as much controversy as the atomic bomb did in
the 40's. What then, is the truth about the M 14 and the
newly adopted M-16, better known as Colt's AR·15?

The M 14 was born out of necessity. The old Ml with
its limited eight rounds firepower, its weight of 9V2 pounds,
and the fact that it fires only semi-automatically, made a
change necessary. It should be remembered that the Ml
and the M 14 are infantry arms, that the concept of the
infantry soldier's use in combat is that of a rifleman who
handles his arm so that he can achieve maximum effec
tiveness at a maximum range. This harks back to the 1,000
yard combat ideas of the early 1900's.

The second world war and the Korean conflict clearly
showed that this concept, though essentially still valid, had

to be re·examined and re-evaluated. The 1,000 yard rifle
was simply not suitable for the brush fighting that was
rapidly becoming a part of modern warfare. Aside from
the rifle problem, another logistic problem became notice
able. With the increased use of special forces, guerillas,
paratroopers, and various sorts of commandos, equipment
had to be reduced in weight, had to be increased in
mobility, and firing power had to be stepped up. Neither
the MInor the M 14 could easily be adapted for this type
of close·in fighting.

The development of the M 14 as the standard Army
rifle was done at the taxpayers expense. Cost of research
and development for the M 14 is variously guesstimated
from $65,000,000 to $130,000,000, with some "educated
guesses" setting the price tag at more than twice the latter
figure. The fact remains, that the Army has bought between
1.25 and 1.4 million M 14's, and that no new contracts for
the rifle are now being let to any of the companies which
made the M 14. Winchester-Western, Harrington & Richard.
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Lightweight AR-IS is 'being delivered to Army with
grenade launcher, clamp-on bipod, and a web sling.
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M-14

BALLISTICS OF THE 5.56 CARTRID'GE

Velocity Energy Drop Mid Range Traj.

Muzzle 3250 1300 - -
100 yds 2905 1035 1.75 0.5
200 2550 795 7.65 2.1
300 2210 595 18.98 5.4
400 1885 430 37.56 11.1
500 1590 310 66.30 20.6

son, and Thompson Ramo Wooldridge were the prime
suppliers, with a limited number of M 14's being built at
the Springfield Arsenal.

Why did the army stop ordering M 14's? As one high
ranking Pentagon officer told me: "There are just that
many guns we can use, and there is no use in stockpiling
several more million rifles at the present. The plants that
built the piece are not being torn down, and if need be,
they can be put back into operation quickly and efficiently."

What are the facts behind the AR-15 and its acceptance
by the Air Force and the Army? In the middle of the
1930's, several European nations began looking at their
6.5 mm rifles and some of them began work toward a big
ger caliber service cartridge and a rifle that would handle
the cartridge. The U.S. had stuck to the .30 caliber car
tridge, but after WWII, some gun designers, backed by
high military brass, began a serious study of smaller car
tridges. In the search for a light-weight, small caliber,
semi-automatic arm, the search narrowed down to a .22
caliber bullet. The late Richard Boutelle, then president
of Armalite, was persuaded to look into small caliber
guns. Boutelle, an enthusiastic gunner and ballistics buff,
put Eugene M. Stoner to work on a survival arm. The
upshot of this was the AR-10, the twin sister of the current
AR-15, but chambered for the 7.62 mm NATO cartridge.
One of the proponents of the small caliber, semi-automatic
rifle was Air Force General Curtis E. LeMay, a crack shot
and hunter, who, unlikely as it seems, is also a small arms
expert. The first batch of AR-10's was made in Holland,
and the AR-15 with its sub-caliber cartridge was a natural
development.

For years the Army, several arms companies, private
individuals, and Ordnance research had been working with
various make-shift small arms that would fire a small cal
iber cartridge and would do so under the gruelling con
ditions a military arm must be exposed to. A number of
designs were tried, but all of them failed, either in function
tests or in bullet performance. Stoner, instead of starting
with the weapon and then fitting a cartridge to it, began
with the cartridge.

The .222 Remington had been an instant success with
hunters, and the cartridge, handled by a competent rifle
man in a good rifle, had taken bigger game successfully.
The 55 gr. Sierra boattail bullet in the .222 Remington
case was named the .222 Special, and later was dubbed the
.223 Remington. Though not interchangeable, the .223
Remington case is almost identical to the .222 Remington
Magnum, and it is the cartridge that is now being used in
the AR-15. By the way, the (Continued on page 48)
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The 5.56 mm bullet of the AR-15 goes clear through
the car bumper and it does not upset on contact.

lightweight Colt rifle can be fired semi-auto and
full auto. Training of rifleman takes little time.
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Jim Clark, driving a Lotus Climax, won
the British Grand Prix at Silverstone.

A firm believer in preventive maintenance, in guns as
well as racing cars, Clark uses a cleaning rod often.

RACER AIIID CUIIIIIIER

GRAND PRIX WINNER LIKES

FAST CARS AND HUNTING FAST GAME

By ALAN T. BAND

In his isolated, country farmhouse, located not far from
Edinburgh, Jim leads a quiet life with only his elderly
housekeeper to cater to his needs. Some refer to him as an
introvert, but the fact is that Jim prefers the quiet life of
his farm to ease the tensions that are part of the rat race
of a speed champion.

When at home, like most farmers, Clark rises early. If he
thinks there's a fox in the vicinity, he'll grab a handful of
shells (usually whatever the local gunsmith had in stock)
and his faithful 12 gauge double. Then he'll take to the
fields to stalk his prey.

The Evans and Purdy Jim now owns is a very treasured
acquisition since, at one time, it belonged to the Lord
Forteviot of Perthshire, Scotland. (Continlfed on page 52)
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To JIM CLARK, Grand Prix racing champion, there are
two kinds of projectiles. One is the small but powerful

Lotus racing car that is triggered by his foot on the gas pedal,
the other is the load of shot from his favorite double shotgun,
released by his trigger finger.

Jim Clark's story reads like a modern day testament.
When he reached the age of 15, Jim left school and went to
work on his father's farm as shepherd tending the flock.
But, unlike his biblical counterparts, he was not trained in
the use of the sling. Instead he spent a good part of his time
developing his skill with an Evans & Purdey 12 gauge
double shotgun which belonged to his father. Before too
long, Jim was competent enough to take his limit of grouse,
pheasants, rabbits, and hares on the 1200 acres of shooting
rights owned by the Clark family. '

As he grew older, Jim took over the management of the
farm which he runs today-when he's not driving in one
of the many world-wide Grand Prix races. Since he has
turned professional, his racing activities are no longer the
hobby that supplies needed relaxation and stimulation, and
for this he now turns to shooting.
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TARGET STOCKS FOR YOUR HANDGUNS

IMPROVE THEIR APPEARANCE AND HELP YOUR SCORES

2

3

4

Made to fit your gun and your hand, these custom stocks may
be the answer to your shooting problems, and add much to
the looks of any handgun. The three steps: outline sawing (2);
fitting (3); shaping (4), if done carefully. can provide you with
a pair of custom grips you'll be proud to own and show.
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OWN

By RAY WILLAS

I

E VERY SHOOTER has, at one time or another, fondled
a custolp-made gun, dreaming that some day he might

own it or one like it. However, most of us are financially
Ullable to make this dream come true.

In the case of handguns, custom grips can not only
improve the looks, they should, if properly made, improve
the performance of the shooter by improving his ability to
shoot it more accurately. One of the basic principles of
pistol marksmanship is this: The gun should be gripped
exactly the same way each time we fire a shot. The surest
way to achieve the same grip every time is with properly
fitted stocks that conform to your hand in such a way that
it is uncomfortable for you to hold the gun in any grip
other than the correct one.

Properly fitted custom grips can be purchased from a
number of prominent stockmakers-or you can make them
yourself, and this is not as difficult as you think. I used a
Smith & Wesson Model 41 for my project, but the steps
outlined, with minor modifications, will apply to almost any
automatic pistol or revolver.

First you select the type of wood you wish to use. I
used amaranth (purple heart), mainly because I had a
suitable piece at my disposal. There are many kinds of
wood that can be used effectively, rosewood, maple, coco
bolo, vermilion, and walnut to name a few. I recommend
walnut, chiefly because of its availability in the size needed
for this project. In any case, use only a hardwood.

Next remove the stocks that are 'presently on the gun.
Examine the inletting very closely. This will give you an
ideal pattern for the ones you are about to make.

Using the old stocks as a pattern and enlarging these to
incorporate a thumb rest and trigger finger support, you
will know the approximate size of the piece of wood needed,
about 14" long, 6" wide, and 214," thick. You should have

GUNS MARCH 1964

Photo above shows how palm rest it attached to
right grip panel with two Allen head bolts and
square nuts. Below are the three parts of the
grips; finger grooves, checkering are optional.

no difficulty purchasing this at a local hardwood lumber
yard, especially in walnut. Be sure the grain rnns the length
of the wood, for superior strength.

With stocks removed, place the pistol on a stiff sheet of
paper or cardboard, and trace an outline of the butt, leav
ing a margin of Vg" below the slide for operating clear
ance. The outline of the left hand side should extend about
34," beyond the back-strap, so that there is sufficient wood
for a thumb support. If you intend to have an adjustable
palm rest, allow an extra inch in length on the right blank
to permit the attachment of the rest; more about this detail
after we have covered the making of the grips.

After the grip patterns are (Continlfed on page 57)
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IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR LONG RANGE ACCURACY AND VERSATILITY,

THIS WILDCAT MAY BE THE ANSWER TO BETTER HUNTING

The .25-06, from a bench rest, shot the 100 yard group above. Load used: 100 gr. Hornady with 58 gr. of 4831'.
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By ROBERT J. KINDLEY

That the venerable .25-06 is deadly on big
game in addition to varmints is shown here.

Cases are, left to right: .30-06, 180 gr. Sierra;
.25-06 Neidner, 100 gr. Hornady; .270, 130 gr.
Sierra; .257 Weatherby; another .25-06; a flat
shouldered .25-06 with barrel . life of 500 rounds.
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Author's minute '- of - angle group shot with .25-06
custom Mauser rifle fitted with Weaver K-8 scope.
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N OT MA Y CARTRIDGES have survived as long and as
well as the .25-06. In fact, the .25-06 is so accurate and

shoots so flat, that I would list it as the top varmint cartridge
either commercial or wildcat-that is available today. I'll go
even one step further, and say that it is the best long range
cartridge, and when loaded with a slow burning powder for a
flat trajectory, it is unbeatable.

The .25-06 has been around a long time. A. O. Neidner
designed and developed it in the 1920's. Neidner, acclaimed
as one of the top gunsmiths and "wildcatters," took a .30-06
case and necked it down to take a .25 caliber bullet. He made
reamers for this cartridge, chambered a rifle for it, equipped
himself with loading dies, and the .25-06 was born.

At that time serious varmint shooters were looking for a
cartridge to drive a .25 caliber 100 grain slug at a higher
velocity than that attainable with the .250-3000. The .25 Neid
ner was hailed as their answer. Results, however, were disap
pointing. Velocity with the 87 grain slug was in the neighbor
hood of 3100 fps, hardly more than the .250 Savage. Accuracy
was very good, but excessive metal fouling was experienced
and throat erosion occurred after several hundred rounds.
Consequently, the .25-06 lost its popularity.

Neidner's basic cartridge design, an '06 case with the same
171jz degree shoulder, was sound. Experimenters just didn't
have the right fodder to feed this new wildcat. Using the old
:#151!z and :#1711z powders, the .25-06 was badly over-bore
capacity. Both of these powders were the old tin-based types
which accounted for the excessive metal fouling, and varminters
set the .25-.06 aside in favor of smaller capacity cases. One of
these was the necked down 7 mm case which was eventually to
bec$>me the excellent .257 Roberts.

Immediately after WorId War II, serious varmint shooters
began to recognize the long range potential of a good, well
balanced 100 grain .25 caliber bullet. Looking for a maximum
capacity case in which to load it, the old .25 Neidner was a natu
ral. Results were amazing. Fed a husky charge of slow-burning
powder like 4350 or surplus 4831, the .25-06 surprised a lot
of long range varmint shooters.

Experimenters immediately tried to "improve" it. Case bodies
were straightened. Shoulder angles were varied. Some gun
smiths tried 30 and 40 degree shoulders. Others even "ven
turied" and rounded them. However, from a trajectory-accu
racy-barrel life standpoint, none of these so-called "Improved
.25-06's" would out-shoot the original Neidner design with
the 171jz degree shoulder.

The majority of these "blown-out" cases were sadly over
bore capacity for a .25 caliber. Consequently, barrel life suf
fered drastically. I know of one .25 magnum that lasted just
slightly over 400 rounds, then the barrel was shot out. On the
other hand, my standard .25-06 has digested about 1500 rounds
without any sign of throat erosion. It still groups any good
100 grain slug inside an inch at 100 yards.

There is an optimum amount of powder you can burn
efficiently in a given bore diameter. The extra 10 or 20 grains
crammed into a "blown-out" or'magnum case doesn't buy
enough increase in velocity over the regular .25 Neidner to
warrant its use-especially at the expense of barrel life. The
.25-06 has just about the maximum case capacity with the slow
burning powders for efficient use in a .25 caliber bore. With it you
utilize the amount of powder fully to attain high velocity without
excessive pressures or short barrel life. (Continued on page 54)



GAUGE YOU USE, BUT CAN YOU HIT 'EM?

IT'S NOT A QUESTION OF WHAT

FACTS and
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ONE OF MY most hilarious memories of shotgunning is that
of a man with whom I used to hunt in Florida. He was

neither better nor worse than average with a shotgun-on the
first shot. But he had more enthusiasm for noise and gunsmoke
than any man I ever knew. And, like the man who named "near
beer," he was a damned poor judge of distance!

This was before the day of the three-shot restriction on shot
guns, and my friend carried a five-shot 12 gauge automatic. We
shot together in the grey dawns and late evenings, over har
vested but still food-worthy peanut fields, where whitewinged
doves came in to feed. It is axiomatic that doves cost more shells
per bird than almost any other bird hunted, but this lad's bill
for shells must have been staggering: his system was to fire
five shots every time he brought the gun to his shoulder, regard
less of range, unless the bird came down sooner! He wasn't a
hunter to pattern after, but he had fun; and I can still hear the
fast, excited boom-boom-boom-boom-boom of that shotgun, and
next an equally excited voice bellowing, "Git yander, you thus
and such! Yippee-e-e! I never touched him!"

Every season, wherever game birds are hunted, there is a lot
of that kind of shooting-not necessarily five fast shots at one
fast-dwindling target, but shots equally wasted, at birds complete
ly outside the effective range of gun and shooter. It has been my
good fortune to shoot, now and again, with really top-flight
shotgunners, men who really could stretch shotgun ranges; but
I have never yet seen anything to disprove a statement made
by one of those very gunners, that "For 99 men out of a
hundred, shotgun range ends at 50 yards. Anything beyond
that is a combination of luck and wishful thinking!"

We hear and read a great deal about magnum guns and
magnum loads that will kill anything that flies out to 70 or 80
yards-and it is undeniably true that both guns and loads are
being improved from year to year. But neither magnum bores
nor magnum loads nor long barrels guarantee kills at extreme
ranges, even ballistically; and ballistics are a minor part of
the problem. The fact is that not one hunter in a thousand
today ever gets enough shooting at live targets to become expert
enough at range estimation, estimation of speed and angle of
flight, or expert enough at gun pointing, to take advantage even
of the ballistic potentials of his gun and load.

I know that there are guns which, in the hands of certain
gunners, do make kills fairly consistently at ranges well beyond
the limits I have mentioned. Some of those gun-and-gunner
combinations are active today.

Fred Kimble, one of the greatest of the great old-time wild·
fowlers, had a gun-a 6 gauge muzzleholder with a 36" barrel
full choked by Kimble himself-with which, shooting 1112
ounces of No.3 shot, he could and did consistently kill high,
fast-flying ducks at ranges up to what he, and many witnesses,

A full swing like this is only productive when
the shotgun is light - and is properly fitted.
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FANCIES
By JAMES J. CULLAN

called "80 yards or more." But Kimble himself wrote in 1936,
"There's no such thing as an 80 yard shotgun today," and
added, in effect, "nor ever will be again, because they're not
needed." He said that this was a good thing "because no man now
can possibly get the amount of shooting experience necessary to
use that kind of a gun."

Kimble himself was practically (if not actually) a profession
al; a man who shot, for mgh stakes, every day of every season
(and they were long seasons in those days!) for many years in
the midst of wildfowl populations the like of which we will never
see again; a man who was acknowledged as the national, if not
world, champion noll only at wildfowling but at traps (then
shot at live-bird targets) ; a man who knew long-range shooting
with a shotgun as no man living today can possibly know it.

The modern shotgun is not made for 80 yard ranges. Major
Gerald Burrard, acknowledged shotgun authority, in "The
Modern Shotgun," his three-volume treatise, states: "At 50
yards, the pattern given by (most) shotguns is so open ... that
there are comparatively few pellets in the 30" patterning circle
... and, at 60 yards, this difficulty is (Continued on page 61)

In hunting rabbits, the most popular shotgun
target, swing is the prime factor, not range.

The British low base shell (at left) manages to
kill a lot of birds. Next to this shell are Ameri·
can low base, high base, and magnum shells.

When field hunting for birds or rabbits, a gun that you're able to
swing fast is more important than one with far ranging power.
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ONLY

New leather
slin9S $1.95.

ONLY

NEW MAUSER
LEATHER

SLINGS 51.95!

NEW LEATHER
SLINGS $1.951

Original bayonets
only $1.95!

REALITY!

MAU5ER51

ONLY

54295!
"ARCTIC" MAUSERS!

BACK AGALV! •. The model that
broke ALL sales records in 1960! SPE~

CIAL :M98K Mausers (World War II type)
designed for "Arctic" use. Special over-sized

trigger.guard for "fumble proof" speed with (or Without)
your favorite mittens. Standard 8:MJ\f caliber, 24 inch barrel,
modern turned down bolt handle-all for only $26.95 in NRA
GOOD condition. 8M1\,{ Me ammunition only $4.00 per 100.

• PERSIAN M98/29 BRNO MAUSER CARBINES!
_ Cal.8MM

-.=:lIlliIIIA

WW II M98K type. Manufactured in Spain
AFTER WW II-some as late as the mid 50's. ALL

with ALL milled pal'ts. ALL with 24" barrel. ALL arsenal
reconditioned, rcblued and refinished, ALL compiete with

?IJ7J~a~c;;:~~~nte[~. a;dMMu:~~~i1r~n ~ii; ~:t>~~ee: I~Aro~~:S~

The great M98/29 Brno Mauser Car-

wrapped up inlo ob~~e'un~~e~asd~~ra~~:to:a~e~ :~~~~~~
down hOlt handle with the knurled underside- a~o the ex·

otic aad.dle ring. All in good or better condition at onl)" '34.95. Bayonets
with scabbards only $1.95. Avoid bitter disappointment. Order yours now!

ONLY

NOW ONLY

$3495!

MODEL 03A3 SPRINGFIELDS!

ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLE!

U. S. ARMY MODEL 19171

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREVS!

The very latest model of the WORLD RENOWNED Springfields. For the first time, the
improved 03A3 model in NRA VERY GOOD condition and only $42.95. Some with milled tigger
guards only $3.00 more. The INCOMPARABLE Springfield-the magic name in rifles, in the

universally favorite .30·06 caliber. ALL high numbers and ALL with the IMPROVED receiver type sight. Perhaps your
last chance to own the ultimate in a truly fine military rifle-the perfect model for sporterizing. Join this up with our
bargain NON·Corrosive .30·06 Ammunition at only $6.00 per 100 and the NEW INTERARMCO·F.N. precision produced
.30·06 Soft Point Ammo Only $3.90 per box of 20 for the finest all around rifle·caliber ammunition combination EVER!

Cal. .30-06

.30-06

All milled parts-fresh from government eases.
All G •• V.G. or better. A few Excellent only

$5.00 additional. Genuine new Webb SHngs 51.00-used .50.
The world's strong-est lSolt actionl Order yours today. If you prefer
Remin~ton or Winchester manufacture. a limited. number $3 more.

NOW! ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD AND SAVE! HELP MAKE

~cal.

W WORLD RENOWNED U. 5. 5PRINGFIELD51

¥" Cal..30-06 ••••B,r.el.
High numbers

ONLY

$3995!

Superb Royal Enfield No. 4 Service
Rifle-pride of the British Empil'e-
used in front Hne sel'vice as late as

Korea-many still in use. StricUy a NEW lot, all cal'e
fully inspected and cleaned prior to shipment-not the
over·worn grease covered leftovers as available previous

ly. All in good or better condition and a few VERY GOOD only $3.00
marc. Prong Dayonets only $1.00 when ordered with rifle. The vcry finest.

A M M UNIT I 0 N SP ECIA LS ' , , Mi~imum order (except Soft. Point) 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft
• • • POint) per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

FINE ISSUE PISTOL CARTRIDGES 7.62 NATO (M.C.) (.308 Win.) Non-Cor $12.00 SOFT POINT SPORTING CARTRIDGES
7.62 Tokarev (~istol) (M.C.) s~.gg 7.62x39 Russ~an Short (20 rds.) _ ..__ $ 4.95 6.5 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) _ 53.50
7.63 Mauser (Pistol) (M.C.) $ • 7.62MM Russlan (M.C.) __ _.. 5 6.00 6.5 Swedish Soft Point (40 rds.) _ $6.00
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) $4.00 7.65MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) __ $ 6.00 7MM Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.50
9MM Luger (M.C.) (Boxer-Non-Cor.) S4.00 .30-06 U.S. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) __ $ 6.00 7.35 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) _.._ $3.50
9MM Steyr Pistol (M.C.) S4.00 .30-06 Blanks ._ $ 4.00 7.5 Swiss Soft Point (20 rds.) $5.00
9 MM Browning Long (M.C.).................... ~~.gg .30-40 Krag (M.C.) _ ..$ 5.00 7.65 Russian Soft Point (30 rds.) m.$4.50
Jr~tfirs~W·~-h."j'TARy ..RfFLlfcARTR'jDGES .~~~ :~~~:~ ~~~ry (M.C.) _- - ..~ ::~~ 7.65 Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.50

6.5 Dutch.(M.C.) (with one free CliP) ~~.gg 8MM German Ma~;;~..:r;s~;-:::::::===::::::$ 4.00 ..:g34~rfJ.;lf ~~li TJ,~\Z;\ ~~~ ~~~·.t::~:::::::~:::::::~::~g
~J:r.Wa~~~~rer(~~C~~::.-::::::='-:-=====::$6:00 8x56 R Ma~icher $ 4.00 8~ Mauser. Soft Point (40 rds.) __ $6.00
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.) _ _ S5.00 20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.) __ $ 9.95 8x~OR Mannlicher (20 rds.) ..- ---_.$4.50

New production KYNOCH 9 X 57 MAUSER Soft Point ammo (245 Gr.) ONLY $3.50 per 20 Rds. (Almost half-price)

SPECIAL!

*
IN STOCK! The new INTERARMCO·NEW F.N. produced NEW production-ISO grain expanding bullet spod., KATANGA KOPPER EXTRA long u.o.

sofl point ammunilion .al a low $3.90 per 20 rounds. - non·corrosive. non·mercuric boxer primed Cal•.30·06 ISO Gr $3.90-box of 20
The hunting ammunition price barrier broken at lasl! - extra sfrength case shoulder annealing. Cal..303 British .. ISO 6r•.. $3.90-box of 20

IMPORTANT SALES INFQI:lI\'I~"tIQN. - PLEAS~ Worth or Money Back" Guarantee when &'OQds
~~~T~W~~R.~'tc~~:slll~S-t:~~m?s~~~~Y~~ are returned prepaid within two d.a¥8 .fter re-
Charges Collect) from Alexandria, Va. Send check ceipt. Ye 014 Hunter will not answer acrimonious
or Money Order. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry nc. ~~~~ir:~n~fn~n~::::e,;re~pec~:~e~a\~m~~e::
~~~;t~; Rse~eto~~rarre~sna~:nto$~~~Cft.~:z,~;~,1~ abOve, are good for month ot publication onlyt

The Old Hunter uses only unretouched photos so you can see how they really loolc.

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write on yo~ official
business letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE during weekdays
for greatest Dealer bargains EVER. Also m~
choice unadvertised items at special low priceaf

5
A
V
E

80%



Cal.
7.5
Another fantastic
Swiss import 
manufactured where
the watchword is ALWAYS
precision. Absolutely su
perb craftsmanship and
ALL with ALL matching
numbers. Commercial fin-

~~~ht. ·~t::i:~~~e,t};rM ~~~; ONLY
Good condition and only
$16.95. Some excellent
only $3.00 more. NeW$16 95 '1960 production 7.5 SWiss
Revolver ammunition only
$3.95 per full 40 rounds. a

Clean postwar
lines With proven
construction at a
price unbelieveably low_
only a meager $22.95 and
in NRA Very Good condi.
tion. Features both handy
thumb safety and extra

~~~~~a~~Zei~e~~~a~iiG.~ ON'LY
A pistol you need not be $
ashamed of in ANY com
pany-a perfect utility side- 22951
arm at a bargain price! a

ONLY

54995!

ONLY

53995!

.fREE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES!
Extra Magazine - Takedown
Tool - Cleaning Rod - Official
Swedish Army Holster•

Cal. 9MM
Parabellum
Ori~inal Model 40 LAHTI Pistols
deSIgned by the famous Finnish
weapon designer Amio Lahti and
manufactured by the great Swedish
Arms Factory, HUSQVARNA. Mono
b'Tam of the beautiful Swedish emblem
bedded in grip. ALL NRA VERY GOOD and
ALL accessories listed beiow included FREE.
Some NRA EXCELLENT only $10.00 more.
9MM Parabellum ammo only $4.00 per 100.

ENFIELD COMMANDO
REVOLVERS!

Cal.
.38
5&W

The handgun bar
Kain of all time.
Genuine, ordnance·
uulIt. time-tested,
Enfield Commando Revolvers.
Carried in World War II by ONLY
the illustrious battle-worn
Commandos. 80 dependable $1495 'it fires double action only.
Chambered for the pOpular, •
standard .38 S&W cartridge.

Cal. .32 ACP
Featuring a large
pine shot maga
:&ine, this potent
little pistol was made to
exacting standards for use
by the Germans and for
commercial assumption. A
lever type safety is placed
convenient to the thumb.
Complete with high impact ONLY
plastic grips, this pistol is
offered in NRA good or$19

951better condition for ?nly,

~~I~·~~:2~.x~asp~~flt~zb~;1 _

RARE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES!

Original Black LEATHER Deluxe Holsters
wjextra Magazine Pocket $4.95!

Cal.
.38 Special

Without question the best revolver buy of
the year. BRAND NEW (in original box)
SMITH & WESSDN (MODEL 10) .38 SPECIAL
MILITARY AND POLICE Revolvers in the
popular 6" barrel length. Beautiful SM ITH
& WESSON high gloss blue finish. Short
action. Checkered walnut grips with sliver
monogram. Square butt. Fixed 1/10 inch ser
rated front sight with square notch rear. A
tremendous saving for the finest. Included
FREE with each revolver-a Mershon detach
able grip adapter. Order yours today while
the supply lasts. Only the very best for less!

~rrmatt 'iatnlr ilnbri 'fiB

SMITH & WESSON

MILITARY & POLICE .38 SPECIAL!
(BRAND NEW)

THE "WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOL!" THE
ONE PISTOL IN THE WORLD THAT NEEDS
NO INTRODUCTION. The famous creation of
the world renowned Georg Luger. Officially
designated by the manufacturer as "Pistole
Parabcllum Model 'OS"-the year it was origl·
nally adopted by the German Army. Guaran
teed completely serviceable in NHA GOOD
condition but shoWing prolonged holster wear
only $39.95. Plenty of superb non-corrosive,
boxer primed 9MM Parabellum Ammunition in
stock only $4.00 per 100 rounds! Some cus
tom commercially reblued With "like new"
grips and NRA GOOD barrels only $49.95.

Each pistol individually boxed.

Cal. 9MM Parabellum

ENFIELD No. 2 MK
Cal. REVOLVERS!
.385 & W~IIIlII"
The finest of the
Enfield.Webley ser-
ies! The first time
available on the U.S.
market. The model that su
perseded the Webley MK VI.
Shoots the standard .3S S&W
cartridlle both single and
double action. NRA GOOD
condition and only $16.95.

~c;~o ~~re~e~yb~:O~ ~~}r. ONLY
standing that it does Not 16 1
~~v.: ~o~e ~~iitu~~~tt~h~~ $ 95
immediately. A unique find! a

This sturdy model
Ruby has a lasting
reputation as being
one of the best automatic
pistols eVeT produced on
the Iberian peninsula. All
have a positive thumb lev_
el safety and long grip
Which houses the extra
large capacity nine shot(,$17

951
magaZine. Offered in NRA
good condition at only
$17.95, extra magazines _
only $1.95. A bargain!

MAUSER HSc AUTOMATIC!
(Huge New
Shipment)
Cal. .32 ACP
The very latest, 1m·

E~~~~2gACWAU:::"~tiC.
Manufactured as late as
World War II by the great
Mauser Works atObeTndorf. The
most modern of the entire Mat.:se~
series With single and double aC~lon
operation and ultra modern deSign.
All guaranteed with Excellent bar
rels and fine rust proof finish.
Perhaps your very last chance for
the buy of your time. All pistols
NRA GOOD or Better. .32 ACP
ammo only $6.00 per 100 rounds.
Extra magazines only $3.95 each!

PISTOLS!

ONLY

58495!

ONLY

53495!

The superb, une
qualled Browning
.32 Automatic in
the latest (M22) model
mfg. by Fabrique National
d' Armes de Guerre, Liege.
Belgium. In very good

s~r:.~~ti~~ce1~e~tl~3~5g·~~: ON,LY
ditional. Extr~ capacity B$26

951
round magazlne. (Extra
magazines $2.95, cleaning
rods $.50) Outstanding! 1 •

COLT NEW SERVICE
REVOLVERS!

BROWNING .32 AUTOI
Cal. 32 ACP

Back aeain at the lowest

kro~:l e;{~~nt;:ep~n~:,o:o~~:
at a token prke. The Re
volver that tamed the North-
west-the revolver that made ONLY
the most desperate desper-
ado cringe with fear. Imagine $2 9 951NRA Very good condition and
only $29.95. As usual the best
for the least from Y. O. H.I -

Cal.~_@.45S ;;;;;

@T

SMITH & WESSON

COMBAT MAGNUM!
(BRAND NEW)

.357

FREE'
•New Leather Holster

with Magazine Pocket!
•• New Extra Magazine!

• New Cleaning Rod!

Cal. 9MM

STAR MODEL B!
BRAND NEW

Complete with NEW leather holster and
NEW extra magazine and cleaning rod.
One of the latest commercial STAR de
shms in the pOpular. readily available.
9 MM: Parabellum (Luger) caliber. Time
tested Browning design. easy operation,
eight-shot magazine, commercial blue
finish, ease hardened hammer. genuine
checkered grips and individually packed.

PERHAPS THE GREATEST OFFERING OF ALL
TIME-NRA GOOD PLUS CONDITION WALTHER
1'·38 PISTOLS AT AN UNBELIEVABLY LOW
$34.95-TODAY, '1'HE OFFICIAL SIDE ARM OF
GERMAN NATO FORCES. Adopted by the Ger~
man Army in 1938 to replace the German Pistole
Model '08. The first production run completed in

tt~3~ut:~:t~cstg~~n:r~a~~Wl~h1~~Oblo~~t~do~~
the hammer and the firing pin. Also has special

. protruding signal pin Which indicates When
cartridge is in chamber. Current new production
commercial models listed at over TWO AND
ONE·HALF times this bargain price. Some NRA
Very Good only $5 more! 9MM Parabellum,
boxer primed, non-corrosive ammunition at a
bargain $4 per hundred rounds. Each pistol
individually boxed. Original Black Nazi last
issue "quick draw type" leather holsters on
$3.95 extra! Somp BRAND NEW only $6.95!

, Extra original magaZines only $4.95! A top buy!

Cal. 9MM Para bellum

,Cal.
.357 Magnum

The superb SMITH & WESSON
.357 COMBAT MAGNUM ~ BRAND NEW (in
the original box) and in the popular 4" barrel
length. SAVE'$25.00 by ordering yours while
the 'supply lasts'! Beautiful blue finish and
special oversize grips with silver monogram.
Special Ya" Baughman Quick-draw front ramp
sight. Special grooved trigger with adjustable
trigger stop. Shoots interchangeably the .357
S&W Magnum, the .38 S&W Special and the .38
S&W special Mid Range. The perfect all-around
Revolver at a price unbelievably low. Complete
with cleaning rod with two attachments, screw
driver and registration card. Order yours today!

ASTRA MODEL 3000 I
(BRAND NEW)'''_Ii.
Cal. 380'"
Model 3000 ASTRA
pistols in the extra

~~uI~~i~g c~~~~ An

~~~Ol~~ j~~~~';Ia;o~~~
thing BRAND NEW at a
"surplus" price-priced
so fantastically low only
because of huge Spanish
Shipment. Features the

~~~~~nte~~algr~~~~:::· ONILY

FREE' EXTRA I $3495 I.MAGAZINE

SMITH & WESSON
ASS REVOLVERS I

Cal.
.455

ALL HAND GUN PURCHASES MUST CONFORM TO REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL FIREARMS ACT. STATEMENT WILL BE FORWARDED FOR SIGNA.
TURE PRIOR TO SHIPMENT ON SALES TO OTHER THAN LICENSED DEALERS. WE REQUIRE YOUR CITY OR STATE PERMIT WHEREVER APPLICABLE.

For the first time
in five years-the

. SQllg-ht after heavy

. duty Smith & Weg-

. ~~Yi~:~~ls~pi~r'~~~e_war

fu~;~~ansh~pfi~i~ cOa"rid
walnut grtrEs with GOLD ONLY
monogram and only $2~.95

In VERY GOOD eondibon'$29
951Some EXCELLENT op,IY

$5.00 more. A few TrIple
Locks at only $10.00 more. -



F ROM THE COLD PERCH on the
rim of a rock outcropping, we

had our eyes glued to the chuck ac
tivity below. My wife was forward,
her cheek pressed to the stock of the
.22, concentrating on the woodchuck
sunning himself near his hole in the
rock pile. Together, we doped out the
situation. "I'd guess about 85 yards,"
she said. I double-checked our esti
mates against the rangefinder. "That's
pretty close." A woodchuck at that
range and partially screened is not an
easy target for a .22 rim-fire. At last the
chuck stood up, turning his head
toward us. "Lay the crosshairs right
on top of his head," I advised. The bul
let hit solidly, and the chuck cart
wheeled end-over-end down the rock

Even a little .22 rifle
takes getting used. to.
The beginner's sessions
at the benchrest assure
hunting success afield.

YOUR WIFE CAN BE

YOUR FINEST HUNTING

COMPANION IF YOU

CARE TO TEACH HER

A woman, plus a bolt action .22 RF
rifle equals a braggin' size chuck.

slide. "Good shot," I assured her, "you
really nailed that one."

I have been a varmint hunter for
many years. As such, I accept many of
the haunting certainties and uncertain
ties of varmint hunting. What I hadn't
counted on was my wife's sudden in
terest in shooting. It all started about
five years ago. There's an old idiom
that says "if you can't lick 'em, join
'em," and so she joined. Surprisingly
enough, the husband and wife team
makes a real good combo. Most hus·
band and wife teams have a "working"
agreement: The wife takes everything
out to 100 yards, the husband takes
everything beyond 100 yards. A better
twosome you couldn't ask for. The
past several years have seen a tremen
dous influx of women joining the var
mint hunting crowd. They're getting
on the band wagon and they are having
a wonderful time!

Varmint shooting is primarily the art
of long range, deliberate shooting-the
stationary target either being killed
with one well-aimed shot or making a
fast, clean escape. And what about the
lady varminter? She becomes a superb
judge of range, learns to adapt herself
to the best shooting position afforded
by the terrain, she knows where to
hold, and she learns trigger control.
She almost never fails to shoot well,
even though she may be greatly excited
at the crucial moment. Long periods
of training at distant marks cure her
over-eagerness and buck fever. She
learns the virtues of patience, to walk
and to see. (Continued on page 53)
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By DANIEL K. STERN

THAT MAGNUM GUNS ARE NOT NEW IS PROYED BY

THIS FRENCH FLINTLOCK PISTOL

AMINIATURE
MAGNUM PISTOL

With barrel unscrewed,
powder charge and ball
are loaded in chamber.
Note the poly-grooved
rifling of I%" barrel.

HE JRY DERINGER, who is generally credited with
developing powerful pocket pistols, didn't have a

thing on an unknown French gunsmith who, in the late
eighteenth century, produced a powerful, rifled, .377 cali
ber pistol of his own-and a breechloader to boot.

This little pistol, a screw-barrel flintlock, drives an 85
grain lead ball with a load of 13.5 grains of FFFg black
powder-a hefty charge for a gun that measures only 6%
inches over-all and weighs only ten ounces!

In some respects this miniature magnum is a far more
useful and effective self-defense arm than its more modern
Deringer counterpart, because of several unusual features.
It can be reloaded in the dark without a powder measure,
rapidly and safely by feel alone, and it fired a forced ball,

that is, one unmarked by the rifling until "forced" into the
grooves upon firing. This added initial resistance tends to
develop greater velocity and striking power. These were
undoubtedly features which endeared the little gun to its
original owners. By contrast, try loading a Deringer in
the dark without a measuring flask or without using a
patched, sub-caliber ball-it ain't easy!

While it was a fad in the California of the 1850's to have
your favorite gunsmith load your Deringers, it may have
had more than fashion behind it. As already noted, unless
the sub-caliber patched balls are used, it is really a job;
the light rosewood rammers often supplied by Deringer
were hardly adequate for the task.

The trick with the screw-barrel (Continu,ed on page 41)
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Olults i4uu~uu Nany 'tstuls
MADE IN THE LONDON AND THE HARTFORD FACTORIES.

THE COLT NAVY PISTOLS PRESENT A COMPLEX

PROBLEM FOR TODAY·S GUN COLLECTOR

BY JOSEPH G. ROSA

, ..

38

The Tower of London, above. is the repository for many
fine guns. Below, two views of a cased London Navy Colt,
complete with nipple wrench, flask, and cleaning rod. Ship
scene engraving is still in excellent condition, gun has serial
number 69368. The flask is of the type usually supplied
by James Dixon and Sons who had shop in Sheffield.
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ON THE NORTH BANK of the Thames River, in the
city of London, stands a historic building known as

the Tower of London. Long a center of interest to histor
ians, the Tower is also a mecca for gun collectors, housing
among its vast collection of arms and armor some of the
finest and rarest firearms in the world. In the collection
are a number of Colt revolvers; some common, some rare,
and one that has about it the air of mystery that permeates
this old relic of a building-a fine cased and fully engraved
London Navy, Model of 185l.

The mystery of this particular Colt revolver is that it
appears to have .been manufactured long after the produc
tion of the standard London avy had ceased, to be re
placed by the Hartford-made revolvers which were stamped
"London" though made in the U.S. To tell the story of this
"mystery" pistol properly, let us look at the history of the
Navy revolver, one of the most famous members of Colt's
family of percussion handguns.

Originally named "The New Ranger Size Pistol," in
honor of the Texas Rangers, when it first went into produc
tion during the 1850's, the Navy was .36 caliber, and light
in weight (nearly half that of the .44 Dragoon). A number
of these revolvers were ordered by the U.S. Navy for tests,
and proved so successful that they were adopted for service.
It was then that the "Ranger" title was dropped, and the
revolver became immortalized as "The Navy."

In its original design, the 1851 Navy had a square-back
trigger guard, and the wedge key, which had its locking
screw under the wedge, fitted in a slot cut in the top of the
cylinder pin. This variation soon disappeared, and in the
second model the normal center-slotted pin was used and
the lock screw was placed above the wedge; the square-back
guard was, however, retained. As these square-back guards
were difficult to make, they were replaced in the third
model by a rounded guard-or more correctly an oblong
shaped guard. This was so small that many a fat-fingered
individual could not reach the trigger when he needed his
gun in a hurry. This, and the fact that even in those days
-before TV Westerns-some people had a desire to use a
pistol with a glove on, induced Colt to adopt the now fa-

miliar large guard, a feature that was retained through the
cap and ball period and on to the Peacemaker. Despite all
sorts of variations, the Navy retained one feature during its
whole production-the famous Ormsby die-rolled engrav
ing of ships of the Texas Navy engaging a fleet of Mexican
ships on May 16, 1843.

During 1851, at the Great Exhibition in London, Colt
exhibited specimens of his revolvers which, although they
created a great sensation, only won "honorable mention."
Prejudice by the supporters of the English gun trade, is
believed to have been responsible for this somewhat left
handed compliment. But Sam Colt was not to be put off,
and quick to note the obvious success of his Navy pistol, he
felt it necessary to establish a foothold in Europe, and he
began negotiating with the British Government to set up a
factory in London. Production commenced on or about
January 1, 1853 at a building in Bessborough Place, Mill
bank, on the Thames near Vauxhall Bridge. Actual produc
tion ceased about December 1856, although a repair shop
operated until sometime in 1857. Manufactured at the fac
tory were the Navy pistols and the Pocket Model of 1849;
several sporting guns were also turned out, but these were
assembled from parts made in Hartford.

The Navy pistols exhibited in the 1851 exposition were
mostly of the second and early third models, but by 1853
the third model was in full production; thus a number of
"London Address," but Hartford-made pistols with narrow
guards came over to the London sales rooms to cater to
the demand until the London factory production got under
way. By the middle of 1853 Colt had his London factory
working on its own resources, and the pistol parts sent over
from Hartford to be assembled and stamped "London"
were replaced by parts made on the premises. It was then
that the true London Navy was born and the subtle differ
ences between these and the American versions became
readily apparent.

In America, several changes were made on the Navy.
The barrel lug was enlarged and the loading groove on the
right side of the barrel lug was bevelled; the capping cut
out on the recoil shield was also (Continued on page 51)
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Chastain from Marietta, Georgia, missed
only four notes to sing loudest for the jun
iors. George Shehan, from Decatur, Alabama,
was most in tune for the sub-juniors. Nasb
ville's Jimmy Cates read all the notes per
fectly in the 100 target 20 gauge event,
topping Harry Wolberg.

• • •
One of the biggest shooting events for

the month of March, and for the skeet year,
is the 8th Annual Inter-American Open, at
Club Metropolitano de Tiro, San Juan,
Puerto Rico, March 4-8. It is expected NBC
will tape the shoot and present it on a
network program Saturday, 1arch 14.

• •

THE FROST GIRLS chilled competition
in the Pennsylvania Women's Inter-Club

Trapshooting League. Mother, Mrs. William
E. Frost, and daughter Mrs. W. W. (Nancy)
Remmey each broke 46 of 50 rain-swept
targets, to lead their Torresdale-Frankford
Country Club team to victory in the third
match of the Women's League. Team score
was 222, giving the T-F club a two-target
margin over second place Huntington Valley
Cc. Mrs. Rhoda Wolf broke 45x50, Mrs.
F. W. Roebling III broke 43, and Mrs.
William L. Battersby 42, to round out the
winning effort.

High Individual for the third match was
Mrs. Edward Howell of the Philadelphia
Gun Club, with 49 of the 50 targets. Mrs.
Curtis Laupheimer of Huntington Valley,
the second place club, was second high for
her 48x50. Valley Forge took third place,
behind the Huntington team. Philadelphia
CC was fourth, and Aronomink fifth.

Pull! is very interested in the pl"Ogress
of the feminine trapshooting league, and
salutes the ladies. We are also hopeful that
our readers will supply details of other
feminine trap or skeet leagues across the
nation, for reporting in these pages.

This column has always felt that there
are many splendid opportunities for addi
tional ladies and family leagues in both
skeet and trap, and will be pleased to sup
port them by recording details of their
league activities.

• • •
Pull! sends a hearty salute to the Southern

Indiana Gun Club, at Evansville, on news
of the club's new shooting lay-out on a 29
acre site northeast of Evansville. The 29 acre
site is one Qf the most ideal locations for a
gun club this writer has seen. When I in
spected it, six traps were inclicated, and it
appears that ample room for expanding the
firing line is available. Background is un
obstructed, and a fine grove of trees lays
just back of the firing line. Club officials
have announced plans for camping and pic
nic grounds in the shaded grove, in line
with my constant reminders that a gun club
will be more successful in attracting shooters
if the club makes provision for total recrea
tion of the shooter and his or her family.

• • •
One hundred and ninety shooters toed the

stripes in the Atlantic City Gun Club's
championship tournament. Cliff Leutholt
topped the singles entry list and Dr. J- W.
Conover carved out a handicap victory. Mrs.
Rhoda Wolf topped the ladies in the 16 yard
events.

On the same day, Philadelphia Country
Club offered a mixed team program, that

ended in a tie between the teams of Fred
Lyons and Mrs. George Offenhauser, and
H. D. Lafferty with :vIrs. Edward N. Howell,
when each team dropped just one target.

• • •
Bob McArthur was almost as invincible as

another McArthur, General McArthur, that
is, in one of the Roxborough Gun Club's bi
monthly programs. Boh McArthur, from Col
mar, Pennsylvania tied Price Jackson of
Wilmington, Delaware, in the 16 yard race,
with a perfect score. Another perfect score
gave him the handicap trophy, and he fin
ished the day with a second in doubles com
petition, after dropping two pairs. Arcmw
DiPaolo dropped just one brace, to take the
doubles trophy_ Mrs_ Mary Christopher of
Cornwell Heights topped the ladies in both
singles and handicap events, with identical
scores of four targets off the pace.

• • •
Paul Holloway, Dr. B. W. Mickle, and

Cliff Leuholt were the big winners in the
Pine Valley (New Jersey) Gun Club's an
nual LeRoy Tindall Memorial Champion
ship. Holloway was high in the 16 yard
events, handicap trophy went to Dr. Mickle,
and Leuholt was the high doubles gunner.

• • •
Only last month, Pull! reported that Ed

Willmering, of the Show-Me-State, had hvice
shown that the four-gun world record of
398x400 could be tied. We commented that
we would not be surprised to see Willmering
break the record now shared by him. It must
be reported, however, that we were not quite
prepared for him to accomplish that goal
that has eluded so many fine skeet gunners
for so many years, in just 30 more days.

Willmering broke the old mark, and set a
new standard of 400 straight, 100 each with
the four gauges, including the 2% inch 410
shell, at Jennings Gun Club.

While it must be recognized that setting
a new world record is a very important ac
complishment, we must also make the rec
ord complete by reporting that Mrs. Will
mering was the Lady All-Around champ in
the same shoot in which hubby set the new
record, which might have been just as im
portant to her as the new record was to her
other half. Let the record so show.

• • •
Martin T. Vaughn, of the host city Nash

ville, played the best tune with his 12 gauge
in the Music City Open. Vaughn didn't miss
a note, which saved him an encore. Owen
Frisby had one sour note, which gained him
the runner-up spot. Mary Sweat, from At
lanta, Ga., that is, sang the sweetest tune in
Ladies 12 gauge events, for her score of 95
(skeet score, not musical score). Gary

One hundred and five industrial trap teams
competed in the 14th Annual National In
dustrial Invitational Trap hoot, hosted by
Armco Steel Corporation at Middletown,
Ohio. Growth of the trap sport as an em
ployee recreation activity is pointed up
sharply by the increase in entry list of the
Armco Shoot. The number of entries bas
almost doubled in six years, and is almost
four times the early entry list at the start
of tbe industrial classic.

Host Armco team won the title this year,
for an unusual switch, after a shoot-off ,vitb

ational Lead Company's five-man team.
High Individual shooter was Ralph Hoyt,
shooting on the McCall's Magazine team.

• • •
Every so often, some blase scattergunner

comes along and says he is disaffected with
the standard games of trap and/or skeet.
Deponent usually says something that sounds
like "the games are too sterile, too easy, or
you have to break them all, then break that
many more in a shoot-off." Or, we often hear
that neither trap or skeet simulate field
shooting conditions.

We even hear shooters say that they hit
game well, but can't hit clay targets, for an
opposite side of the coin viewpoint. This
column's attention has been called to a new
clay target game called "Crazy Quail" that
might satisfy any of the above gripes, or at
least send the clay target man hack to the
conventional games or the hunter back to
the field.

In Crazy Quail, a trap is mounted below
the ground, with no part of the installation
visible above the surface. Shooters stand 22
yards from the below-ground trap, and may
be handicapped up to 30 yards. Ten birds
are thrown for every shooter, and they can
be at any angle. Trap operators make sure
that three targets are thrown in the direc
tion of the shooter, at least pne of which
should fly in a straight line at him. The
shooter must not move his feet after calling
"Pull" and must break any in comer before
it reaches him.

Targets are thrown an average distance of
fifty yards, making "Crazy Quail" somewhat
of a skeet game at trap distances, for the
most part. This column will wager than any
critic of the existing games of trap and
skeet, for the reasons mentioned earlier, will
find Crazy Quail a stimulating experience.

As for the writer, I think the game is fun.
I've always been successful in missing
enough trap and/or skeet targets to keep
the games from becoming horing, and I'm
sufficiently insulated against the shock of
missing a target so that I can take ~
Crazy Quail in strid!'J. ~
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Reserve directly with us or through:
Messrs. Rowl and Ward, 64/65 Grosvenor Street, London W.l.

Messrs. Continental American Travel, 465 Park Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

Instantly shows true range!

SIGHT FOCUS READ
,Ai,Gn "tuRN DIAL 50 DISTANCE

IS DOU8U IMAGES MIIlOI ON DIAL
INSTANT MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantlJ'
shows distance in yards. Lets yOU adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 Inches long. Deluxe set Including
Rangeflnder. Leather Holster Case. and 5x Telescopc
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focussing-S29.95 com-

~W85. 0~,J~:: ~~lla~~~e'25t~;d~~~~~d~~0:f°~8.9~~)
Ideal gIft. 30 Day Money-back guar. Send check to:

IDealers: I FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC-3
~ 114-06 Rockaway Blvd., JAMAICA 20, N. Y.

This is not true of our miniature magnum.
It has a 1% inch, 12-groove, right hand
rifled barrel; add its relatively heavy powder
charge, and you can easily understand why
it can drive a .38 caliber ball through two
%" pine boards wi~h power to spare; most
lightly-loaded smoothbores will rarely pene
trate a single board. Smoothbores have a
somewhat diffused sound when fired ·while
Frenchy has a sharp crack that carries a
lot of authority.

Accuracy at 35 feet, even though this gun
lacks sights, is good enough so that you can
put five shots in an area about a foot high
and six inches wide. While hardly target
accuracy, and inferior to the well-sighted
Deringers, it is far ahead of the pocket
smoothbores and plenty good enough for
man-sized targets. Uniform loading always
helps accuracy, and we found it best to load
our Frenchman with the sprue side of the
ball facing the powder.

Yet with all its good points, this is not a
quality pistol. Its furniture is plain steel and
the inletting and finishing is a long way
from the best. Perhaps this is the reason the
maker did not sign his name after it was
proofed.

Nevertheless, it has all the attributes of a
good pocket gun-power, accuracy, and good
reloading speed for its time; a miniature
magnum of a day that vanished nearly ~
two centuries ago. ~

P.o. SARDARNAGAR, U.P., INDIA

(Continued from page 37)

A MINIATURE MAGNUM PISTOL

We offer thrills and excitement unknown to other forms of
hunting. We specialize in driving tiger with elephants in the
pattern set by Moghul Emperors ... this was and is the sport
of Kings! Our arrangements are unexcelled ... our weapons
superb ... our cuisine impeccable. In a twenty-day SHIKAR
we will guarantee you five tiger. In addition you will shoot
leopard, bear, sambar, cheetal, hogdeer, barking deer, wild boar,
geese, duck, partridge, red jungle fowl, hare and otter.

plicated, with a little practice anyonc can
do it in a minute or so, and an expert of
the period probably managed in a much
less time. And it was safer. In ordinary
muzzle-loaders, failure to seat the ball on
the powder can be dangerous; air space
between the two could result in a blown up
gun, something which could easily happen
when loading in the dark, or with an in
adequate rammer.

Although screw-barrel weapons were com
mon in the 18th and 19th centuries, most of
them were smoothbores, and used powder
charges of only six or seven grains, about
half that used by this little French pistol.
These factors made the ordinary pocket
screw-barrel lacking in both power and ac
curacy.

The adventure of a lifetime
••• hunt with trained elephants in
the manner of Royalty under the
ramparts of Himalayan snows!

lies in the hollowed face of the powder
chamber which is shaped to receive the ball.
To load these guns, merely requires un
screwing the barrel, pouring in powder until
the chamber is full, shaking off the surplus,
placing the ball, replacing th barrel, and
priming. While it may sound slow and com-

TIGERCAMP5:

REGAL SHIKAR
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a dollar, and they will mail you that little
gem of an oiler. We have used ours for over
two months, found it efficient, handy, and
best of all, the oil does not leak, spill, or
escape from the plastic container. The thin,
hollow needle-like oiling tube can be closed
tightly and retracts into the container, and
because of the angle of the oiling tube, you
can reach all of those hard-to-get-at places.
Get one for yourself and give a couple of
them to friends-they'll like them.

shooting box. The Custanite Corp., Dept. G,
1228 Utica Ave., Brooklyn 3, .Y., now offers
for one dollar U.S., the Oil·Mite. Send them

Parts for Foreign Rifles
Very often, we get a letter from the owner

of a foreign rifle, mostly a military arm.
Help, says he, where can I get a follower
spring, a firing pin, or some other essential
item. One of the largest dealers in these
parts, and some of them are virtually impos
sible to find, is Bob Lovell. If Bob does not
have it in stock, he keeps the desired item
on his want list, and when he finally finds
it, he'll let you know. Write to Bob Lovell,
Box 401G, Elmhurst, III., for his compre
hensive list.

H & R's Sahara
This is a single shot .22 rim-fire rifle with

Mannlicher type stock and on first glance
looks like an autoloader. Designated as
Model 755, the Sahara did very well in our
rather extensive tests. Function was smootb,
although tbe trigger pull could bave been
somewhat better.

In tbe function tests, tbe gun performed

very well, but wben we used .22 LR higb
speed ammo of Ihree different makes, the
bolt did not stay open but closed almost
completely due the greater recoil. With tbe
Long and Short cartridges, tbe bolt remained
open, and this safety feature is noteworthy
for the beginner. We. did miss tbe now al-

Atlas Stock Finish
Most of us have, at one time or another,

refinished a rille stock. Or maybe you tried,
got fouled up, and then took the stock to the
gunsmith to finish it up. For 1.25, Atlas
Arms Co., 2704 G 10 . Central Ave., Chicago
39, Ill., will sell you a bottle of their stock
finish that is virtually goof·proof and, best
of all, the stuff does a fine job. If you follow
the directions, you will get a finish that not
only looks good but that also is good, and
the best news, at least as far as I am con
cerned, lies in the fact that the finished stock
looks almost like an oil finish, can be touched
up easily if it gets banged around or
scratched up. The Atlas Stock Finish is a
good buy and there is something satisfying
in finishing a stock that will be admired by
the rest of the shooting gang when you are
getting together on the range or in the club
house.

Browning .22 Scope
The Browning line has been expanded quite

considerably in the last year, and the latest
offering is their new .22 scope and the
Browning Groove Mount. The scope has a

Oil·Mite
Over the years, we have collected a num

ber of pen oilers. And over the years, we
have never found one that would really stand
the gaff, keep the oil in the container where
it belongs rather than in our tool kit or

4X magnification, a %. inch tube, the internal
adjustments move the point of impact Ph
inches at 100 yards, and the crosshairs cover
one inch at 100 yards. Withou! mount, the
scope retails for 27.75, and the groove
mount will set you back 6.45. The groove
mount, especially designed for Browning
rifles will also fit most other grooved rifle
receivers, and we put our test scope on a
Remington Model 11 bolt-action rifle. After
sighting the rifle in, we took the scope off
again and gave it the usual torture tests.
The scope passed with flying colors, and we
were especially pleased with the way the
scope fastens to the mount. This mount is a
great improvement over some other mounts,
and it holds the scope safely and securely.
Since the .22 is still the most popular cart
ridge, a good scope on your .22 is worth
considering, and while you are considering,
why not take a look at those new Browning
offerings. You won't be sorry.

It's EASY! With
Gunberth* Plans 6- Kits

All details on Plans. Kits and
Hardware are listed io big,
fully illustrated. • •

"Handbook"-Cotolog,
which olso contains tips on
design and construction.
Send NOWl Only $1.00 ppd.
(Refunded first $10.00 order>

COLADOHATO BROS.
Dept. G-34 Hazleton, Po.

HOPPE'S GUN BLUE
••• for good gun care
Deep·penetrating Hoppe's Gun Blue
allows color matching of any gun
barrel and will restore original
finish without rubbing. Not a paint,
not affected by solvents, excellent
for touch·up. 2·oz. bottle, $1.00,
includes steel wool, directions. At
better sporting goods dealers. If
dealer cannot supply. send $1.00
plus 25¢ for postage to factory.
FRANK A. HOPPE,lnc.
2352 North 8th St., Phila. 33, Pa.

DEALERS-GUNSMITHS
FIREARMS - ALL MODELS

Ideal gift. Records kill for proud hunter.
Beautifully embossed.

Elk Turkey Mule Deer
Deer Coyote Brown Bear
Bear Skunk Grizzly Bear

Moose Javelina Mountain Sheep
Wolf Antelope Mountain Goot

Black T. Deer

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, BUllets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI·STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
.S&W • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

BADGER
SLING KEEPER - BOLT HANDLES

BADGER SLING I<EEPER Made of special 11/4"
hard anodized alloy extrusion-black with plated
clamp & screw. Postpaid $1.25.

BOLT HANDLES Unpolished $1.25, Polished $2.50,
Knurled $3.00. We weld to your bolt body and
pol ish $8.00, w/knurled handle $10.00, or alter
your bolt for low scope $6.50. Jewel Dolt $6.50
extra. Buehler Safety $7.25. Mark II $4.25. One
day service. '

FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-2101.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

BADGER SHOOTERS SUPPLY
Lew Bulgrin, Owner. OWEN, WIS.

Serving Sportsmen 29 Years
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MARBLE FALLS, TEX.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker'. Dozen Plan"

Send SOC for year around bargain mailings

RAY IILlNG ARMS BOOKS CO.
OlptG,6844 Gorstl. St. Philadllphia 19, P

THE PERFECT DECORATOR
FOR DEN, BAR, OR GUN ROOM

• Receiver & Barrel of Cast Aluminum
Beautifully Anodized Black

• Authentic Wood Stocks
• Real Detachable Clip
• Genuine Rear Sight
EDWARDS-BARNES CAST PRODUCTS CO.

5244 Elm, Houston 36, Texas
(Add $1.50 for Shipping and Handling)

P.O. BOX K·3

Actual Size Replica
M1928Al SUBMACHINE GUN

Close Range
fOl Call . •

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus
$2 Instruction Record (78 or 45 rpm) ONLY $5
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM calls featured in Aug. '56
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CAlLED.".Burnharn
calls lured up 121 Fox, 33 Raccoons. 156 Coyotes, 11 Bobcat.
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. Letters tell us of
amazing results-"Very first time I used your calli called up
5 Coyotes"-P.T.C., New Mexico. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above mentioned game or your money back!

FREE Catalog. For new booklet TH RILLS
OF GAME CALLING. 16 page. of rare
and exciting photos-Send 25c.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

for the price and a worthwhile rangefinder
reticle that should appeal to hunters.

Toyota Land Cruiser
We used one of the Toyota Land Cruisers

for a Wyoming pronghorn hunt, and after
banging around in the Land Cruiser for a

week, we are completely sold on it. The
Toyota, made in Japan, is available in two
major styles, a four door station wagon, and
a two door unit.

Let's first take a look at the performance.
At 70 miles an hour on the highway, she held
the road well, but like in all 4-wheelers, cor
nering took a little getting used to. She rode
well, even with gusty and fairly strong cross
winds, handled well on the pavement, and
gas consumption was very slight. Off the
paved road, she did even better, taking 60
degree grades in her stride, and the two and
four wheel drive got us through some of the
toughest country that some of the local
ranchers could find for us as testing ground.
At one time we had four hunters and all
their gear riding cross-country, and there
was enough space for two other men and
their stuff.

The Land Cruiser and the station wagon
have some features that make either one of
the units an outstanding buy. In the glove
compartment there is a quart can of touch-up
paint, and the paint job on the Land Cruiser
we used was exceptionally good and rugged.
After driving through sage brush, dry wash
after dry wash, yucca, greasewood, and other
stuff for a week, there was not even one real
scratch on the bright red finish. Each unit
comes equipped with a trouble light that can
be hooked up under the hood, under the
dash, and in the two door unit, you can even
hook it up at the tail gate (we have not seen
the station wagon, thus don't know if this
feature is included there). Each' Toyota
comes with a complete tool kit, and gas
tanks are mounted internally-no more
banged-up tanks miles from anywhere.

The station wagon weighs 4,010 lbs., the
hard top 2-door wagon weighs 3,414 lbs.
The 4-door unit has a ground clearance of
8.5" and a wheelbase of 104.3", listed maxi
mum turning radius is 20.3 ft., and maxi
mum grade ability is listed as 34°. The two
door Land Cruiser has a ground clearance
of 8.2" and a wheelbase of 90", listed maxi
mum turning radius is 17 ft., and we pushed
the Toyota up grades that were 60 degrees
according to the man who owns the land
and he should know since he had never been
able to get up there with any of his 4
wheelers.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the
Toyota is the arrangement of the shift
levers. The regular stick is on the steering
column. If you want to go into 2-wheel drive,
just depress your clutch, pull out a button
on the dash, and the green light tells you
that you are now pulling with two wheels.

Swift Scope
The Swift Instrument, Inc., Dept. G,

Boston 25, Mass., recently submitted a Jap
anese scope with some interesting features
for tests. These scopes are offered in two
models, the Mk 11 Zoomscope ($89.50) and
the 4X Gamescope ($47.75). We gave the
4X Gamescope a good going over, and found
it well built and optically most satisfactory.
We started the tests by mounting the scope
on a Finnbear .30:06, then put the scope
through the freezer, immersion, and drop
tests, and then put it back on the rifle. The
point of impact had not changed, and the
rough treatment did not affect the scope ex
ternally or internally.

The intriguing feature of the scope we
tested was the reticle. This is a rangefinder

reticle, and the lower half of the vertical
pillar is divided into three sections of dif
ferent thickness. The narrowest section,
nearest the horizontal crosshair, equals one
inch in width or height at 100 yards. The
next section is equal to two inches at 100
yards, while the thickest section equals four
inches at 100 yards. By comparing the vari
ous thickness of these sections with a known
object at a known distance, it becomes a
simple matter to dope out the range. It does
take a little work on your part to get this
range doping down pat, but it is an even
money bet that shooters will cotton to this
new rangefinder reticle, especially since the
scope has fine optical qualities and is built
hard enough to pass our rugged tests with
flying colors.

Also available is the standard reticle.
Adjustment for windage and elevation is
internal, and one graduation represents a
change of one inch at 100 yards, and each
graduation has two, quite audible clicks.
The weight of the scope is 9% oz., over-all
length is just a fraction under 12 inches.
Tube diameter is one inch, the field at 100
yards is 30 feet. Summary: A good scope

most standard grooved receiver for a tip-off
scope, and the sights, slightly reminiscent of
GI sights, took some getting used to before
we were able to get the accuracy the gun is
capable of. The rear sight is adj ustable for
elevation, while the wing guarded front
sight is not adjustable. Structural Nylon is
used in the trigger guard, the barrel band,
and the fore-end cap.

Barrel length is 18% inches, over-all
length is 36 inches, and the gun tips the scale
at just four pounds. The thumb operated
safety is automatic and this is a good safety
feature. The gun should do very well for
youngsters, as a spare plinker, or even as
squirrel gun, and the price tag that H&R
has put on it-just under $22-makes the
Sahara an attractive buy.

We used the Sahara at first as plinker,
then used it to check out two experimental
chronographs that came in for tests. In over
600 rounds, there was not a single failure to
eject, and brass is thrown a considerable dis
tance. All in all, the consensus of opinion
of those who fired the gun was most favor
able, and the Sahara makes a dandy little
knock-around gun for home or camp.
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Speer Bullet Board
Ray Speer recently reminded us of the

fact that handloading has been around for
a while-or to be more accurate, that hand·
loading is now celebrating its 100th year.
We always liked the Speer bullet display
board, and for the 100 year celebration, Ray
and Vernon Speer have hit the jackpot-a
new bullet board that not only shows all of
the fine Speer bullets, but it also commemo
rates the Handloading Centennial.

Brand-new and hot off the presses is the
Speer Reloading Manual, the 6th edition.
Updated and enlarged, the bible of the hand·
loader, offers loads for all of the older
cartridges and all of the new ones. The data
-and they are very complete as usual
have been worked up by Ray and we had
the pleasure of verifying a number of them.
The Speer Manual is a must on the hand-
loader's bench and is a bargain ~

in any man's language. ~

Snub-nosed Python
For a good many years we have heen bang.

ing around with a 6 inch Python. This Colt
gun has been given some of the severest tests
possible, has been used as test gun for sev·
eral ballistics experiments, and has seen con·
siderable wear and tear. We now have one
of the new 2Y2 inch snub·nosed Python
revolvers, and it appears that this new Colt
gun will be a winner.

There is no need to waste space on de
scribing accuracy, finish, or workmanship.
This Python has the best that Colt's has
recently put into a handgun, and she handles
like a dream. With .38 wadcutters, the blast
or recoil is not too bad-if you shoot out·
doors-but with full .357 Magnum loads, the
little Python roars and kicks, but not bad
enough to make a f1incher out of you or
anyone else who is used to handling are·
volver. With extra hot loads we found it
advisable to wear a light leather glove, but
for standard loads, we did very well without
protection. The short Python will set you
back the usual $125, but once you have seen
her, you won't be able to resist. We saw one
at the NRA show and put in an order for
one right then and there.

GERMAN W.W. II
COLLECTORS ITEMS

If you reach a spot where four wheel drive
is needed, again depress your clutch, pull
out the lever on the dash, release your clutch,
and you are ready to tackle the toughest
ground. This means that 3 adults can occupy
the front seat, complete with rifles between
their knees, and there is plenty of elbow
room.

As of this moment, Toyota Land Cruisers
are in short supply-everyone who has seen
them in the West seems to have his name on
the waiting list. We had hopes of getting one
4 door unit through the Gillette, Wyoming,
distributor, but the one unit they were able
to get was not in the showroom long enough
for us to take a look·see. Want a vehicle that
will compete with a mountain goat? Get a
Toyota!

Nazi Medals, Badges, Insignia, etc. illus
trated price list 10c.

RAEDER, Box 68,
Hackensack, New Jersey

The m
uALL-AMERICAN"

GIFT

SHERIDAN's
·amazing

"SILVER STREAK" and
"BLUE STREAK" shoot a

ballistically correct 5mm.
pellet that has the accuracy, bal

ance and finish of match ammunition.
That's why sporting goods dealer.s

acknowledge SHERIDAN the standard for ...

• Co"~".d "W.. ~(penetration up to 1" - -.
in soft pine at 2S yards) ...

• Fire-Proof Safety
• U,m.',h.d A",~., ~.

and Velocity with Weaver
84 Scope Sight

• Instruction Book on p . e $4400
Shooting and Safety roc

RELIABILITY
;!', l

OWER

ACCURACY

CCI TRADEMARKS NOW

AVAILABLE IN .22 LON

RIFLE HIGH VELOCITY. '" ..

ASK YOUR DEALER!

_ Master Expert __ Sharpshooter Marksman Unclassified
Which one of the above are you? Check one. Write Dept. G·4

Largest Primer Selection for Reloaders
Magnum Primers for High Performance Loads
Superlative Accurate HIGH HIGH Velocity

22 Long Rifle Ammo

Cascade Cartridge, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho

Dept.464-C • 1234 -13th Street, Racine, Wisconsin

Safe introduction to handling a gun is every boy'S
prerogative and the safest training possible is
common sense. World-famous SHERIDAN
Pneumatic Rifles have been for years the
logical solution. Also, Father and

Son target matches at home, or hunting afield,
create a bond rarely broken.

This practical little small-bore will bring
the whole family years of pleasurable,
trouble-free target shooting, pest
control and small game hunt
ing. A fine air rifle is one of
the few presents and
memories a boy
treasures all
his life.

AMMUNITION (500 rounds
per box) Each $250

SHERIDAN Pneumatics give you a lot more for just a little extra
and are doubly worth the difference. And what the pumping
does for young arms and shoulders is alone worth the small
extra cost. Write for prices and details TODAY. Available also

HERIDA~
with Sheridan·Williams

5 "0 D Receiver Sight
Iol. Price $3500

PRODUCTS, INC.
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CALL FOX
WITHIN 10 FEET!

~.u:.'~~~
USERS REPORT OVER 1.000.000 GUARAtmED FOR 200,000

lONG LIFE • NO SCRATCHING • NO GAlLING
MANUfACTURED BV

~ 'Die & ?!{h. e..
CIMIKm m8'Dl CARBOLOY (TUDI .....KI

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA, CALIF.

iflliifNEY
PRECISION TRIGGER

Use my NEW CALLS and deer will
almost run over you!
Crows will circle within a few feet
of your head!
Coyotes -Bobcats -Wolves· Coons all
kinds of game will come running to
you day or night-year round.

PAY NOTHING!
1'/1 Show You How It's Done, FREE!
I'll mail you a folder filled with
game calling photographs-thrilling
stories about game calling too! Send
me your .name NOW!
A letter or post card will do.

Johnny C. Stewart,

925 N. 22nd., Waco, Texas

For the serious
competition and
varmit shooters.
Available for U.S.
Enfield, Mauser,

Winchester model 54
& 70, lap 6.5 & 7.7.
Optional features:
Outside Trigger Pull
adjustment, Set Trig·
gers, Thumb Slide
Safety, Trigger Shoe.
Send for information.

More accuracy! No more "surprise shots" .•• YOU
can adjust your Timney, and it STAYS where you set it. For SPRINGFIElQS - MAUSERS - U.S.
100% guaranted! Finest quality, precision machined, ENFIElDS - JAPS - WINCHESTER Model
heat treated, NO WELDED OR CAST PARTS. Top marks- 54 & 70. New improved design for eas·
men the world over demand a Timney Trigger. Over ier installation. Complete instructions
100,000 in use. Ask your gunsmith about Timney. included.

r-S-P-O-R~T-ER-S-E-R-I-ES------~-'-"..t!~...-J
Hunter's economy adjustable trigger for ~.
Springfields, Mausers, & U.S. Enfields. $8.95 "

SPORTSMAN SERIES ~J
Hunting & target trigger, fully adjust·' .
able for pull, creep, & backlash. For . _
Springfields, Mausers, & U.S. Enfields. $10.95 ..

~
'1 fh~~~~a~t~S~fu~a~eE~JlfS backlash.

.r· Bolt lock optional, requires milling, fac·
tory inst. add $5. Send Action & Bolt (no

. $15.95 stocks). For Springfields & Mausers only.

To further improve accuracy and prevent missfires- we
recommend our super Speed- lock Spring - $1.00

r------·
I SEND FOR

FREE book,
"TRIGGER
FACTS."
Complete
trigger in
formation.
Models,op'
tional fea·
tures. En·
close lOt
postage & I
handling. IL ..:

!§YAY <WIN)
YA~GlEY!

ELIMINATE "TRIGGER SLOP"

taken, and to allow the elk herds to get over
any spookiness induced by the earlier hunt
ing pressure.

There had been some concern lest the
animals, if hunted continuously would be
come so spooked that they might retire into
the more rugged portions of the Park. By
giving them a recess of a couple of days be
tween hunts, they calmed sufficiently to re
main on their normal grazing meadows or
in readily accessible daytime resting thickets.

The guides intimately knew the elk haunts
throughout the Park's 78,000 acres of fenced
range. By taking their hunters in different
directions they didn't interfere with each
other's hunting; in fact, parties hunting the
same general area sometimes actually moved
elk toward each other. But in no case was
any direct attempt made to literally herd
the elk toward waiting rifles.

The manpower and equipment in each
hunting party was ample to handle any bull
that was shot almost anywhere. The four
wheel-drive vehicles could usually approach
eaoh kill closely, load it readily, and get it
on its way to the cooling room of the locker
plant in a matter of minutes. There each
carcass was hung on a conveyor line, hosed
out cleanly, and left to cool at a temperature
of about 40 degrees.

Hunters were told that, with animals as
large as bull elk, such cooling was manda
tory to avoid meat spoilage, especially dur
ing the warm weather of the September sea·
son. Yet some hunters, eager to get home and
show off their game, took off as soon as pos
sible after filling their tags. There were some
reports of meat spoilage, partially because
blood-clotted meat had not been cut away
and discarded, but also because of insuffi
cient cooling time before loading up for the
home-bound trip.

A mature bull elk is a massive beast,

(Continued from page 21)

ELK HERD CONTROL

Successful hunter, Bob Scott,
refreshes with cooling water.

game preserves (Yellowstone and Grand
Teton National Parks please note) some
elaboration of these nine successive steps of
procedure is definitely in order. South Da
kota's Custer State. Park didn't accidentally
"luck" into this near-perfect big-game hunt;
it took a lot of considered planning to fill
60 bull elk licensees lOOper cent.

Naturally, once the hunt proved both feasi·
ble and successful, many individuals staked
their claims to having originated it. That's
just dandy with me, no matter who finally
gets the credit. Along with other residents,
I'm just happy that South Dakota finally flew
in the face of the sanctity of game preserves
and the birds and beasts raised thereon, and
has taken the sensible road toward harvest
ing annual surpluses. The long butchering
program which preceded this maiden hunt
of 1962 was offensive to sportsmen whose
dollars had imported elk and stocked them
in Custer State Park about 1912, after the
species had been extirpated throughout the
Black Hills in the late 1800's.

Briefly, here's how this hunt worked. When
the Game, Fish and Parks Department an
nounced its plans, some 437 inquiries poured
in. The next step was to get these pruned
down to those hunters serious enough to lay
their license monies on the line. Actual ap
plicants for licenses, some 240 of them, had
to attach certified check, bank draft, or
money order for the 100 hunting fee. The
lucky licensees were also charged 5 per day
for hire and maintenance of the transporting
vehicles but, if they killed their bulls early,
they were charged only for the days they
actually hunted. All unsuccessful license ap
plicants got full refunds.

The actual hunting season was split into
five day periods, with two day rest periods
between, to allow the four Park guides to
rest up from their pre-dawn to post-dark
chores, to clear the locker plant of the game

four guides kept their binoculars working
all the time, not only to locate game for
their hunters but also to call a halt in the
shooting when one of the hunters made a
killing shot.

Since this report might easily serve as a
basic guide for other controlled hunts in
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POWLEY COMPUTER FO
HANDLOADERS

For any centerfire rifle. $3.50 at your deoler.
Write for description of Large Rifle PMAX
pressure gauge. MARIAN POWLEY, 17623
Winslow Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44120

Black Hills area-was in a key spot from
which she could relay messages which might
otherwise have been cut off. This contact was
used in many ways: In locating hunters who
had strayed; in passing the word as to the
directional movement of sighted elk; in get
ting mechanical aid to temporarily disabled
vehicles; and in keeping a kill-by-k'ill tally
of how each group was progressing, for re
lease to newspaper and radio outlets.

The guides-some or whom had partici
pated in the butchering program of earlier
years, and others having hunted elk in non
game-preserve areas in other States-kept
hunters from misidentifying their game. As
a result only two elk were shot in error in
typical hunting "accidents." One cow was
accidentally shot when she was lined up be
hind a bull which was killed by the same
bullet. Her meat was immediately salvaged
and, except for the red face of the hunter,
no harm was done. The second animal, a
bull, got away and wasn't found until the
next day. After having lain out overnight, the
meat was unfit for human consumption.

Seasoned game managers tell me that,
where hundreds or even thousands of animals
are thrown open to sporting hunting, the
crippling loss often runs as high as 20 per
cent; that is, for every 100 licenses filled
with take·home game, at least 20 more head
are crippled and lost. Using that as a com
parison, the three per cent loss of elk-even
less if the salvaged cow is omitted-repre
sents a very efficient job of game harvesting.

The age, big-game hunting experience and
the hunting gear of the hunters also provided
some interesting data; information I gleaned
through a post-hunt questionnaire. Only 52
of the 60 participants answered fully but the
quality and completeness of their response
was very illuminating. Ages ranged £rom 17
to two hunters who were 65 years of age, the
average age being 41.7 years. Oddly enough,
the greenest tym of the lot was one 65 years
of age, participating in his very first big
game hunt, though he confessed to plenty of
shotgun experience on waterfowl and pheas·
ants. At the other end of the scale, the 17
year old had already hunted deer for five
seasons, and tW(} 24 year olds had six and
eight years of big game experience.

Remington rifles held a slight edge, with
20 of them used as compared to 17 Win
chesters. Other rifles were represented by
four Mausers, three Savages, three Weather
bys, and one each of Browning, Marlin,
Springfield, and one custom.made .300 H&H.
Only one of the 52 responding hunters didn't
identify the make of the rifle he used. Bolt
actions were overwhelmingly popular, with
30 of them in use. Eleven hunters used
pump actions, six were semi-autos, and five
were of the lever-action breed. The .30-06
was the favorite caliber, with 25 used. Next
in order came seven .270s, five of .300 Savage,
three each of .300 H&H and .264, two each
of .300 Weatherby Magnum and .348 caliber,
and one each in 7 mm Weatherby, 8 mm,
7 mm, .280, .35, and .243. The last-named
caliber was carried by the lone woman mem
ber of the hunt, who used 80 grain commer
cial ammo. It is strange that not a single

fore they became soured and tainted. Many
of them, left in the field over-long, were
simply abandoned and left to the ravens,
coyotes, and other meat-eaters.

As this is being written, there is some talk
of requiring successful Custer State Park
hunters to skin and halve or quarter their
kills and then leave them in the cooling
room until every vestige of animal heat is
dissipated. Though this might require an ex
tra day, it would send hunters home with
sweet, edible meat.

Radio-telephone contact between the guides
of separate hunting parties was of inestima
ble value throughout the hunt. Mrs. Gayle
Duncan, from her fire-lookout post atop
M(}unt Coolidge-the highest peak in Custer
State Park and fourth highest in the entire

.Att :JheJe NRA MEMBERSHIP
BE~EFITS 101' Ollt'} :Jille ::Dolfarj

A Year's Subscription to
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

especially thick through the hams, sl.oulders
and the rut-swollen neck. Unless body heat
is completely released from these portions,
there's a chance or souring the choice meat
and spoiling adjacent portions of the meat
carcass.

In common with many other States, South
Dakota has a law against abandoning game
in the field. In a pinch, this could be inter
preted to cover meat spoilage through care
less handling. In Custer State Park, where
the facilities are enormous in proportion to
the daily bag, this problem should never be
allowed to arise. In contrast, this was one of
the hottest criticisms leveled at the Yellow
stone Park butchering program, where the
sheer magnitude of the daily kill prevented
proper care of the field-dressed carcasses be-

The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in The
American Rifleman, sent to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunting
activities; relive firearms history; learn the practical use of guns
for more fun the year. around. You'll read about rifles, pistols,
shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and gun col
lecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially

valuable are impartial product evaluations, based on practical field tests of new
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered include articles on how to buy,
shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt; amateur gunsmithing and reload
ing methods; firearms legislation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Over 600,000hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invite you
to join the National Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where to hunt and low
cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms, spare
parts and military targets as are made available for sale to NRA members at cost
to·government prices. You can participate in year around shooting programs and
be eligible for marksmanship instruction. In addition, NRA will introduce you to
a rifle and pistol club in your community, or help organize an NRA club. And your
support will help preserve the right .of free Americans to own and use firearms for
lawful purposes.
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.30-30 showed up, though one very nearly
did until replaced with a borrowed .300
Savage.

Only seven of the 52 hunters responding
used handloads, with six of them citing their
pet combinations, as follows: 60 grains of
4350 with a 140 grain .264 bullet; 80 grains
of 570 behind a 154 grain bullet in the
Weatherby 7 mm; 64 grains of 4831 behind
a 140 grain .264 slug; 67 grains of 4350
pushing a 180 grain .300 H&H bullet; 48
grains of 4895 in a .270 using 130 grain
bullets, and 41 grains of 4064 pushing a
150 grain Sierra bullet in a .300 Savage
cartridge. The remaining 44 hunters cited
bullet weights but used no other data, so
are presumed to have used commercial
loadings.

Telescopes were highly popular, with 44
of the responding 52 hunters using them.
Six used open or iron sights and two used
peep sights; though one peep was used in
conjunction with a high-mount scope. Four
power scopes were favored, 21 of the 44
scoped rifles wearing them. Bill Weaver's
scopes held a whopping advantage with 20
of them in use, ranging through the K-2.5,
K-3, K-4, KV, and V-8 models. Presumably,
since six other scopes were listed only by
their magnification, some of these were also
Weavers. Other brand-name scopes included
five Bausch & Lombs, three each of Lyman,
and Sovereign Texan, two each o£ Redfield's
Bear Cub, Bushnell and Weatherby, and one
Marlin, totaling 38 that were identified by
brand names. It is significant that the major
ity of hunters were using four-power scopes,

a trend verified by present sales of big-game
scopes.

The 52 reporting hunters claimed to have
seen a total of 1,707 elk, of which 407 were
positively identified as bulls. Naturally, this
includes considerable duplication since the
Park was supposed to have approximately
400 head at the time of the hunt. Many of
the elk of both sexes were sighted several
times by different hunters of the same or
successive parties.

The controlled bull elk hunt in Custer
State Park drew resounding praise as an
ideal means of harvesting a big-game surplus
by sporting means. Several hunters com
mented that it was a far superior method of
game control than that used in 14 National
Park areas (and Custer State Park in pre
vious years). These same hunters expressly
mentioned the 1961-62 Yellowstone Park
program as one they strongly condemned as
highly wasteful of a grand big game resource.
Perhaps this hunt will be the breakthrough
in initiating the reduction of surplus game
herds by means of sporting hunting.

The 1963 Custer State Park elk hunt was
held from September 4th through the 22nd.
No details of the kills are available as this
is written, but applications for licenses ex
ceeded 360 in number, over 120 more than
£or 1962. New for 1963 was a controlled
antelope hunt during the last weekend of
September and the first weekend in October.

Let us hope that this is an indication of
the type of clear thinking that has been
needed for so long in our country's ~
program of game conservation. ~
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HERTER'S .22 CAL. WESTERN
SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER

perior to the carbine that comparison is a
waste of time." The Navy and the Marine
Corps are doing their own soul,sllarching,
and these services will, in all probability,
order Colt rifles.

How does the AR-15 stack up against other
semi·automatic and automatic rifles in com·
parative tests? The BAR, the Thompson,
the Schmeisser and the Russian AK·47 were
compared with the M 16 by the Army. Only
the Russian AK-47 did nearly as well ac
curacy·wise as the M 16 (or AR-15 if you
prerer), but accuracy of the Russian gun at
300 yards was below that of the Colt rifle.
The Schmeisser and the BAR had more
muzzle rise and less controlability than the
AR·15, and one interesting fact that came
to light was that the AK-47 lacked a wind
age adjustment on the sight.

What about the troops that have used the
M 14 and the AR·15? Last summer at Camp
Perry, I was stopped by an officer of one of
the Army's crack paratrooper units. "What
did I think of the M 14?" Before I had a
chance to explain that I had not used the
rifle, I received a torrent of condemnation.
Cleaned up, here is what this officer had to
say: "For paratroop use, the rifle is com
pletely useless. In automatic fire she jams,
for jumping she is about as handy as a bull
in the proverbial china shop. The stock
breaks when you hit hard (in jumping, that
is) and dirt can foul the gun so completely
that it becomes useless." That very same day,
I talked with another officer who had just
returned from extensive maneuvers. His
troops were equipped with M 14 rifles. "A
highly accurate piece of ordance that is by
far superior to anything that we have had be
fore." When I told him about the opinion
offered by the paratrooper, he shrugged it
off with "Special units, special weapons.
Those guys want something my troops could
never use correctly." And he pointed out one
often forgotten factor. When you give an
automatic weapon to a man, you must also
consider the logistics problem. A good rifle
man can make forty shots count, but a man
not properly trained in the use of an auto
matic rifle, can fire forty rounds of ammuni
tion in the wink of an eye-and he is the
exception rather than the rule if he connects
twice out of forty rounds. Thus, furnishing
automatic rifles to every soldier is not the
answer for the infantry. This contention
seems to be borne out by the fact that the
Army is presently furnishing the Colt rifles
only to special units. On the other hand, the
reduced recoil of the AR-15 makes it pos
sihle for any man to fire the gun with great
accuracy. Those who have used the AR-15
and have trained others in the usc of the
gun-and a number of police departments
have these rifles-elaim that training a man
in the use of the AR-15 and making him into
a qualified expert takes less than one half
the time it takes to make the same man into
an expert with the M 14 or with the M I car·
bine.

Just what arc some of the special features
of the AR-15? How docs the rifle and its
ammunition stack up against the M 14? The
AR-15, without ammo weighs 6.31 Ibs., the

(Continued o.n page 50)

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE M-14!

designation of this and all other measure·
ments is being changed-if it has not been
done so already-to the metric system, and
the round is now known as the 5.56 mm
cartridge. This is a recent directive, and the
change from the English system to the
metric system must, according to one Wash
ington source, be accomplished within one
year.

The birth of the AR·15 was attended by
considerable labor pains. Difficulties and
problems beset the rifle, the designer and
Armalite, least of all was the resistance of
Army brass to cbange to a smaller caliber
cartridge, several goofs by the testing staff
of the Army who tested the AR-15 without
knowing how to Slrip the gnn, and a pro
found lethargy to innovations by most of
the men who should have been concerned.
Consequently, Armalit.c, in 1958, took some
of the AR-15's on a world tour, sho·wing the
rifles and giving demonstrations all over the
world. Since the U.S. Army did not want
the gun, and since Armalite had spent con
siderable sums of money on its development,
Armalite management felt that some foreign
orders might help pay for the expenses of
developing and building the rifles. The world
wide tour of the AR·15 was a success. The
small stature of the Asiatic soldier, the ease
of handling, stripping, and firing the AR-15
were its major sales points, and Armalite
men came back with orders.

Colt's bought the patents from Armalite,
and is now building AR·15's for the Army.
What triggered the Army order for 104,000
AR-15 rifles at the total cost of $13,300,000
from Colt's? The first order Colt received
was for shipment of 1,000 AR-15's to Viet
Nam. The first combat reports, and later a
complete Viet Nam report, labeled "Secret,"
showed that the AR-15 outperformed, out·
shot, and outlasted any other gun on the
scene. Not only did the AR15 smell like a
hybrid tea rose, the bullet effect was fan
tastic and devastat.ing. The Air Force was
interested in the AR·15. with an eye on re
placing their M I carbinc. Reports of the
Air Force tests were so enthusiastic, that
they were read with some interest by Penta
gon brass. The story that makes the rounds
in Washington is that the Viet Nam report
and the Air Forcc report fell into the wrong
hands: Secretary of Defense Robert Mc
Namara got the reports, read them in one
sitting, and that his comment supposedly
was "What the hell is the Army doing about
this?" When the boss speaks, the brass
jumps, and the upshot of all the jumping is
the wopping order for AR·15's-an order
that can put Colt's and its parent company,
the Fairbanks Whitncy Corporation, very
neatly into the chips.

Pentagon residents are quick to point out
-and all of them want to remain nameless
since they expect to draw Army pensions
that the current orders for the AR-15 are for
special troops and units only. General Le
May makes no bones about the fact that he
likes the AR-15, and that continuing tests
of the rifle by his boys in the slate-blue
uniforms keeps turning up more and more
fine features of the AR-15. Says one top·
ranking officer: "The AR·15 is so far suo

(Continued from page 26)
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and just keeps going until it buries itself in
either the upholstery or in the engine block.
But the story changes when the bullet is
fired at tissues, either human or animal.
While the .222 Remington Magnum bullet
performs in the usual fashion, the bullet
fired from the AR-15 "tumbles" when it hits
tissue. When the bullet makes contact with
tissue or clotrung, it tips (this may be up or
down) and then continues on its way in this
fashion. Imagine a .222 bullet going through
a chuck or fox, standing upright and then
consider the damage that this bullet would
do as it goes through tissues. According to
eye witness reports, the tissue destruction "is
absolutely incredible and fantastic."

What causes this peculiar bullet behavior?
It is known that the original barrel twist in
the AR·15 was I in 14., but extreme cold
tests at --65° showed tbat this twist influ
enced bullet behavior. Consequently, Colt's
changed the twist to I in 12. This new twist
gave the bullet better lIight characteristics,
yet the effect of the bullet on tissues was
identical when it was fired through the older
twist barrels. Obviously, twist is not the
answer. Winchester - Western, Norma, and
Remington have made various and sundry
lots of ammunition for the AR-15 rille, and
the current ammunition is supplied by Rem
ington. Factory loads broken down reveal
nothing unusual about the cartridge, and
even handloading with magnum primers and
using pulled 5.56 bullets does not reveal the
reason for this bullet tumble and the subse
quent tissue destruction. A number of edu
cated guesses have been advanced by bullet
wise ballistics men, but all of them have, on
critical examination, failed to reveal the real
cause of the tumble. One such idea, and it
seems to be the most logical one, is that the
boattail bullet has a slight non·concentric
spin or yaw. This yaw of the fully jacketed
bullet to the right-the barrel has a right
hand twist-combined with the angular velo
city of the bullet, causes the bullet tumble
when it hits soft materials. When the bullet
hits a one inch pine or oak board, it puncbes
a hole through the wood. If ten such boards
are backed up to each other, the bullet is
upset by the sixth board and wood destruc
tion resembles tissue havoc.

When it comes to firing at long ranges, the
M 14 bests the j"1 16, and there is every rea
son to believe that the Army will stick to
the M 14 for some time to come. All military
experts quite openly agree that the ~1 14 will
probably be replaced, but this is the nature
of our technological age and not due to the
disenchantment of the Army with their
brainchild. There is no telling when a better
rifle might make its appearance, but for the
time being, the ~1 14 seems slated to be the
infantry rille for the Army.

The AR-15, or the 1\1 16 to give the gun
its military label, is a special weapon, very
much like the BAR or the Thompson. The
M 16 is ideally suitable for special forces,
and reports from military brass indicate quite
clearly that the 1\1 16 is a limited procure
ment gun and is not slated to replace the
M 14. This, at least at the present, is the
official view point, and it remains to be seen
how rapidly it might change. Is it possible
that this viewpoint is a carefully prepared
smoke screen to hide a multi-million ~
dollar Pentagon goof? ~

(Continued from page 48)
empty ~1 14 tips the scale at 8.7 lbs. A
soldier carrying all empty M 14, carries the
same weight as (':les a soldier carrying an
M 16 with 120 rounds of ammo. The 7.62 mm
NATO cartridge, designated as M59, has a
150 grain boattail bullet, the 5.56 mm round
has a 55 grain boattail bullet. The stock of
the 111 14 is wood, the stock of the AR-15
is a lightweight plastic that is virtually
break·proof. The M 14, with flash suppressor,
is 44.4 inches long, the AR-15 is 39 inches
over-all. The M H with the 7.62 round has
considerable recoil, while the AR-15 with
the 5.56 round can be fired on full automatic
and with the gun resting on the open palm of
the left hand-the gun will not leave the
palm of the shooter.

The 150 grain boattail bullet of the 7.62
cartridge, with its mild steel core, has bas
ically the same ballistics as the .30 caliber
bullet that was used in the M 1. The 55
grain bullet of the 5.56 mm cartridge has
ballistics that are very similar to the .222
Remington Magnum cartridge. How does the
hullet stack up in various tests? First of
all, the penetration of the little 55 grain
bullet is, to make the understatement of the
year, nothing short of fantastic. At 200 yards,
the 5.56 bullet repeatedly went clear through
5/16" steel plates with a 200 Brinell rating.
The holes look like they were made by a
drill, and only the jacket metal is left on
the edges of the holes. When using a %"
steel plate with the same Brinell rating and
at the same distance, one out of seven bullets
went through the plate. Lackland Air Force
Base personnel, the home of the USAF
Marksmanship School, has been doing ex
tensive testing on the bullet performance of
the AR·15, and the results were "amazing."

But the bullet performance also presented
some problems for the Air Force. Since
Korea, the usual small arms familiarization
course-which meant a man might fire 20
rounds in three years-had been stepped up,
and handling the .45 and the M I carbine
became a part of the training. Since the M I
carbine was the Air Force weapon, the ex
isting rifle ranges and baffies were built and
designed for the M I carbine bullet. The 5.56
bullet goes through these baffies with the
greatest of ease. The present ba.ffies consist of
one inch oak or yellow pine board, then a
10 gauge steel plate (.135 inch thickness),
and a four inch wooden baffie. At close
range, that is between 25 and 40 yards, the
bullet from the M 16 knifes right through
these baffies. A % inch steel plate, at 25
yards, shows 100 per cent penetration of the
5.56 bullet, and even at 500 yards, the bullet
completely penetrates a 10 gauge steel plate.
This means that the existing Air Force rifle
ranges have to be equipped with baffies that
will stop the M 16 bullet.

In contrast to the standard .222 Reming
ton Magnum bullet that simply glances off
a car body, the bullet from the AR-15
punches neat little holes through car metal,
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COLT'S LONDON NAVY PISTOLS
(Continued from page 39)

given a channel in many cases; and some
later specimens were cut for shoulder stock
-a feature never adopted in London.

The English Colt's however, differed con
siderably from their American cousins. Brass
straps and guards were popular in America,
but in London these were made of iron; the

London Navies have
thin waisted grip.

loading lever screw to which the plunger
was attached entered the left side, whereas
it entered from the right on the Hartford
guns (but at about the 35,000 serial range it
was changed to tbe left side); the cylinder
pins of the London pistols were slightly en
larged-a feature which became apparent
when attempting to swap Hartford-made
"London" cylinders-the U.S. cylinders won't

fit the London pins without reaming. Screw
heads on the London guns are rounded, while
the U.S. screws are almost flat. However,
both used the same threads.

The one-piece stocks of the Hartford
models were shaped with narrow shoulders
and wide heels; the London stock makers,
however, went a step further. They made the
shoulders more prominent, then shaped the
wood down to form a "waist," which curved
outward again to form the heels. Also, the
London stocks are finely finished with a
smooth hard finish that is distinctive.

Another feature of the London revolvers is
the small loading groove which was never
changed during London production. Note
that "London" marked revolvers, made in
Hartford after the 38,000-40,000 serial num
ber range, have the bevelled Hartford-type
cut out; and the standard Hartford grips.

The barrel markings on all London-made
revolvers was: ADDRESS COL. COLT LON
DON, with a distinctive diamond headed
spear at each end. It is interesting to note
here that the '0' in COLT is broken; the
'5' in COLT'S PATENT, which is stamped
on the side of the fume, is also damaged.
Since this peculiarity has been noted on
more than thirty "London" guns, it may be
assumed that all bear these defects.

According to British law, all guns made or
sold in Britain had to be proofed, after which
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HOLSTERS by DON HUME

serial range on the pin; it did not fit.
The pistol itself is in fine condition. The

cylinder is engraved with the standard Navy
ship scene, and the frame, straps and guard
are finely engraved in the English scroll of
the period, as is the barrel and loading
lever. Examination of this engraving sug
gests that perhaps it was done ,after the
revolver left the factory, because great care
has been taken to fit the work in around the
serial numbers and the proof marks on the
barrel lug-these have a plaque-like back
ground of smooth metal. Colt's Patent on
the frame, however, is worked into the en
graving in script, on both the right and left
hand sides, and the knurled tip of the ham
mer has been skillfully cut to blend with
the rest of the work.

This revolver now lies in its original oak
case on view to the public; it can't tell its
story, but it speaks volumes in appearance.
Perhaps in this revolver lies the key to the
controversy which continues to revolve around
the London Navy Colts. These revolvers,
which American collectors were once ashamed
to own because they were not home products
-but which now are recognized as being of
superior workmanship and finish (when
found in mint condition) to those produced
in Hartford-are much sought after items.
Only the surface has been scratched in the
quest for information about these pistols,
and much has been made repetitious; but
perhaps this beautiful example of Colt's
work, now lying in the Tower, will provide
a clue to the search that goes on-the
mystery of London - or ~

Hartford-made Colts. ~

Highlander. But close friends confide that
Jim is made of champion stock, and that if
he did become competitive, he would leave

his mark in this game as he has in automo·
bile racing.

Jim Clark has guns in his blood, since
both his father and grandfather have excel
lent reputations for being good shots, and
he says that the next addition to his collec
tion will be a new 16 gauge sporting double
that he will enjoy when he slows down
from shooting around the race tracks~
of the world. ~
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they were stamped with a crowned GP (mark
of the Gunmakers' Company) and crowned
V (Viewed) on the barrel lug, and between
the nipples on the cylinder. Revolvers that do
not bear these marks present mysteries of
their own (see GUNS, November, 1963).

It is estimated that the London factory
produced some 38,000-40,000 Navy revolvers,
based on the London Proof House records.
Add to this some 50,000 or so Hartford-made
"London" revolvers, exported for sale at the
Colt London show rooms until the late 1860's.
That there is reason to doubt the London
factory production figures is found in the
fact that specimens of the true London gun
have turned up in the fifty thousand serial
number range. This might indicate that they
were Hartford-assembled from London parts
shipped to the U.S. when the factory closed;
but while this would be acceptable if they
bore the usual Hartford-London stamping
(the London address without the spearheads,
and the slightly thinner and larger Hartford
numerals) it would not explain the cased
revolver in the Tower of London which poses
many problems.

The serial number of this revolver is
69368, stamped with the same numerals used
on the earlier London-made pistols. The bar·
reI address was put on with the original
stamp, complete with spearheads, cmd the
broken '0' in Colt. The screw heads are
rounded; the bullet cut·out is the small
Gothic arch, and the grips are of the stand
ard London type. As a clincher, with the
permission of the Armoury staff, I removed
the barrel and cylinder and tried and fit a
Hartford "London" cylinder in the 38,000

Realizing that, like a racing car, a shotgun
must be kept in top shape to perform at its
best, the double barrels are kept spotless and
its mechanism, which includes a single
trigger, is kept in immaculate condition.
Jim Clark has never had an accident with
his gun and is a keen observer of the basic
safety rules.

Jim enjoys shooting any day of the week,
and if he invites friends over for a shoot,
they are out from early morning until dusk.
Beside the 12 gauge sporting gun, he also
owns a BSA .22 rifle that he enjoys for
single shot work. A suggestion was recently
made that Clark be presented with two new
Colt .45's, but the idea fell flat on its face
when it was discovered that they may not be
welcomed in Scotland due to the strict
licensing laws. Sporting guns for Fanners are
one thing, but fast draw guns would be hard
to justify around the Highlands.

While Jim is an ardent gun enthusiast, he
restricts his talents to local acres and doesn't
enter into organized competition. Competing
in one sport at a time is enough for this

(Continued from page 27)
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Jordan Hoister-Constructed from heavy
Saddle Leather. Metal in holster extends

into belt loop. Welt and plug are hand
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BOUND VOLUMES
of GUNS Magazine

Complete set of 1963 issues. Hand
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magazines, binding, shipping. Only $10
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to the sport. The action opens from the
top, the cartridge is stripped off and fed
into the chamber cleanly and neatly. The
action of the bolt feeds and seats each
round uniformly and squarely in the cham
ber. The barrel can be cleaned from the
breech end. It comes with a full length
stock and can be equipped with a sling. It
groups well, and is dependable. The bolt
action is the strongest, heaviest type, and
is best for long range accuracy and precise
shooting without exceptionally fast fire. It's
a good action for the nervous shooter. The
manual activity that is required to ready
it for each shot has a strong tendency to
help steady the shooter's nerves and prevents
him from firing too rapidly. Even more im
portant is the fact that the shooter becom
ing familiar with the bolt action will find
it easier to step up to larger caliber rifles.

Just as the bolt action seems to be the
"right" type of action for varmint shooting,
so does the .22 appear to be the best caliber
for the beginner. Actually nothing so mean
ingless can be said about a gun than to call
it a "good varmint rifle." Too much depends
upon the prevailing hunting conditions.
What is one man's meat, often becomes
another man's poison. About the only thing
any group of varmint hunters will agree
upon along these lines, is that the beginner
should start with a .22.

One of the best cartridges for the .22 is
the 36 grain hollow-point round. It starts
the 36 grain slug at 1365 fps, which is a
real snappy going away speed. At 100 yards
it still waltzes along at a respectable 1040
fps, but beyond this range the .22 is hardly
more than a crippler.

For years, the criterion of accuracy has
been the 10 shot group. The plain truth of
the matter is that the varmint shooter
doesn't need a ten shot group; he doesn't
need a five shot group, not even a three shot
group. The criterion of a varmint rifle is still
where it will put that very first shot. In
other words, a varmint rifle should place,
from a clean, cold barrel, day after day,
under all conditions, that one-that very first
shot-where the shooter wants it to be;
that's the shot that will tell the story. A
good .22 rifle suitable for the little woman
to use on chucks or other varmints doesn't
have to be a 9 lb. tackdriver. Today, with
the fine, high quality firearms being turned
out by the industry, it's no problem to get
a 2 inch group with a straight-from-the-box,
scoped .22 at 100 yards. Scopes of one inch
tube diameter are now selling as cheaply as
those of .750" diameter. It's far easier for
her to lay the crosshairs on a varmint, than
it is for her to attempt to line up three dif
ferent reference points (target, front sight,
and rear sight). For .22 varmint shooting,
a scope of 6 power is sufficient. The scope
is by far the best sighting device available.
The shooter's choice depends on price, what

'feels comfortable to him, and the type of
shooting he expects to do. Most scope
sighted .22's are zeroed to hit point of aim
at 75 yards. If the little lady sights her rifle
in at about 25 yards using high velocity long
rifle hollow-points, she'll be approximately
1.5" high at 50 yards, dead on again at 75

HER FIRST VARMINT RIFLE
(Continued from page 36)

counter and the type of game he will be
shooting. In our case, it's varmints, targets
of opportunity that will be shot at outstand
ing ranges under the toughest and most
difficult conditions.

Autoloaders are without question the most
popular of repeating models in the .22
family. But they are a plinker and a fun
gun, should not be selected for serious tar
get or varmint shooting. The basic objec
tion to the autoloader is that the trigger
pull tends to be very rough and does not
permit clean let-off without creep or play.
Since the trigger control is not quite as posi
tive as it might me, the shooter's chances for
accuracy are adversely affected.

The lever action (excluding of course the
fine single shot, falling block, rolling block
or pivoted block actions in many single shot
varmint rifles) was designed as a hunting
rifle, as a light fast acting action. It gen
erally groups poorly. It's next to impossible
to chamber a round from the prone position
or from a rest.

The slide or pump action, like the auto
loader with its complex parts, is more liable
to be subject to fouling, jamming or mechan
ical difficulties. The slide and lever actions
are dependable when their actions are clean.
They lack, however, the accuracy of bolt
actions because they do not lock up as
tightly as the bolts The pump presents prob
lems of its own. It can be counted on to
give a wobbling and unsteady effect from
a rest or sandbagged position because the
slide or pump handle fits loosely. Then too,
a good firm hand hold is next to impossible.
All three (slide, automatic, and lever ac
tions) have a tendency to throw the bullet
into the chamber, rather than elevate it
horizontally. This may result in a bullet that
has its lead nose shaved off. All three pre
sent a cleaning problem. The barrel must be
cleaned from the muzzle, and this is hard on
the muzzle, and over-enthusiastic use of the
cleaning rod can batter the firing pin.

The bolt action is the most popular action.
Moreover, it is the best action with which
to introduce the would-be varmint hunter

Your wife can be the best varmint hunt
ing companion you ever had. The key item
is the rifle. Your better half should have
a better gun, better than a hand-me-down,
with rusted barrel, and cracked stock. Let
us therefore, consider the ways that we
can equip her with a first class varmint
rifle, and for hardly more than a penny
pinching sum. There's really no need to
purchase a special rifle, that good bolt action
gun you used last fall on squirrels or rab
bits will do just fine.

There are four principal rifle actions.
Choosing among them is most often based on
the shooting conditions the hunter will en-
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.243 custom heavy-barrelled sporter was be
ing fed the 70 grain Hornady spire point
backed by 39 grains of 4064, with a velocity
in the neighborhood of 3400 fps. I used my
.25-06, on a Mauser '98 action with a heavy
Buhmiller barrel, and loaded with the 100
grain Hornady spire point shoved along by
58 grains of 4831. Scopes were a Weaver K-8
for the .243, and a K-lO for the .25-06.

This time of the year, the young dogs often
sit still for several shots, and at a distance
between 25 and 50 yards beyond the second
fence line, I'd choose a target and hold dead
on while my buddie spotted my shot. Then,
on the next shot I'd compensate for range
and wind, and invariably clobber the tiny
target. With a relatively stiff breeze blowing,
it was necessary to hold the vertical cross
hair right on the windward side of a dog to
connect dead center. The .243 called for
about 2" more windage; the same true of
hold-over. I held level with the top of a sod
poodle's head; my buddy had to hold some
2" higher.

My partner wanted to try the Neidner, so
I handed him the rifle and spotted his shots.
We picked up a couple of dog burrows about
375 yards away, and he'd put the crosshairs
dead on a dog and squeeze off a shot. I'd
call his shot, and the next time he squeezed
the trigger on the .25-06 the dog either joined
his ancestors or it was such a "near miss"
the little varmint dove for his burrow.

"Look," he said, handing me the rifle,
"We've made a few rules about this prairie
dog shooting. No shooting under 200 yards
and no shooting pregnant females. Right?"

"Right," I agreed.
"Well," he said, "I'd like to add one more.

Leave that .25-06 in the car or we won't have
any more prairie dogs to shoot!"

Since the .25-06 digests the slow-burning
powders with gusto, I use surplus 4831 ex
clusively. Except for a load of 51.5 grains
of 4676 behind the 87 grain bullet, I have
never been able to get good results with any
of the faster burning powders. Undoubtedly,
good, accurate loads could be worked up

I~=~ FLOORPLATE:::;r-.....-::::: ..........

~
~/...-;::<_.-;'C. RELEASE BUTTONS

~~::::;. for Springfield 03, Enfield 14
___ &. 17, Mauser 93, 94, 95, 96,
~ 98 &. 09-allows rapid, safe
;,...- unloading without racking. In-

I
Spn"agfleld and Enfield stall!> easily - No drilling Or'

tapPing. Serrated, hardened &.
RiDht or Left H{lnd b I u e d • Please specify rifle.
$1.50 Postpaid Dealers write.

COUGAR & HUNTER ~?:'~;~~~'l.\'I'c,;;r;...:'

THE .25-06 WILDCAT SUPREME

One of the main reasons the .25-06 is such
an excellent long range cartridge is that it
drives a long, heavy bullet at a respectable
velocity - over 3200 fps for the 100 grain
slug. This combination results in a fIat-shoot
ing, wind-bucking cartridge that's hard to
beat. Velocity from the .25-06 is about 3100
fps with the 117-120 grain bullets. The 100
grain bullet with 58 grains of 4831 is in the
3250 fps bracket.

Trajectory of the above loads is exception
ally flat. Sighted to print 2" high at 100
yards, the 100 gr. bullet still prints 2" high

at 200. At 300 yards the drop will be about
2%" to 3" below point of aim. I can hold
dead-on a crow or a sod poodle up to 250
yards and make a clean hit. Beyond that
and up to about 325 yards, with the cross
hairs on the top of an upright prairie dog's
head, the spire point drops right in his
boiler room.

This cartridge, in a well-built, heavy var
minter has no problem consistently connect
ing with small targets such as crows or
prairie dogs at ranges over 300 yards. One
of our favorite sod poodle villages is sepa
rated by fence lines just 300 long steps
apart. Shooting from the ditch along one of
these fences, most of our targets are spotted
in the field beyond the far fence-putting
most of our shots in the 300 yard bracket.

We were testing loads on this particular
town one spring day just after the young
prairie dogs were out. My shQoting partner's
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1127-SWORD.CANE. RIDING.CRO~- WHITCO
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THE HIDE-A.WAY HOLSTER

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters

yards, and just a shade below 3 inches at
100 yards. Most of her shots will be taken
between 25 and 75 yards. You cannot sight
in for her, she'll have to do this herself.

No matter what action you select, the
addition of a sling can prove valuable. A
sling makes carrying the gun easier, and it
can be used to steady her hold when firing.

There is another reason why we are con
centrating on the .22 as a beginning rifle for
the lady varminter. A very important ele
ment is the study of the varmint itself. Using
a big game rifle on varmints is not the cure
all, does not represent a sure-fire perform
ance in hunting ability. To be sure, many
such calibers are by their very nature so
lethal that if they merely touch a chuck or
other varmint, the shock is usually so great
that they are killed. But this tells you noth
ing you didn't already know: Your rifle and
your load combination is fatal on such small
packages of varmint life. Such shooting does
not teach the beginning shooter the lethal,
one shot kill spots. Unless your wife, or any
other would-be varmint shooter knows this,
a lot of varmints will be crippled.

Sudden killing power and paralyzing speed
are not always found in combination. The
principal high velocity, outright killing phe
nomenon is hydro-static shock. This means
that the body fluids are compressed at tre
mendously extreme pressures and so sud
denly, that the resultant shock is carried
throughout the circulatory and nervous sys
tems, and death is almost instant.

Few women aspire to "crowd 'em in" to
that apex of accuracy-the one hole group,
a feat we benchresters are still trying to
achieve. She just wants to shoot. Is this
really so bad?

A lot of fine .22's are being dusted off for
this type of shooting. Among the most popu
lar seem to be the Mossberg 34OK, Win
chester 72, Winchester 69, Savage model 4,
and the Marlin 81C-all top notch rim-fire
rifles for the beginner.

If the gun you have selected for your
wife does not have a scope, by all means,
get one. It will help her shooting, and this
will mean more hits for her. And it is a
well-known fact that hits mean fun, and
that is why she wants to join you. Take
your wife varmint hunting-she can become
the best shooting companion ~

you ever had. ~
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Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are
you just plain interested in guns? If you are,
you'll profit from reading the bargain.filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub
lished twice each month. It's the leading
publication for the sale, purchase and trade
of firearms and accessories of all types.
SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of
gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod·
ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,
revolvers, scopes, mounts .•• all at money·
saving prices. The money you save on the
purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your
subscription cost. You can't afford to be
without this unique publication.

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.
As a special introductory offer, we'll send
you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free
of charge with your one year subscription.
That means you get 25 big issues. What's
more, if you're not completely satisfied, just
tell us. We'll immediately refund your
money in full and you can keep the issues
you already have. Fair enough? You bell
Fill in the coupon below and mail it todayl

THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.
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SHOOTING GLASSES
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Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806, Waynesville, Mo.

Wasp slug grouped at the belly line - ap·
proximately 8" lower. With the .25-06, a
foot of hold·over at this range meant venison,
while about twice that much would have been
necessary with the Wasp.

The Bat traj ectory of the .25-06 makes it
an ideal rifle for antelope, mule deer, and
sheep hunting. Load the II7 or 120 grain
spitzers in front of 58 grains of 4831, for
3200 fps, and you have a load that is pure
poison in open country for anything up to
elk.

A .25-06, with a good scope, is just the
ticket for some of the cross·canyon shots at
deer in my neck of the woods. A nice fat,
4 point muley buck made the mistake of
pausing at the edge of the timber across a
canyon from me just below Capillo Peak in
the Manzano Mountains. I held the crosshair
level with his back and squeezed off from a
good solid sitting position. The buck took
two stiff-legged jumps and piled up. The II7
grain Sierra boattail had taken him right
through the middle of the rib cage. A two·
inch hole on the far side showed that the
slug had opened up and done a complete job.

My .25·06 is built up on a re·worked
Mauser '98 action; however any good bolt
action that will handle the .30-06 or .270
cartridge is a good place to start. The 98
Mauser, Model 70 Winchester, Enfield,
Springfield, L·57 Sako, or any of the FN
Mausers are excellent. One good way to get
a .25-06 is to have a Model 70 Winchester
in .257 Roberts rechambered, then alter the
bolt stop and magazine for the longer case.

Cases for the .25-06 are easy to form; sim·
ply run a .30-06 case through a full·length
sizing die, and trim it to 2.54". No fire·form·
ing is required. If the chamber neck is made
about .05" longer, to handle the .270 case,
then both .270's and .30·06's can be used.
And the .25-06 is very easy on cases. I have
one lot that has been reloaded at least 12
times, and have only been trimmed once.
However, as with any cartridge, watch for
signs of excessive pressures. Cratered primers,
loose primer pockets, or sticking cases are
some of the danger signs. Back off at least
two grains if they occur. Remember that
riBe chambers are individuals. My .25-06 has
handled as much as 60 grains of 4831 behind
the 100 grain bullet before any signs of
pressure were noted. I've settled on S8 grains
with this weight bullet simply because it is
easy on cases and extremely accurate.

As a riBeman, I'm not too sold on wildcat
cartridges. However, the .25-06 has proven
itself to be one of our best long range car.
tridges, wildcat or commercial. It is, in my
opinion, one of the finest cartridges ever
developed. For the varmint shooter who
wants a Bat·shooting, wind-bucking riBe·
cartridge combination with excellent long
range accuracy, and one that still can be
used for big game, the .25-06 or the old .25
Neidner is a very good choice-one car
tridge that comes very close to being ~
the long sought for all·around caliber. ~

with 4320 or 4064. However, I can get 4831
for about 45c per pound and this gives me
an awful lot of accurate, economical shoot·
ing. My favorite loads for the .25-06 puts 59
grains of 4831 behind the 87 grain bullet;
58 grains behind the 100 grain slugs; and
56 grains behind any of the II7-120 grain
spitzer soft points for big game work. None
of these loads are maximum in my rifle, but
each should be approached with caution,
starting at least 3 grains below those shown.
Pressures with any of the above loads are
very mild; extraction is easy, primer pockets
are tight even after ten loadings; and cases
seem to last forever.

Accuracy with all three of these loads is
just short of phenomenal. Each will consist·
ently stay inside a minute·of.angle. With the
100 grain Hornady and 58 grains of 4831 I
usually get the first three shots touching
each other. This is out of a cold barrel, an
important factor for the varmint hunter
especially if you're trying to tag a crow out
at 250·275 yards.

Cruising around one winter morning in the
foothills of the Manzano Mountains looking
for crows, my buddie pulled up as we spotted
a Bock along a small stream which paralleled
the road. I slid out of the car, rested the
.25-06 on a fence post, and the crosshairs
picked out a shiny black rascal perched on
the tip of a small pine. Silhouetted against
the snow covered hillside, he made a perfect
target. I allowed about an inch of light
between the horizontal crosshair and his
back, took a deep breath, let out half, and
squeezed. At the crack of the riBe, black
feathers exploded.

My buddie said "Damn!" rather reverently,
then added; "I've got to see how far that
was." It was exactly 335 long paces to the
base of the pine from the fence line. The
load? The 100 grain Hornady spire point
with 58 grains of 4831.

I had my .25-06 built with a 1-in-l0 inch
twist barrel to serve as a varmint·deer combi·
nation, specifically choosing this rate of twist
to stabilize 100 to 120 grain slugs. However,
some of my varmint shooting buddies have
had .25-06's barrelled with a 1-in-12 inch
twist for the lighter .25 caliber bullets. My
Neidner, with its faster twist, delivers ex·
cellent accuracy with the 87 grain bullets.
A short, stubby bullet should be spun slower
for better stabilization, but I've never no
ticed a great deal of difference in accuracy
I'd attribute to rate of twist alone.

For high velocity addicts, amazing speeds
can be obtained with the 87 grain bul·
let in the .25-06. It's no great problem to
push it to 3500 fps with 60 grains of 4831;
61 grains will deliver about 3550, and 62
grains, a compressed load, has been chrono
graphed at 3610.

I loaded my .25-06 with II7 grain Sierra
boat tails at about 3100 fps, and compared
them with my .219 Donaldson Wasp pushing
a 55 grain bullet at about 3500. The shoot·
ing was done at 200 yards with a 10 to IS
MPH wind blowing from left to right. The
average drift for the II7 grain .25 bullet was,
some two inches compared with about four
and a half inches for the .219. These same
loads were then shot at 400 yards to compare
drop. With the .25-06, the amount of drop
was such that a backline hold on the run
ning deer target dropped the bullet right in
the center of the rib cage; the 55 grain .224
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SOMETHING WAS SAID in this column

not long ago about gun talk being a
language of its own, completely confusing
to ·a lot of people. Did you ever think how
bewildering even such a simple thing as cali
bers can be, to a person just awakening to
firearms interest?

Simple? I'm not even sure that I under
stand it! In fact, I may very well prove that
I don't, before this essay is finished!

So what is "caliber?" You give me the
dictionary definition: "The diameter of a
bullet or other projectile. (b) The diameter
of the bore, as of a cannon or other fire
arm." And I tell you, in the words of the
old song, "It ain't necessarily so!" In fact,
it ain't even usually so.

Take "the diameter oE a bullet" first. Take
the commonest of all bullets, the .22 Rim
Fire. The standard .22 Long Rifle Rim·Fire
does not measure twenty-two hundredths of
an inch in diameter; it measures .225"! And
the bore diameter of a .22 Rim-Fire rifle or
pistol is not twenty·two hundredths, either;
it is from .217 to .225 maximum.

01' take the' also common .38 caliber. To
examine the bullet first, the .38 Smith &
Wesson Special (as a typical example of
many) does not measure .38" in diameter;
it may measure from .341" to .362" at the
case mouth, or up to .364" at its maximum
diameter. It is listed as "standard" at .357"
-which is a lucky thing, since the bore
diameter of .38 Special caliber guns is .357"!

You say you're confused? Let's go a step
further. Did that .357 figure strike a familiar
chord ? You're thinking of the .357 Magnum.
This one is correctly labeled, since "caliber"
(theoretically) should mean the groove diam
eter of the gun, not the bullet diameter. The
.357 Magnum bullet may measure from .302"
to .348" at case mouth (.352 to .358 maxi
mum; .357 standard); but the groove diam
eter of the bore of .357 Magnum guns is stand
ard at .357-identical with the .38 Special.
Which is why .38 Special ammunition will
perform perfectly in .357 Magnum revolvers.

So let's steal a better·than-Webster's defi
nition from the priceless White-Munhall
book, "Centerfire American and British Pis
tol and Revolver Cartridges:"

"Caliber ... may be the measurement
of anyone of the rollowing: The bore or
land diameter of the barrel. The groove
diameter of the barrel. The bullet diame
ter. 01' - a purely arbitrary figure to
avoid confusion with other types o'f
weapons or cartridges."
Did they say "to avoid confusion?"
Well, now that we've got that clear, how

about those double-jointed calibers, like .30
40 or .45-70.

These are easy. The first fignre stands for
the caliber-the name of the caliber, you

understand; not necessarily the measurement.
The second figure stands for the number of
grains of black powder in the load. But who
uses black powder any more? A lot of peo
pIe; but not in commercial factory ammuni
tion. Let's try again: The second figure
stands for the number of grains of black
pOwder that used to be used in the load
when the loads used black powder- the ap
proximate equivalent of which in modern
powder is now used in modern ammo. Clear?

Except that the second figure doesn't al
ways mean that, at all. Take the dearly
beloved .30-06. Six grains of black powder
just won't produce the kick this old favorite
carries. In this case, the "06" stands, in
abbreviation, for the year (1906) the cartridge
was adopted by the U. S. military. The rifle,
if you're speaking of the military Spring
field, was adopted in 1903 and was, techni
cally, the .30-03, later ohanged to .30-06. Still
with us?

But that second figure need not necessarily
mean the year, either. Take the .250-3000.
Here, the second figure refers to the alleged
muzzle velocity of the bullet.

Typical of the English, who use it, is the
still further obfuscation of confusion arrived
at by naming calibers by case-head diameter
as well as bullet diameter. White-Munhall
offer as "a typical example ... the .297/.230
Morris Short." The .297 is case head diame
ter; the .230 is the approximate bullet diam
eter! But calibers of this description are
sometimes listed bass-ackward, with the ap
proximate bullet or bore diameter first and
the case head diameter second; so don't get
over-confident; they can still confuse you!

One way they can further confuse is with
the triple-threat calibers-like, ·for instance,
the .45-75-420 Sharps. There were a lot of
these, in the older days. The first figure
meant the approximate bullet or bore diame
tel'; the second figure meant the number of
grains of black powder, and the third figure
meant the weight, in grains, of the bullet.
What could be simpler? Of course, there
were always load variations, different powder
weights and different bullet weights in the
same (approximate) caliber, but-the idea
was simple. Very simple!

Shotgun gauges (new word; means the
same as "bore," generally speaking, but not
always) are not clear as mud to everyone,
either. Twelve gauge means a bore ·size such
that 12 spherical balls of that diameter can
be cast from a pound of lead. Sixteen goauge
is smaller, meaning that 16 balls of that size
can be cast from the same pound of lead.
Twenty gauge is smaller than 16; and 28
gauge is smaller than 20. Which brings us
down to the .410-which isn't a gauge at all,
but a caliber.

We could extend this confusion well be-

yond the space here available if we went
thoroughly into the European calibers, which,
if you are able to translate them, express not
only "caliber" (in millimeters now rather
than in inch measurements) but also such
things as length of case, length of cartridge,
diameter of case, and ogive. Sufficient f01'
most laymen is the knowledge that tht Euro
pean caliber in millimeters, multiplied by
approximately four, gives .an approximation
of the U. S. caliber, which is an approxima
tion of the diameter of something or other.
Thus 9 mm is approximately· equivalent to
our .38 caliber (which is approximately
.357" diameter), and so on.

But don't think that, just because you now
know all there is to know about caliber
designations, you are out of the woods of
gun-talk confusion. Take, for example, the
simple words pistol and revolver. According
to Webster, a pistol is "a short firearm de
signed to be aimed and fired from one hand."
Webster also defines a revolver as "a firearm
(commonly a pistol) with a cylinder of
several chambers so- arranged as to revolve
on an axis."

You would deduce then, and quite logi
cally, that a revolver is a kind oE pistol-as
a Percheron is a kind of horse. But this was
not good enough for the experts! They in
sisted on complicating Mr. Webster's defini
tion to make a pistol "a short firearm de
signed to be aimed and fired from one hand
and having only one firing chamber." By this
definition, only a single-shot or a semi-auto
matic handgun can rightly be called a pistol.

You see what has happened? We had a
perfectly good generic word meaning one
hand firearms; and we had all of the
"species" words such as "single shot," "semi
automatic," and "revolver." But we weren't
content with that. Instead, we limited the
generic word, clung to all of the "species"
words-and then had to invent a new word to
replace the perfectly good generic one we
had discarded! The best word we were able
to invent was "handgun." It means the same
as "pistol" meant when we left those things
up to Webster. The only thing gained by
this word-twisting is than an expert now
has one more way to prove that he is an
expert: he can laugh at you if you stupidly
refer to a revolver as a pistol.

But the oddest mix-up in gun talk had to
do with the words "reticle" and "reticule,"
as used to mean the sighting pattern (cross
hairs, post, dot, or what-have-you) in a
telescopic sight.

To me, "reticule" always meant the knitted
bag my grandmother carried to contain her
knitting and notions. So, when gun experts
(and even scope advertisements) began re
ferring to "reticules" in scopes, I consulted
the dictionary. And, by gosh, I was right!
"Reticule: a small bag, originally of network,
carried by women as a workbag or pocket."

The other word, "reticle," was defined as
"a system of lines, wires, or the like, in the
focus of the eyepiece of an optical instru
ment." This makes sense.

But here's the pay-off! Webster's latest
Unabridged now cross-references the two
words! Which simply means that the gun
experts used the wrong word so often and
so consistently that now even the word
experts are confused, along with the~
rest of us. ~
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(Continued from page 29)

27,000
RPM

Only Herrett's
stocks are made to
your hand pattern!
Every shooter's hand
is different. That's
why Herrett's made·to·
measure stocks help
your shooting . • ,
they're made for you!
Write direct to me

for free litera·
ture.

improved • more effective
money back guarantee. send $1.

NEW METHOD MFG. CO., Ilradford, pa.1

Just one easy·fast application of MINUTE
MAN GUN BLUE will restore steel or iron
surfaces! Not a paint or lacquer-no heat·
ing! Patented chemical! Complete kit with
each purchase!

GUN METAL~-:t~
NOW MADE NEW!

-blueing gives new beauty,
natural protection!

$20 plus $6.50 taxes yearly gets you a 640 acre wildlife
domain near Canadian border. Untamed paradises J (Aban
doned timber leaselands). Extensive choice of these ex
clusive lakeland campsites, accessible by road, teeming
with wildlife, including bear, moose, deer, muskie, north
ern pike, ducks, geese. Send $1 (refundable) for maps,
pictures, Gov't regulations, official application blank. Ad
ministrator O.S.C.A., Room 335, 92 King East. Toronto I,
Canada. Add 50c for rush airmail.

640 ACRES OF
WILDLIFE - $20

,-------1
-------1

'======;;;State'--'-__-==_=::.J

NEWl Smoothline Jordon holsters and belts.

DREMEL MOTO-TOOL
A Must for Gun Shops
Hi-torque Moto-Tool is ideal
for precision grinding, pol
ishing, sanding, carving, in
letting, etc. Weighs only 13
ounces. Produces 27"
000 RPM. Handles as
easily as a pencil.
Three models available
from $16.95 to $29.95.
Choice of gunsmiths
since 1936.
Write for FREE Moto·Tool Catalog.

DREMEL MFG. CO.
Dept. 614-C

Racine, Wisconsin

~
THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC GUNSTOCK INlAYS
Hand Cut on Precision Machinery from Finest
Quality Sheet Plastic. Send for New Catalog
of Latest Designs. Complete Instructions.>- C. O. CAHOON, Boxford, Mass. """'lIIIII(

shape the blanks (figure 3).
In shaping, you can incorporate a trigger

finger rest, an elaborate thumb rest and in·
dividual finger grips. Whatever you choose,
work slowly, fitting each position until you
have achieved a maximum of comfort and
point control. If you encounter a crack or
knot in the wood, don't be alarmed. It can
be filled later, or if it is shallow, it may work
out with further shaping. The entire opera
tion of shaping must be done very care
fully, the greater the care, the better the
final fit.

The palm rest is shaped last, since it must
conform to the base of the right stock after
completion. The shape of the palm rest is
your own choice; it can have a round base,
as illustrated, or the base may be flat, on
the same angle as the base of the stock. The
size of the palm rest will depend mainly upon
your hand. Generally, the distance from the
base of your small finger to the wrist, plus
¥2", will comprise the length. The height
will depend on how you want your hand
situated in the rest. After you make a pat·
tern, lay it out with the grain of the wood
running the length of the rest. When the
outline is sawed, align the palm rest with the
adjusting slots in the stock. Before marking
the holes, be sure to allow for the removal of
wood from the top of the rest, and position
the holes so that the adjustment is directed
upward when your hand is firmly fitted in
the stocks. Drill your holes to take two :14"
20 Allen head bolts. The length of the bolts
is determined by the thickness of the stock.
Counter-sink the holes in order to recess the
bolt head at least :14" into the rest. The
palm rest is now ready to be shaped into the
style you have selected, fitting the rest to
your hand at intervals when hollowing out the
top. Upon completion of the rest, assemble
all the component parts on the pistol and
check for tight spots by dry firing. I would
also recommend firing one hundred rounds
before the final sanding, since tight spots
may show up in actual firing.

After this, if you are satisfied with the fit,
and if the pistol functions properly, you can
proceed with the final sanding and finishing.
This can be as glossy, or fancy as you wish.
For a professional looking finish, sand the
stocks well with finishing sandpaper and
remove all of the dust with a tack rag, or
any rag dampened with shellac. Apply any
good commercial stock finish, and sand light
ly, perhaps with steel wool, between coats.
For better appearance, you may want to
checker certain areas, or add any other orna
mentation-this we'll leave up to you.

If you've followed these steps, you are now
the proud owner of a custom-stocked pistol
that should not only help your ego, but your
scores as well-here's to good ~

shooting. ~

CUSTOM TARGET GRIPS

completed, transfer the outlines to the wood,
again being certain that the grain runs the
length of the stock.

If you can get a bandsaw, it will save
you much time and effort. If a bandsaw is
not available cut out the stock blank with a
handsaw-it's good for your shooting arm.
When the blanks are fully cut out (figure
1), place the pistol on each blank and mark
the holes used to fasten the stock to the
frame. Drill these holes with a drill bit
smaller than the diameter of the mounting
screws you will use; this will act as a pilot
and guide. Then place both blanks on the
pistol and hold it up to a light. See if the
holes are properly alined. If they are slightly
off, this can be corrected when you drill the
proper diameter for the mounting screws.

Our next concern will be the actual in
letting. Some pistols will require very deep
inletting, especially where it is necessary to
cover the back-strap, as on the S&W Model
41. By measuring the depth and width of
the grooves on the old stocks and trans
ferring these measurements to your blanks,
you are ready to rout out the inletting. The
easiest way to accomplish this is with a drill
press and a 1,1;" router bit. If these are not
available, use an electric hand drill locked
in a vise. In either procedure, take light
cuts only about 1116" deep to prevent much
chipping. As you progress, fit the blank to the
frame at intervals to assure a tight fit and
prevent the removal of too much wood.

In this operation, the adjusting slots for
the palm rest must also be routed out. The
two slots are 1~:' wide and %" long, posi.
tioned %" from the bottom of the right stock
and %" apart, routed completely through.
These will take the bolts that come through
the palm rest. Next, rout slots on the inside
of the stock large enough to hold the sliding
nuts for the two bolts, and deep enough so
they slide freely when adjusting the palm
rest.

When you feel that the fit is perfect, and
the stocks rest flush on the frame, try the
trigger mechanism and the slide, to be sure
they are not binding at any point or come
in any contact with the stock blank. If these
move freely you have completed the inletting,
and your blank should now look like the
right grip illustrated in figure 2.

In the process of shaping these blanks to
fit your hand, a few points must be taken
into consideration. The size of your hand,
the length and thickness of your thumb and
trigger finger, also the amount of muscle
situated in the web between your thumb and
trigger finger. These are the spots that must
be comfortable for proper fit. We must also
consider a natural pointing of the gun. When
the pistol is extended in firing position, it
must align with the web of the shooter's
hand. Tightness or discomfort in this posi
tion will definitely subtract from the shooter's
ability to score.

In actual shaping of the wood, it is best
to use a :14" steel tube covered with small
particles of carbide or a :14" wooden dowel
covered with a rough grade sandpaper,
glued on in a spiral form with contact
cement. Mount either one of these items in
a drill press or in a hand drill securely
mounted in a vise, and you are ready to
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FOR A LIMITED TIME, the Poly-Choke
Co., Box 296G, Hartford 1, Conn., is offering
a combination that will save you $4.75. They
will install a Deluxe ventilated Poly-Choke
and a new FeatherAire ventilated rib on your
shotgun for only $49.95 plus postage. Install
ing both of these on any field grade shotgun
will not only bring it up to the luxury grade,
it will increase its versatility and pleasure.
For more details and a gun mailing carton,
write Poly-Choke, Dept. G-3, Hartford 1,
Conn.

THE PORTABLE SUN GUN, latest develop
ment in Thermocatalytic heat, produces in
stant direct-ray heat, without electricity. It
generates infra-red heat, projected by a re
flector. Because there is no flame, the unit
is windproof. The Sun Gun re'quires about
one-fourth the amount of air used by the
smallest ordinary open flame gas burner. In
addition to heating, it also does a good cook
ing job. Polyplastic Forms, Inc., Dept. G-3,
Gazza Blvd., Farmingdale, N.Y.

RELOADING PROCEDURES, a new book
let on the fundamentals of metallic and shot
shell reloading, is available from C-H Die
Co., Dept. G-3, Box 404, El Monte, Cali
fornia. The booklet sells for 25c, and is
loaded with step-by-step procedures, photo
graphs, ballistic and load tables, and other
reference material. A good basic handbook
for the beginning reloader.

A NEW LINE of rubber sealing and caulk.
ing compounds in collapsible tubes has been
announced by General Electric, Dept. G-3,
Silicone Products Dept., Waterford, N. Y.
The four practical products, most of which
can be used outdoors include Bathtub Seal,
Auto Seal, Metal Seal, and Clear Seal.

BETTER'N BUCKSKIN CHOPPER features
vinyl shell, tufted pile acrylic lining, one·
piece shell construction, no seams. Water·
proof, windproof, scuffproof, and washable.
Resists electricity, oils, and acids. Claimed
to be as warm as wool, as dry as deer hide,
as lon'g lasting as leather, Better'n Buckskin
is available in small, medium, large, and
extra large sizes; tan and black colors.
Priced $2.95, ppd. from United Electro Plas
tics Co., Dept. G-3, 510 First Ave., No.,
Minneapolis 3, Minn.

REDDING-HUNTER, INC., is offering a new
"C" type reloading press, the Standard Model
7. Designed to perform all reloading opera
tions for rifle and pistol cartridges, it fea
tures a spring-retained detachable shell hold
er, universal primer-arm, and a 3%" stroke
with option of up or down operation. Made
of durable ASTM # 30 ferrous alloy, the
new Redding "C" press is fini8hed in brown
wrinkle enamel. This press, and other
Redding precision reloading tools are avail
able from your dealer. A catalog of all
Redding products is available from: Redding.
Hunter, Inc., Dept. G-3, 114 Starr Road,
Cortland, N.Y.

"PISTOLITE" converts single action hand
guns to accurate Spot-OoLite practice guns
for fast draw enthusiasts. Specially designed
plastic cylinder fits all single action hand
guns, .32-20 and larger. Chamber contains
intensely focused miniature flashlight. For
practice use, to shoot a Spot-OoLite at target,
switch is activated by firing pin when trigger
is pulled. Light hits target at same instant
bullet would strike if live ammunition were
fired. Pistolite manufactured by Tod-O Mfg.
Co., Dept. G-12, Thousand Oaks, Calif.

AERIAL FLARES and a new pocket size
fountain pen type launcher are ready for any
emergency. The flares are waterproof and
can withstand total immersion. They deliver
about 10,000 candlepower for six to nine
seconds, and will rise to about 300 feet,
making them visible for about 15 miles on a
clear night. The Onagaro Aerial Flare Kit
with launcher and three flares is priced at
$6.95. Replacement flares are $2.95 for three.
Made by Onagaro Dynamic Industries, Box
218, Dept. G-3, North Wales, Pennsylvania.
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STAG CUSTOM GUN STOCK features
thumb-rest which aligns with thumb in na
tural position, an aid in aiming. "Ghosted"
forend with wrap-around or rolled over for
ward portion provides a wide, flat forend al
lowing the stock to rest easily in the hand.
Full undercut barrel channel permits barrel
to be accurately in'letted with minimum of
time and effort. Stag stocks available in six
different grades. Prices range f.rom $24.50
to $52.50, some higher. Stag Custom Gun
Stocks, Dept. G-3, P. O. Box 5145, Long
Beach, Calif.

SIEVERT COLLAPSIBLE LP CAMP
STOVE No. 925. All-weather propane unit
has its own 4% lb. refillable tank. Features
standard POL Filling Adapter, tank can be reo
filled in minutes. Ignites instantly, requires' no
pumping or preheating. Clean, hot flame is
odorless and soot-free. Sievert 925 can be easily
converted into practical storm-proof lantern
by replacing burner element with Sievert's
Standard Lantern Unit No. 915. Available
from Inter-Continental Trading Corp., Dept.
G-12, 90 West St., New York 6, N.Y.
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EASY
LAY·AWAY PLAN!

FASTEST SERVICE!

NEW LOW PRICES!

81GGEST STOCKS!

FREE!
..... *

GANDER'S
BIG, NEW
1963·64
SHOOTER'S &
SPORTSMAN'S
CATALOG!

Gander Mountain, Inc., Dept. G-3
Wilmot, Wisconsin
Please rush my big, new 1963-64 G.M. Catalog abso
lutely FREEl

I
I
I

Name I
Address.. •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• I

I City Zone State.......... I
I ·U.S.A. ONLY-Foreign requests (reference only) send $2.00 I
~-----~-----------~

GURKHA KUKRIS, an all-purpose knife.
the Dress Model features black horn handles.
lion's head pommel, and engraved steel blade.
Priced $16 each U.S., pair $28 U.S., ppd.
The Service Model features a wooden and
brass handle and plain 12" blade and sheath,
priced at $14 each U.S., pair $25 U.S., ppd.
A product of New Cornwall Projects Ltd.,
Box No. 2972, Dept. G-3, Vancouver, B. C.•
Canada.

NEW, LOW CATALOG PRICES
for Thousands of Famous Brands
• Sportsman's Clothing,

Gifts
• Hunting and Trapping

Equipment
• Guns, Scopes
• Target Shooting

Accessories
• Camping Gear, Outdoor

Accessories
• Leather Goods L!i :.
• Reloading Tools & yEA L ER~Supplies __
• Ammunition Components Write for your new
• Gunsmith's Tools 1963-64 catalog with
• Personal Protection dealer price lists

Devices showing your BIG

q4Mflk~~I~~ON::COUNTS'

ALL - AMERICAN Eveready Weatherproof
Lantern, by Union Carbide Corp., is prac
tically unbreakable. Both the lantern case
and the easy-grip handle are molded as one
unit in grey "Cordahide" polyethylene. It is
equipped with an unbreakable lens, bulb pro
tector, and a reflector that will not tarnish.
The push-button on/off switch is weather·
proof and shockproof. Available at your
dealer, complete with battery, for only $4.98.

THE ARMS DIVISION of the Winslow Com
pany, P.O. Box 1507, Dept. G-3, Venice,
Florida, has introduced a new line of hand
made sporting rifles ranging in price from
$265 to $1785. Three models, for various
shooting conditions, are available; the Range
master (illustrated) for long range shooting;
the Powermaster for larger game; and the
Bushmaster for light game in heavy brush.
All rifles use the FN Supreme 400 actions
and Douglas Premium grade barrels. Most
of the line will feature stock carving by
Nils Hultgren.

THE VEXING PROBLEM of preventing rust
damage to guns and other metal products has
at last been solved by the new VCI (Volatile
Corrosion Inhibitor). It is said to be so effec
tive that a few drops placed on the surface
of water in a container will prevent rust on
iron and steel parts in and out of the water.
A piece of Eelt saturated with VCI and
placed in a gun cabinet will keep the guns
rust-free, even though it is not wiped on the
guns. VCI is non-irritating to the skin and
has no offensive odor. Available in 2 oz.
plastic bottle at $1.00 or 6 oz. spray can for
$2.00. From: Arms Enterprises, Inc., Dept.
G-3, Box 1, Kittanning, Pa.

BROWNING 4X .22 RIFLESCOPE features
tough aluminum body, coated lenses, neo
prene seals, and cross hair reticle that
remains centered. Available with integral
groove mount or separate groove mount to

, fit any .22 receiver. Internal zeroing adjust
ments are exactingly fitted to permit fraction
of a minute corrections and to insure sus
tained point of aim impact. Catalog of
Browning guns, scopes, and other accessories
sent upon request. Write to: Browning Arms
Co. Dept. G-3, 1706 Washington Avenue, St.
Louis, Missouri 63103.

SPORTSMAN'S AXE. New Jr. size identical
to original Leather Grip Model, only smaller.
Forged of one-piece fine tool steel. Genuine
leather embossed sheath free with each axe.
Lists at $5.50, in length of 12". From:
Estwing Mfg. Co., Dept. G-3, Rockford, Ill.

DERRINGER .38 SPECIAL, is exact copy
of famous Remington Derringer. It features
attractive blued finish, rifled steel barrels
for bulls-eye accuracy, twin firing pins, coil
hammer spring, single ejector, adjustable
hammer and trigger. Shoots easy-to-obtain .38
special ammo. Priced at $22.95 from: Sea
port Traders, Inc., Dept. Go 3, 1221 S. Grand
Ave., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

KAMO SPORTSMAN'S FOLDING STOOL
is comfortable, lightweight, and camouflaged.
Made of water repellent Army Duck canvas
and one inch non-reflective aluminum furni
ture tubing, it features a convenient carrying
strap, an extra large pocket f1)r storage, and
large non-skid rubber tips. Price, $7.95, from
your dealer or Camouflage Mfg. Co., Dept.
G-3, P.O. Box 2902, Jacksonville, Florida.

FULL SIZE REPLICAS of famous firearms
are available from Classics, Inc., Dept. G-3,
521 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This
line of non-operating decorator guns are
hand assembled, metalized, wood grained,
and antiqued. Each is mounted on an attrac
tive walnut panel, and comes with a history
of the firearm. Included in the selection are:
Allen pepperbox; Philadelphia Derringer;
Colt 36 Navy; Colt Peacemaker and others.
Prices range from $10.00 to $15.00.
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measured
along the

curve. Sets
between 3 to
4 ft. $12.95,

4to5fL
$14.95,5 to

6 ft. only $19.95.

Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Each set of horns have their ov.."Yl individual
markings and are hand polished to a smooth-as-
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ingly" is essential, since otherwise the car
rier or its agent might be held responsible
for results he could not have foreseen or
prevented. It is an awkward solution, effec
tive only in a few cases, and one not 'relished
by the carriers. Perhaps there is a better
solution; perhaps we can find it. Certainly
we should try.

Here at the headquarters of GUNS Magazine
and Shooters Club of America, and with the
cooperation of industry, organization, legisla
tive, and legal experts across the country
we are trying.

Are you for us, or against us? And what
are your suggestions?

Bear this in mind as you listen to the
rabble·rousers and to the questions those
rabble-rousers provoke:

No law of any kind whatever could have
prevented the assassination of the President.
Not even the best efforts of trained, dedicated
Federal agencies could do that. Blaming the
gun is no more logical than blaming Dallas
because it happened there-no more logical
than blaming the car because it carried the
President into the line of fire-·no more logi.
cal than blaming the weather department
for stopping the rain that might have caused
the President to ride under the plastic bubble
that might have deflected the bullets-no
more logical than blaming the United Slates
Marine Corps for teaching marksmanship to
a man who allegedly used it, years later, to
commit a murder.

Only people with ulterior motives, or peo
ple crazed by mass hysteria, could seriously
suggest a useless law that would weaken the
very Constitutional structure which John F.
Kennedy and every President has sworn to
defend and uphold.

What stronger witness could you ask than
John F. Kennedy himself? Read this: "By
calling attention to 'a well regulated militia,'
the 'security' of the nation, and the right of
each citizen 'to keep and bear arms,' our
founding fathers recognized the essentially
civilian nature of our economy. Although it
is extremely unlikely that the fears of gov
ernmental tyranny which gave rise to the
Second Amendment will ever be a major dan
ger to our nation, the Amendment still re
mains an important declaration of our basic
civilian-military relationships, in which every
citizen must be ready to participate in the
defense of his country. For that reason I be
lieve the Second Amendment will always be
important."

That letter, published in the "Know Your
Lawmakers" department of GUNS Magazine,
April, 1960, was written and signed by the
then junior Senator from Massachusetts,
John Fitzgerald Kennedy.

"He, being dead, yet speaketh."

Yes the critters are gone now. Took two old Texas
coWboys two years to make up this collection of fine

longhorns and they assured us that this is the last
available. Leather centerpiece designs vary-some are

hand tooled, some have' stitched or braided design.

LAST OF THE TEXAS LONGHORNS!

PRO-GUN LAW
(Continued from page 18)

us who might otherwise be for us. True,
a man should have a right to carry a gun
on his person, if he needs it. But if he needs
it, he should not object to getting a permit
to carry-providing the permitting authority
were required to issue the permit unless it
could prove just cause to refuse it."

A national pro-gun law should clearly and
conclusively prohibit any requirement for
the registration of firearms, except machine·
guns and such other specifically defined
weapons as have no legitimate civilian use.

Perhaps the touchiest subject in the entire
field of firearms legislation, particularly to
day, is the matter of mail·order sale and pur
chase. The gun used to murder President
Kennedy was a mail-order gun. Yet what law
could have prevented the purchase of that
gun by a person who had been examined
and released by at least two Federal law
enforcement agencies without the filing of
any criminal charge?

No thinking gun user, no ethical (or even
reasonable) manufacturer or dealer, wants
guns to get into bad hands, if only because
the bad use of guns is detrimental to all of
us. Yet mail-order buying is a legitimate part
of the modern way of life, not only in Amer
ica; and guns are a part of it. A pro-gun
law should guarantee the right to sell and
the right to buy guns by mail order as well
as by any other channel; but it should pro
vide safeguards against the use of this chan
nel, or any channel, by bad people, whether
they be buyers or sellers.

How to do this is a difficult problem, one
long since proved to be thorny. Perhaps no
solution can be perfect; all solutions offered
so far work major or minor hardships in
one area or another. The Dodd Committee
on Juvenile Delinquency wrestled with this
problem for months, wound up with an effort
that pleased nobody completely, mayor may
not have been worth the effort. But we must
at least face this problem with an honesty
equal to that with which we expect to be
treated. A few purveyors of mail·order guns
have injured us all by reckless indifference
to the ethical practices so carefully followed
by the firearms industry as a whole. It is an
axiom of law that "the suppliant must come
to court with clean hands." We must not
impair our strength by using it to defend
men not deserving of our defense.

One solution offered has been to place
certain responsibilities on the public carrier
through which the gun is shipped. An Ex
press Agent shall not knowingly deliver a
gun to a juvenile, or to a known criminal or
drug addict, etc.; and if he has reasonable
cause to doubt the recipient's right to the
gun, he may require that proof or legal
qualifications be furnished. The word "know-

To order,
enclose
check or
M.O. and
give size. All
horns shipped
F.O.B. Los
Angeles, expo colI.
Calif. res. add 40-/0 tax.

MERCHANTEERS, INC., 1221 South Grand Ave., Dept. G-3T,

REMARKABLE INTERIOR BALLISTIC LUBRICANT
Positive lubrication for all 1\YPes, styles or ammuni..
tion. Eliminates old-fashioned grcases. Improves ac
curacy, reduces barrei wear in rifles, Shotguns, pistols.
Ex1rcmely economical. Easily applied, merely add ace
tone. Efficient, practical. Your gun is valuable. Keep
it that way with SWAGE.'l\IAGIC. Unconditionally
guaranteed results with any type ammunition.
2 oz. concentrate makes lh: pt. - 53.40 Postpaid.
4 oz. concentrate makes 1 pt. _ 56.70 Postpaid.
8 oz. concentrate makes 1 qt. _ $8.75 Postpaid.

Cali/. reridenu add ..% .ale. tt1:t.
G&H RESEARCH CO., Box 804-G, NORTHRIDGE, CAL.

Dealers: Fully mixed SWAGEMAGIC is available.

GUN COVERS

Gel GB lin-Speed from dealer,l
orsend$1.50 to mfr. GEO. BROTHERS, GRT. BARRINGTON, MASS.

New govt. surplus, approx. 9" by 55", waterproof
green polyethylene, for rifle or carbine, heavy-duty
tubular, welded end seams. slip-on. Protection against
water, dirt, moisture. Good for storage. Also usable
for golf clubs, fishing rods, blueprints, etc. 10 for $2
ppd.; 100 for $10 .• 500 for $30., 1,000 for $50,
F.O.B. Chicago. lJ1clude check with order.

H. HARMELIN, 7605 ESSEX, CHICAGO 49, ILL.

Shotgun Barrel Polishing HeadG A HW f ••1 d......d by •
..;.~ German Master G_Unsmith

.. ' ~7f:..;-
let your electric I
handdrill,polisher .)~
or grinder do the Whr' . _ .._
polishing. Centrit- ' .
ugal force of fast revolving polishing head forces 4 centrally
fastened strips against the barrel wall, removes lead and
polishes to a mirror like finish, from breach through choke
to muzzle without resetting the head. Use it in 12, 16 or
20 gauge barrels. No overheating of barrels. Get a mirror
like finish in a short time. Polishing head with 34" long
steel rod and 4 sets of polishing strips for only $4.75

Gunsmiths, tbis is the tool lOU have been
asking for. Send for It Now.

MAll sac FOR BIG NEW GIANT GUNSMITH
SUPPLY CATALOG

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC.
(Est. 1936)

I'Gunsmirh Supply Headquartersll

3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N. Y.

!#:rGLORIFYU~
~ (OIL RE-FINISHl

GUN-~

STOCKS EASILY,
,QUICKLY
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(Continued from page 33)

SHOTGUN FACTS AND FANCIES

present even with the very fullest choke ..•
Even so," he adds, "it is far easier to design
a combination of special gun and load which.
will give effective pattern and penetration at
. • . long ranges than it is to find a human
being who can use that combination with suc
cess on individual flying birds!"

It is sad but true that a lot of what we
are told, and a lot of what is accepted as
fact by a great majority of shooters, about
shotgun performance, is a far cry from the
truth.

We've all heard tall tales about the long
range killing power of those 36" barrelled
"Long Toms" of sainted memory. Kimble's
gun, too, had a 36" barrel. But a 36" barrel
won't shoot appreciably further than a 26"
barrel of the same choke, given the same
loads. Here is a clue: a 26" barrel is long
enough to permit maximum powder con
sumption and, hence, maximum power. Same
load, same amount of powder, same number
of pellets, same power delivered-why would
pellets in one barrel fly further than those
from the other barrel? As a matter of fact,
barrels longer than needed for maximum
powder consumption can and sometimes do
give less reach than shorter barrels, ap
parently because barrel friction after peak
power is reached retards the bullet or shot
charge.

We've all heard, too, that "A gun with a
tight full choke shoots further than one with
a loose choke." It ain't so! The full ch.oked
gun will be effective at longer ranges than
the open choke, because it will concentrate
more pellets into the killing pattern. Its pel
lets won't travel any further.

We've all heard experts quote the old
axiom, "The bigger the bore, the longer the
reach. You can't reach out with a 16 or a
20 like you can with a 12. And a 10 is even
better-and a 10 Magnum better still." This
one is not all wrong, even though the con
clusion arrived at is reached, in most cases,
for the wrong reasons. A 20 gauge gun will
shoot every bi t as far as a 12, or even a 10,
given the same relationship between weight
of shot charge and powder. The bigger bores
will be more effective at longer ranges only
because they put more shot into the air,
more shot into the pattern. How much more
effective? About three yards more for the
16 than for the 20; about three yards more
for the 12 than for the 16; about three yards
more for the 10 or Magnum 12 than for the
12 non-magnum; and about three yards
more for the Magnum 10 than for the 10
regular.

Three yards is not much. Can you, even
without the distraction of shouldering a gun
and swinging it on a flying target, gauge
range accurately enough to say surely, "That
one is 4D--and that one 43 yards distant?"
Unless you can, don't laugh at the man who
pa.cks a gun a little smaller than yours
until you see how many birds he kills!

Because not even "most pellets in the air"
or even "most pellets in the pattern" is half
as important as "most pellets in the bird!"
And very often the man with the lighter gun
-smaller bore, shorter barrel-will put more
pellets into more birds than the man with
the big Magnum-simply because he can
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swing. it faster. You gain pellets with the
big ones; you even gain a few yards of
effective range; but you may be giving away
more in ease of handling than those pellets
and those yards are worth.

Let it be said right here, before miscon
ceptions arise, that the phrase "lighter gun"
as used above meant exactly what I said it

did-smaller bore, shorter barrel. It does not
necessarily mean less avoirdupois weight.
Oddly enough, smaller bore does not neces
sarily mean lighter weight. A recent check
of guns commercially available showed that
the heaviest 12 was only about four ounces
heavier than the heaviest 16-and the lightest
16 weighed exactly as much as the lightest
12. The 20s average a bit lighter than their
"big" brothers, but some of them equal the
average weights of 16s or even 12s. Not even
the 28s, or even the baby .410s, are "light"
guns in terms of pounds and ounces.

But ease of handling is not necessarily a
matter of p<lunds and ounces. The easy han
dling shotgun is one that comes to your
shoulder easily and smoothly and in such a
position that the barrel or barrels "naturally"
point where you look-one that swings easily
without drag due to muzzle weight-one that
does not punish you with its recoil.

Obviously from the above, stock fit is a
major factor in easy handling. Perfect fit
between shotgun stock and shotgun shooter
requires expert tailoring of stock length,
pitch, drop at comb, drop at heel, cast-off
like fitting a tailor-made suit. Fortunately,
perfect fit is essential only to the experts.
It is conductive to better shooting; but not
one shooter in a thousand can tell the dif
ference between a gun that fits him perfectly
and one that fits him fairly well-provided
the stock is the right length. Most of us
adapt to guns that fit us fairly well, just as
most of us wear less-than-perfectly-fitted
suits. The stock that is too long, or the one
that is too short, brings immediate dis
comfort in magnified recoil, makes it difficult
to shoulder the gun smoothly, and these are
things we notice. Fortunately, stock length is
the easiest and least expensive of all shotgun
measurements to alter. Any competent gun
smith can identify the problem and correct
it for you.

How much barrel weight (that is, barrel
length) you can swing easily depends on you
-your size, length of arm, strength, and co
ordination. But don't buy 30" barrels just
because you think they will "shoot harder"
(or farther) than 26" barrels; it just ain't
so!

The last item for easy handling is-recoil.
This, too, is a personal matter. Some shoot
ers are not much affected by recoil; others.
are extremely sensitive to it. It is not entirely
a matter of discomfort, or of he·man rug
gedness versus lack of stamina. Many who
brag that recoil doesn't bother them are
really affected by it without knowing it. 1f..
gun that kicks hard, in the hands of a
shooter who mounts the gun lightly (without
hard pressure back against his shoulder)
will kick itself out of position on that
shoulder, causing a second shot to be either
misdirected, painful to the shooter's shoulder,
or both.

Weight of the gun is a factor in recoil,
but not as much a factor as some believe.
A very heavy 12 will kick harder with
magnum loads than a light 12 will kick with
field loads, all other factors being equal.
The extra weight in the gun is very much
less than enough to offset the extra oomph
in the charge.

The point is that "magnum" is not a
magic word that will transform you from an
average gunner into a deadly killer at ex
treme ranges. If you are actually killing most
of your birds with your big magnum at long
ranges, more power to you. But most of us
can't do it. And if you're one of those who
can't, the big gun may even be contributing
to your failure! Try less gun-and shorter
shots! A duck killed at 80 yards has only
one merit over a duck killed at 3D--you can
brag about him. But even that is a doubtful
value; how many people
will believe you?

;;==== NEW!===;;
BUXTON'S GUIDE

FOREIGN
FIREARMS

over 300 pages • .• 745 illustrations

RIFLES • HANDGUNS • SHOTGUNS
Everything you want to know about for
eign guns, where and how to buy them,
what they cost in the U. S. A. and over
seas, beautiful illustrations and photo
graphs, detailed specifications.
The sporting firearms of 58 different
companies in 16 foreign countries are
profusely illustrated on large 8lh x 11
inch pages.
This comprehensive gun-lover's guide
-with its wealth of new information
never before compiled in a single book
-can be yours for... $2 95

only

.---MAIL THIS COUPON ---,
I John S. Herold, Inc., Dept. GM·364 IIGreenwich, Connecticut I
I Please rush copies of Buxton's I
I Guide-FOREIGN FIREARMS, at only $2.95 I
I per copy, for which I enclose payment. I
I Name I
II Address I

. IL •
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ONLY 50¢ POSTPAID

~ANVIL

CUP

FOIL PAPER
MIXTURE

full depth, the force of the firing pin
will move both the pellet of mixture
and the anvil forward, thus causing a
loss of sensitivity. The cup itseH
might also move, absorbing some of
the firing pin energy, and possibly
resulting in a mi sfire.

6. Primers must be properly aligned in
the pocket; cocked primers may have
a disoriented mixture pellet or anvil
displacement.

7. Any material or displacement that pre
vents the firing pin from delivering its
full energy will have an effect on
primer sensitivity. A short firing pin,
excessive headspace, improper sizing
die, and oil or dirt in the firing pin
assembly may all affect the firing pin
travel.

8. Oil, wax, water, or many other chemi
cal substances may render the priming
mixture inert, and every precaution
should be taken to keep primers free
of all contamination.

9. Some propellants, or powders, contain
volatile elements which, after pro
longed storage, can render primers
insensitive.

10. Most modern American primers have
flat faces. This tends to make the
primer more sensitive, and assure bet
ter alignment in the primer pocket.

The manufacture of primers is a highly
technical, and carefully controlled process.

The primer mixtures are made up in small
batches to avoid having a large quantity of
highly explosive product in one area, and to
permit closer quality control. Each batch is
pre-tested for sensitivity, performance, etc.,
before it is approved for assembly, and the
completed primers are constantly checked.

The most significant test applied to the
completed primers is the "drop test." A
known weight is dropped from various heights
to determine first, the height at which 100
per cent of the primers fire; then, the great
est height at which none of the primers fire.
From these findings, the manufacturer deter
mines the relative sensitivity of the test sam
ples, and a mathematical probability curve
is plotted which predicts the uniformity of
the lot of primers and the probability of a
misfire occurring because of an insensitive
primer. From these test data, the manufac
turer knows that a legitimate misfire cannot
occur in perhaps three million rounds, unless
one or more of the factors mentioned earlier,
were introduced in seating or handling the
primers.

From all of this, it is apparent that every
precaution is taken by manufacturers to
assure that the shooters get a low-cost reo
loading component that they can rely on
for not only perfect functioning each and
every time, but a component that will do
its part toward making the cartridge ~
as accurate as possible. ~

1. Firing pin energy must be strong
enough to supply a rapid pressure that
will cause a shearing action in the
priming mixture.

2. The firing pin should not be more than
.015" off center when it strikes the
primer cup.

3. The contour of the face of the firing
pin is important to proper sensitivity.
If it is too sharp, it may puncture
the cup; if too blunt, a loss of sen
sitivity may occur. Optimum contour
radius is normally .065" in large sizes,
and .035" in small rifle or pistol.

4. Normally, primers will be more sensi·
tive in warm temperatures; however,
modern American primers are designed
to function under wide temperature
variations.

5. Seating depth has a great effect on
primer sensitivity. Not only should the
anvil be pushed up into the cup, the
primer cup must bottom in the primer
pocket. If the primer is not seated to

PRIMERS
(Continued jrom page 19)

(source of oxygen). Gum arabic or a suitable
substitute glue is the binding agent which
holds these chemicals together. These chemi·
cal elements are mixed in carefully controlled
proportions to achieve desirable degrees of
heat, sensitivity, heat duration, and clean,
non-corrosive functioning.

Pistol cartridges require a different propor
tion of these chemical elements than rifle
cartridges or shotgun shells. The pistol prim
er must achieve full ignition in a very short
barrel or, in the case of revolvers, in the
cylinder proper, before the gap between the
cylinder and the barrel is reached. Shotguns,
with their lower operating pressure ranges,
have much larger amounts of explosive mix
ture in their primers. Since pressure is a fac
tor in proper ignition, and because rifles, pis
tols, and shotguns present quite different
problems of ignition time and powder types,
no priming mixture can be universal.

Other important components of the modern
primer are of a less technical nature, but are
nonetheless manufactured and assembled
with utmost care and precision. The anvil,
the small two, or sometimes three legged
piece of metal visible inside the primer cup,
serves to shatter the mixture when the firing
pin indents the cup.

The distance between the point of the
anvil and the bottom of the cup is called the
bri<!ge. Because the legs of the anvil protrude
from the cup before it is placed in the
cartridge case, this distance is changed when
the primer is inserted into the case properly.
Experimentation has shown that greatest sen
sitivity occurs when the anvil, upon reaching
the bottom of the primer pocket, is pushed
up into the cup. This consolidates the mix
ture to a condition of "pre-stress," pennitting
even a light firing pin blow to initiate deto
nation. Pressure, on the priming mixture, will
not normally detonate primers if applied
slowly, and even a rapid pressure or impact
is not always sufficient to initiate detonation
unless a shearing action of the mixture
occurs.

Primer sensitivity, of most concern to
shooters and reloaders, is depen<!ent upon
many factors. Here are a few:

ROUND BALL BULLET
MOLD

all obouf

SHOOTING NEW
MUZZLE LOADING

FIREARMS

NEW! 10th ANNIVERSARY
DIXIE CATALOG NO. 113

GENUINE DEERFOOT HUNTING KNIFE
11" long. Finest Solingen steel, beauti
fully embossed leather scabbard. $4
ppd. in continental U.S.A. Dealers in
quiries invited.

Ala. res. add sales fax.

WALTER CRAIG 413 Lauderdale
Selma, Alabama

SHARON RIFLE BARRELS
Formerly (BUHMILLER)

• Precision cut rifle barrels in all
calibers, 22RF to 50 Cal.

• Target and special barrels made to
customer's specifications.

• Same day shipment on standard,
barrels.

• Complete reboring and custom gun
smithing service.

• Send for FREE list of barrels &
services.

J. HALL SHARON
R.R. #2 Kalispell, Montana

We ccn fur
nish ROUND
BALL bullet

molds in calibers up to .91. Spec
ify caliber desired when ordering.

THE NEW DIXIE SQUIRREL RIFLE
This gun, to the best of our knowledge, can
not be duplicated by any reputable gunsmith
for any figure approaching our price......$99.50
Our PERCUSSION RI FLE KIT contains all
parts needed to assemble a brand-new DIXIE
"Kentucky " ..type muzzle-loading rifle, you'll be
proud to own-and shootl The NEW DIXIE
RIFLE can be assembled and finished from
these parts at a considerable saving. Special
discount price on a complete kit. $59.95

• • • especially increased In
size to commemorate our
10th anniversary. A compre
hensive introduction to the
fun of shooting muzzle load
ing guns-the typically
American "Qentleman'.
sport".

FREE ·--:--M-;I;-;-U~;;';y-;---I
NEW BARGAIN SPORTS CATALOG I

II KLEIN'S SPORTING GOODS, Inc., Dept. 504 I
227 W. Washington St•• Chicago, Ill., 60606I Please Rush New Sports Catalog I

I NAME I
I ADDRESS I
I_~:ITY, STATE, ZIP CODE I
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aMan in the making
He was so excited he thought
he'd never fall asleep. It took
him all of ten minutes.

His first all day hunting trip
with his dad. It's the most won
derful thing that's happened
since that gleaming new gun
showed up underthe Christmas
tree.

That feeling of tremendous
excitement will slowly wear

NATIONAL

SHOOTING
SPORTS

FOUNDATION
INC.

p.o. Box 355,
Hartford 1, Connecticut

away by the dawn's early light
and in the uncomfortable icy
boat. But, when the first duck
comes winging in, the excite
ment will erupt full force, and
one of life's greatest moments
will be upon him.

We are witnessing
the making of a man.

Make it a point to take a boy
hunting - you'll both enjoy it.

Carry your firearm proudly. It is part of your great American heritage - a symbol of freedom.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word insertion including name and address. Payable.
in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date May 1964 issue (on

sale March 25) is Feb. 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS MAGAZINE,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

BINOCULARS, SCOPES & SIGHTS

SCOPE MOUNTS-Brochure 18G will help you select the
proper mount for your seODe and rifle. 'Vrite Maynard
Buehler Inc.• Orinda. Calif.
REDFIELD RECEIVER SIGHTS: Brand new detaehable
Redfield receiver sights for .22 ritles, featuring Quarter
minute elevation and windage adjustments Made to U.S.
government specifications. Original price $14.50; special
close-out price, $5.95. Add $0.40 postage. Century Arms,
54 Lake. St. Albans, Vermont.

BOOKS

BOOKS: You Dame it-we find itl Gun books a specialty.
International Bookfinders Box 3003'G. Beverly Hills. Calif.
NEW BOOK. Hazards and Problems of Handloading.
Covers points neglected in common publications. $2. Post
paid. Quantity discounts. Fred Tucker. Kenton, Okla.
GUERRILLA WARFARE by "Yank" Levy. The classic
"how-to" text on irregular and partisan fighting. Written
in easy-to-understand style for citizens with little military
training. Information on sabotage. ambushes, demolition.
scouting. stalking. street fighting, anti-tank tactics. Illus
trated. (Prepublication price $3.75, through March 15, 1964
only) $4 50. 150 QUESTIONS FOR A GUERRILLA by
Gen. Alberto Bayo. GUNS says: "A blueprint for mayhem.
bY a professional!' $3.95. paperback $2.00. AU orders plus
50¢ handling. PANTHER PUBLICATIONS. Box 369-G34,
Boulder. Colorado.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SONGS INTO $$$$$$$$$$$ - New, unknown Songwriters,
Songpoets, Composers share $33 Millions yearly. Any kind.
we collaborate, publish, promote. Free appraisals, freB
samples, details. Send Nordyh:e Publishers, 6000 Sunset.
Hollywood, California 54-99028.

COLLECTORS

HURRY: SEND 50¢ for :Morley Catalog-"every damn
thing we gun collectors love." :M:orley, 10 Fiske, Mount
Vernon, NY.
NE\V COLLECTOR SERVICE-Rare military books, man
uals, war relics. weapons. uniforms, helmets. accoutrements.
medals, isnsignia. documents, photos, paintings, prints.
44 Page Illustrated Catalogue 50¢ refundable with pur
chase. Peter Hlinka, Historical Americana, Dept. G, 226
East 89th Street. N. Y., N.Y. 10028.
GU~S SWORDS Knives Daggers Flasks. Big list
25¢ coin. Ed Howe, Cooper Mills 10, Maine.

ENGRAVING

ENGUAVING BY PUUDHOMME. Folder $1.00. 302
\Vard Building. Shreveport, Louisiana.

FISHING & HUNTING

COLLAPSffiLE FARM-Pond-Fish-Traps; Animal traps.
Postpaid. Shawnee, 39342 Buena Vista. Dallas 4, Texas

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft., $1; 25 ft.. $2, ppd. William Zeller, Keil
Hwy., Hudson, Mich.
STA~I.'E PIS'l'OL LA\VS. Booklet describing current pistol
regulations of all states $1.00. Federal Gun Laws Booklet
$1.00. Henry Schlesinger, 211 Central Park West, New York
24E, N.Y.
NAZI COLLECTORS: War Relics Handbook. 92 pages at
pictures & text. $5.95 ppd. Bernal Tolan, R. # 1, Hills
dale, Michigan.
ADDING j\iIACHJNES $1. 25, straight razors $2, boomer
angs $2. ~iarvin Bonder, Box 141, Ellenville 9, N.Y.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

WINCHESTERS, COLTS, LUGERS plus many others.
Send 10¢ for 18-page list. Chet Fulmer, Rte. 3, Detroit
Lakes. Minnesota.
RARE LONG Out of Print Gun Digest First Edition of
1944 now available! Only $2.95 at local stores or postpaid
(New 1964 Gun Digest also available. $3.95 postpaid) from
Gun Digest Association. Dept. G, 4540 W. Madison, Chi
cago 24.
EARN EXTRA MONEY witb your Hobby. Mail 10c to
Modern Gun Repair School, 225-F Taft Ave., Green Bay,
Wisconsin. Learn how you can become a top-grade repair
man in your spare time. Experienced instructors give you
personal assistance.
NE\V YELLO\V 1963-64 Catalog Available. Thousands of
Guns, Ammo, etc. 25t. Retting, 11029 Washington, Culver
City, California.
SILENCERS: MAXIM and O.S.S. Models. Complete De
tails of Construction and Operation with Drawings, $1.00.
Gunseo, Box 1129-GM-4C, Los Gatos, Calif. (95031).
GUNS, CAMERAS. Tools. Buy without money or debt.
.Membership catalog and instructions $1.00. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Mailmart, Box 1129-C, Los Gatos. (95031)
GUNS. WHOLESALE and below. M1 Carbines $17.50,
Become a dealer. Instructions $1.00. Gunsco, Box 1129-C.
Los Gatos, Calif (95031).
CHUUCHILL (GUNMAKERS) LTD. World famous gnn
smiths. Models from $390.00 to $2,000. Send $1.00 to
32 Orange Street., London, 'V.C.2, for lists ot new and
used shotguns.
KLEIN'S BIG All-Sports Bargain Catalog now only 25¢
(was $1.00). Cash or Credit. KLEIN'S, Dept, G. 227 W,
Washington, Chic8£'o 6. (
10,000 GUN BARGAINS I I I Modern-Antlqne Guns, Ac
cessories-Giant Bargain Catalog 50¢. Agramonte·s. Yon
kers, N.Y.
NOW READY FOR YOU The enlarged 1964
SHOOTER'S BIBLE-Amerlca's Greatest Shooting Man
ual. All American models, many foreign guns-ammo.
scopes, reloading, ballistics-20,OOO items illustrated and
described. The most complete shooting book yet-576
pages I Get your SHOOTER'S BIBLE. Only $2.95 post
paid. Hard-cover, deluxe edition $5.95 Stoeger Arms
Corporation, 55 Ruta Court, Dept.. GM-3, South Hacken
sack, N.J.

L. C. S},HTH Crown Grade single 32" Trap Full choke.
no alterations. New custom fancy checkered walnut Monte
Carlo stock with Etchen type pistol grip. This gun is tight
and in like new condition. $350.00. No trades. H. C.
Secrest, 600 Burton Ave., Highland Park, Ill.
RIFLES: ENFIELD No. 1 Mk. 3, Good, $14 90. Lebel
8MM:, Carcano 6.5MM, Good, $9.90 each. Ralph Henson.
Gun Specialist, 25 Rosemarie Lane, Fort 'Valton Beach,
Florida.
5:0 CALIBER genuine government cartridges complete ex
cept powder-Souvenir and Collectors item-2/$1.-Bullets
4/$1. Postpaid. Jelinek, 1201 Cottage Grove, Chicago
Heights. Illinois.
STEVENS SHOTGUNS, Model 520. 12-gauge, slide-ac
tion. hammerless, take-down 20" cylinder choke barrel, 6
shot. Perfect for use "as is" for partridges and brush
shooting. "As New". Only $49.50 each, 2 for $94 50. Cen
tury Arms. 54 Lake, St. Albans. Vermont.
WINCHESTER: Saddle Ring Carbine "Stud & Ring" All
~fodels 1866 to 1895. $3.95 each, Ring Only $1. 00 each.
Dealers wanted. A. B. Cherry, Box 4946, Oklahoma City
9, Oklahoma.
CUSTOM SHOTGUNS FOR $49.95 Add Poly-Choke',
great new FeatherAire Ventilated Itib and the ever-poDular
PolY-Choke to your gun, NOW! Combination price saves
you $4.75. 5-10 day service. 'Vrite for additional informa
tion or, even better. forward complete gun to Poly-Choke,
Dept. 394C. Hartford 1. Conn.
HANDGUNS-SINGLE ACTIONS, muzzle loaders, der
ringers-Fast Draw Holsters. Free Catalog. Walt's Weap
ons. Box 368, Avondale, Arizona.
MUZZLE LOADERS: Kentucky lightweight, Government
prooftested ; ready to fire. Ideal smooth bore for black
powder shooters. $17.50. Century Arms, 54 Lake, St.
Albans. Vermont.
CASES - ONCE FIRED - Postpaid - 30.40 - 30.06
- 308 - 30.30 - 32W - 300S - 35R - 358 - 8mm 
38Special - 30Carbine - 45ACP - 223R - (Formed 
7.7.Tap - 7.65 - 7mm - 257R - 244 - 243 - 22.250
250S - 222R - 6.5x55) Others. Rifle 6¢ - Pistol 
Carbine - Shotshell 2¢ - Micaroni, 65 Taylor, East
Meadow, N.Y.
FREE GUN CATALOG. New, 20-page catalog contains
pictures specifications and prices of Marlin Guns for 1964
. . . 35 different models of rifles and shotKuns in all .•
at prices ranging from $17.95 to $126.95. This comprehcn
sive catalog gives you all the information needed to select
the best gun for anybody . . . young or old ... novice or
marksman .. targetshooter or big game hunter. You'll
also learn why America's finest marksmen and huntsmen
agree ... "you pay less ... and get more from a Marlin."
Bonus: COpy of the Bill of Rights. guaranteeing Americans
the right to keep and bear arms, printed on parchment
paper and suitable for framing included free with every
catalog. Write Dept. 360, THE MARLIN FIREARMS CO..
New Haven 2. Connecticut, U. S. A.
WINCHESTER l\fODEL 21. Interchangeable 32" F & 11\1:
and 26" Skeet # 1 & 2 Fancy Custom extended forend.
New Custom Monte Carlo stock with Etchen type pistol
grip. Single trigger and both barrels \Vinchester Vent ribs.
Completely overhauled and like new. Same gun with en
graving retails at more than $3.500.00. Case is only service
able. $800.00. No trades. H. C. Secrest, 600 Burton Ave.,
Highland Park. Ill.
EUROPEAN GUN CATALOG Pictures, Descriptions,
and prices of the finest guns made at Ferlach, Austria and
imported by us. Forward $1.00 plus 10¢ postage. Klepeis
Importers, 1510 So. 16th .Ayenue. Yakima, Washington.

.22 SHORT LEE E:'<FIELD (SMLE) Target Rifles,
$19.50. 1\iartini'Enfield rifles .577/450 (.45) caliber, lever
action. with ramrod. Special $14.50. 2 for $25.00. Inter
esting 'Var Curio. conversation piece, decorator. British
Piat "bazooka", Churchill's secret weapon. Only $5.95,
2 for $10.00. Century Arms, 54 Lake, St. Albans, Vermont.
U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield rifles. Very good
$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. Perfect-$49.50. U.S 30-06 low
number Sj)ringfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. Excellent
$34.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfleld rifles Very good-$29.95. Ex
vellent-$34.50. U.S. l\.H 30-06 Garand rifles. Like new
$89.95. U.S. 1\11 30 cal. carbines Like new-$74.95. Brit
ish Mk. 3 303 Lee-Enfield rifies Very good-$14.95. Brand
New-$24.95. British Mk. 4 303 Lee-En'field rifles. Very
~00d-$18.95 Excellent-$24.95. British Mk. 5 303 Lee
Enfield jungle carbines. Very good-$24.95. Excellent
$29.95. German Mod. 98 8mm Mauser rifies. Very good
$29 95. German Mod. 1871/84 llmm Mauser rifles. Good
-$18.95. Czech Mod. 98 SOlm l\1auser rifles with winter
trigger guards. Perfect-$29.95. Persian Mod. 98 8mm
Mauser carbines. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. Brand
New-$49.95. Spanish Mod 93 701m Mauser carbines. Very
good-$19.95. Spanish Mod. 1953 8mm :Mauser rifles. Brand
New-$34.95. Peruvian Mod. 1909 7.65mm Mauser rifles.
Fair-$24.95. Good-$29.95 Excellent-$39.95. Peruvian
1\Iod. 1935 30-06 Mauser rifles. Very good-$49.95. Italian
1\fod. 91 6.5mm Mannlicher-Carcano rifles. Good-$9.95.
Very good-$12.95. Italian 1\lod. 1938 7.35mm Mannlicher
Carcano carbines. Very good-$H.95. Russian Mod. 91
7.62mm 1\ioisin rifles. Good-$9.95. Very good-$1295.
Russian Mod. 1938 7. 62mm Moisin carbines. Gcx.d
$19.95. Very good-$22.95. Russian Mod. 1940 7.62mm
Tokarev semi-automatic rifles. Good-$3495. Very good
$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. French Mod. 1916 8mm Lebel
rifles. Fair-$9.95. Good-12.95. 30'06, 303 British, 7mm
Mauser, 7.65mm Mauser. 8mm Mauser, 7.62mm Russian.
6.5mm Swedish, 735mm Italian military ammunition, at
$7.50 per 100 rds. Free gun list. Dealers inquiries invited.
Freedland Arms Co., 34 IJark Row, New York 38, N.Y.

A1\-IMUNITIO~: .303 British ball (hard point) non-corro
sive, recent manufacture. Excellent Quality. $6.00 per 100;
$39.50 per 1,000. Century Arms, 54 Lake, St. Albans. Ver
mont.

GUN EQUIPMENT

GUN SCREWS, Gnn Tap" Gun Drill,. 6/48 or 8/40 screws
',4"-!h" dozen 50c. Professionals 2-Flute taps $1.20. Spe
cial hard steel drills 45c. Cobalt drills for 6/48-$1.06.
8/40-$1.12. Solid Carbide drill, 6/48-$3.95. 8/40
$4.20. Loctite-tightens all loose screws. tube 80c.
Everything postpaid. Catalog 18G free. Maynard Buehler
Inc., Orinda. Calif.
GATTLING GUN operation, Convert all semi-automatics,
No alternations. removable simple device. Plans $2.00, G.
l\£urdoch. Box 573. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

GUNSMITHING

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing, reblulng, con
version work. parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop, Berry Creek. Calif.
GUNSMITHING-Learn profitable hobby. Build .22 Target
Pistol, Campers Pistol, Gun Cabinets, Blue Guns. 5c stamp
brings illustrated information. Guns, Postomce Box 362-G,
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808.

REBARRELING, CHAMBERING, BARRELED Actions.
Barrels, Basic Preturned. threaded and chambered. Com
plete rifie building. Stocks of exotic woods. For those who
want the finest in custom guns. V. L. Forsgren-Barreling
Expert and Rifle Builder. Route #1. Helper. Utah.
FINE CUSTOM Rifles made to your specifications. Mili
tary rifles rebuilt. Blu-Blak bluing, new barrels fitted.
Chambering for standard, improved and Wildcat cartridges
including Weatherby line, 308 Norma, new 300 and 284
\Vinchester. Model 92 \Vinchester conversions to 256, 357,
and 44 Magnums Write: Don Mott, Box 347, Douglas.
Arizona.

SPRINGFIELD. ENFIELD, MAUSER, and Jap Owner"
eliminate trigger slack. Improved trigger letotf Install a
Cougar Anti-Slack trigger and Sear boot. Installs easily
No drilling or tapping. Hardened. tempered, and contact
surfaces micro finished. Specify rifle. Sent postpaid with
complete instructions. $1.00. Dealers wanted. Cougar and
Hunter, 5070 TahQuamenon, Flushing, Michigan.

GUNSTOCKS

SPECI.AL! A-GRADE Fancy Yama Blanks regularly $30.
now $19.95. Select Walnut blanks $9 95. Add $2.25 postage.
Precision machine-carved stocks-your pattern or ours.
Longarini, Dana Point, California.

INDIAN RELICS

POTTERY, SPEARHEADS, Axes. Arrowheads. 10 for
$3.00. List Free. Hyde's, Rosemar Road, Parkersburg,
W. Va.

INVENTIONS

INVENTIONS; IDEAS developed for cash/royalty sales!
Rayn;ond Lee, 2104X Bush Building, New York City 36.

INVESTIGATORS

INVESTIGATORS, FREE Brochure, latest subminiature
electronic listening devices. 'Vrite Ace, Dept-8X, 11500
NW 7th Ave.. Mhmi 50, Florida.

DETECTIVES Earn Big :Money. Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary 'Vrite, 'Vaggner. 125 'West 86th.
N.Y.

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-J51, Fort ",Vorth, Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS

CROSSBOWS for Target, Hunting and Carp-Shooting.
Factory-Direct-Prices. Jay Co. Box 1355, Wichita, Kansas.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold, orig. only, 1 piece or col·
lectian; "lists 25c": LenkeL 812 Anderson. Pallsacies. N. J.

YOUR OWN Business Without Investment! Sell adver
tising matchbooks to local businesses. No experience
needed-free sales kit tells how and where to get orders.
Part or full time. Big cash commissions. Match Corpora
tion of America, Dept. GE-34, Chicago 32.
HANDCUFFS, $7.95. Thumbcutrs, $9.95. Leather re
straints. Fetters. Collector's specialties. Catalog 50c.
Thomas Ferrick, Box 12-G, Newburyport, Mass.
LIKE SWEET ONIONS? Blue Ribbon Assortment 500
sweet onion plants $2.50 postpaid fresh from Texas Onion
Plant Company, "Home of the Sweet Onion", Farmers
ville, Texas.
100 FOREIGN COINS $2.95. 2 Mexican Silver Dollars
$1.00. Stewart, Box 6350G, Phoenix 5, Arizona.
SUBNIACHINE GUN Assembly Charts. Exploded view
drawings in 3D measure 18 by 24. American Thompson
)HA1; English Sten )£K11; Russian "Burp" PPSH 41;
Danish Madsen 1950. $2. each, 3 for $5. PPD. Delbert
'Vilson, 5641 Davit Ave.. Santa Ana. Calif.
FEDERAL SURPLUS AGENCIES Running Tremendous
Public Surplus Sales- *** Airmail for Nationwide "Loca
tions & Details"-$1.25-Surplus Service, Box 425 (GU),
::\fanuet. New York.
NAZI ITE::\IS, Fine Lugers. Only Orig. and priced for
Resale. State condition & price Bernal Tolan, R. #1,
Hillsdale, :Michigan.

RELOADING EQUIPMENT

FREE CATALOG. 208 Pages. Save on Reloading Equip
ment, Calls, Decoys. Archery, Fishing Tackle, Molds,
Tools, Rod Blanks. Finnysports (SS), Toledo 14. Ohio.

SCHOOLS

MISSOURI AUCTION SCHOOL. Free catalog. 1330 Lin
wood, Kansas City 9-X102. Missouri.

TAXIDERMIST

SALE: OPEN Month Rngs-Tlger, Bear (Black, Grizzly,
Polar) Jaguar, Cheetah, Zebra, Leopard. We tan skins.
Hofmann-~axidermist-1025 Gates, Brooklyn 21, N.Y.

WANTED

WINCHESTERS. MODELS 53. 55, 64, 65. Mnst be all
original. Complete description and price first letter please.
Edward Howard, 3484 Dunham. Wichita, Kansas.
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TRUE WEST and FRONTIER TIMES are authentic magazines crammed with articles and photos on badmen.
range wars, Indian fights, gold rush, ghost towns. lost mines, buried treasures. outlaws, trail drives, frontier sagas.
cowboy and ranch life-they portray the REAL THING-they stick to the FACTS! Don't miss the series we're
running now-Norman B. Wiltsey's "GUNS OF THE OLD WEST."

Where can YOU buy so much of the ,'cry HEART of the Old West-AS IT REALLY WAS-for ten times the price?

True West, Frontier Times, and A Gallery of Western Badmen
for four measly bucks!
We ate some loco weed, pulled off our bridles and are RUNNING WilD! Just to
introduce you to our magazines, we're turning our heads so you can steal us blind!

r-------------------------------,
WESTERN PUBLICATIONS I
Box 5008-18, Austin, Texas 78703 I
I enclose $4.00 for a year's subscription to TRUE WEST :
and FRONTIER TIMES plus "A GALLERY OF WESTERN
BADMEN." :
Name I
~M I

City State:&..-------------- -- -_.

TRUE WEST
is published
bi-monthly

(6 issues per year)
35c per copy,
12 issues for

$4.00

structed his grip frame so that I could
whittle on it without ruining a good gun.

Laying the frame on my wood blank, I out
lined it, and then dropped down about a
third of an inch, following the inside curve
of the frame, and pencilled in the new bu tt
portion of my grips. This left a knot on the
back of the strap that would roost an owl,
but this was soon remedied with a flat file.
The butt of the new grips was filled by
gluing a block of wood to one panel.

On the range I proved two points: my
group tightened up and my rear sight had
to be raised. The gun was now shooting
four inches below its original point of im
pact. The positive shape of my new handles
pulled that wild muzzle down to where it
could now be bridled and controlled.

SPECIAL! We're making you a "see-what-we've got" offer
of a full year's subscription to BOTH magazines for four
germ-laden bucks-and throwing in a copy of the BADMEN
book FREE-just to get you on the prod! It's our last
printing on the BADMEN book so DO IT NOW while they
last! Send $4.00 in bills, check or M.D. by hi-lifed giraffe to:

MAN, WHAT A

BARGAIN!

"A GALLERY OF
WESTERNBADMEN"

F R E E!
With Each Subscription

FRONTIER
TIMES

is published
bi-monthly

(6 issues per year)
35c per copy,
12 issues for

$4.00

rebuilt to get it out from under its hiding
place beneath the over-hanging rear sight.
As a matter of fact, I had two of these guns,
each with a different hammer shape. One of
these Blackhawks had the pig-pen shaped
trigger guard recut and rounded. No single
action can be mastered completely without
a round, finger-fitting trigger guard. In spite
of this guard alteration, I still could not do
as well as I had hoped, and I then took a
long look at the short, back-flared handles.
Still wondering what would happen if I
could cross-breed the Bisley and Army style
grips, I discovered that Bill Ruger had con-

(Continued from page 23)

BUSTING THE WILD THUMB-BUSTER

wrapped around a certain type of gun handle
for so long, it plumb won't fit anything else.
My hands are so small I can't reach the
trigger on a double acting gun-besides, my
present day shooting needs require positive
shots, which I can't get shooting double
action. I've also tried several models of
autoloaders, and they were all good. But
when a year-round, every day job swings
you through rain, mud, mountain-top cloud
bursts, snow, blizzards, sandstorms, and
scorching desert sun-often far from home or
camp, and with unexpected shots coming up
-the gun chosen must come up shooting
without the possibility of a jammed action.
Sometimes I get around to cleaning my gun;
but more often I don't.

Despite the variety of guns in the 22 RF
caliber that I've tried, I've never felt confi
dent that I was armed for all occasions un
less the gun on my hip conf~Hmed to that
old Single Action Army feel.

Almost fifty years ago I first contemplated
the possibilities of cross-breeding the Colt's
Army and Bisley model six-shooters. The
Bisley was an offspring of the Army model,
and parts are interchangeable, except for
handles and hammer spur. As countless gun
speed artists can testify today, a faster gun
than the Army Model Colt has never been
designed, but it's not a target arm. Its short,
back-flared handle shape permits the recoil
to rock the gun back on the trigger finger
to a "raised pistol" position, essential to
fast repeat shots. But this same speed factor,
especially in today's -popular short barrel
types, makes it difficult to hold on target
in aimed offhand shooting.

The underslung handles of the Bisley,
while resulting in a perfect target grip, holds
the muzzle down too much for fast repeat
action; and for this reason the hammer
spur is designed for offhand cocking when
target shooting. I learned early in the game
that I could do better work at long range
targets with my Bisley than I could with my
old Army model.

The thin walls of the Army model pre
vented my reworking them to the Bisley
shape, so I used reverse thinking, and cut
off the low spur of the Bisley hammer and
replaced it with one from an Army model.
This gave me much faster use of the Bisley,
but only in getting off the first shot, and in
fanning, the underslung hammer still held the
muzzle down.

All of this helped some, but it did nothing
for my need for a belt gun with the feel of
myoId hog-leg, yet shooting .22 RF am
munition. I tried smaller calibers in the
single action, but they all had one draw
back. The smaller the bore, the heavier the
gun, and when you change the weight in a
sidearm you also change the balance.

When Ruger brought out his modern ver
sions of the old hog-leg, the Single Six and
the Blackhawk, I thought that these would
come about as close as anything to filling my
shooting requirements. My first Ruger, the
.357 Magnum Blackhawk, quite naturally,
was worked over to make it conform to my
pattern of shooting. The hammer spur was
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Getting back to the Single Six, I hap
pened to meet a hunter, in the Aztec country
of New Mexico, with one of Ruger's first
.22 Magnum Single Six's. Flopping down in
the sand, I rested both of my forearms on
upraised knees, set the butt in my left hand
for a rest, and pulled the long barrel down
on an old bleached cow's skull about 200
yards across a sage brush draw. I didn't hit
my target, but after seeing the ruckus raised
by that pee-wee hollow point bullet, I was
sold.

But the .22 RF Magnum rounds don't come
cheap, and I use a lot of fodder in my daily

work. Then, here comes Bill Ruger with a
dual cylinder version that handles the stand
ard .22 and the hotter Magnum. I wanted
one bad, and finally latched on to one with
a long barrel. I found it to be just the thing
for longer ranges, but I couldn't get along
with that long tube.

A gunsmith's hacksaw removed a good
piece of the front end-and the square front
sight, too. This was no bother, as I had in
tended to fit a rifle bead in any case. A slot
was cut into the top of the barrel and a
white bead sight was installed. I filled the
square bottomed rear of the top strap full of
hot metal, cut the whole works down as

low as possible, and recut a rear sight to
accommodate my front bead - plenty wide
and shallow for quick accurate sighting.

My son-in-law, Roy McCain, rebuilt the
grip according to my experiments with the
.357 Blackhawk, and made two sets of beau
tiful walnut handles that are interchangeable
on the two guns. A close look at the photos
of this job show, by the holster wear, that
this gun really gets used. To me it has the
combined feel of the old Single Action Army
model plus the qualities of the Bisley, and
fills my need for a .22 belt gun that handles
all of my daily shooting chores well. With
the .22 RF Magnum cylinder, loaded and
riding in my saddle bags or on the seat of
my pickup, it is easily changed into the
nearest thing to a small bore rifle that I've
ever seen.

Don't get me wrong; the only gun that
will shoot like a rifle is a rifle. The .357
Magnum, like a corncob in a molasses jug,
is a good stopper, but it's too much gun for
my work-economically and ballistically. My
Single Six is similar in size and feel to my
old Colt hog-leg, and it's become a part of
my every day walking, riding, and working
as no rifle could.

Don't let anyone kid you about the killing
potential of the little .22 RF. Considering
cost, carrying qualities, and the many animals
I've stopped dead in their tracks, I've not
liound its equal in any other load I've ever
tried. While the tyro surgery I've performed
on my Single Six may make the factory
shudder, this gun has become a constant
companion - as important to me ~

as my horse. ...

DUCKS AT A DISTANCE
By Bob Hines

(Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington 25, D.C., 1963. $0.25)

It is regrettable that so very few hunters
can identify a flying duck, or for that fact,
a duck sitting on the water at close range.
This little volume does a fine job in telling
you what ducks you see, it describes their
call and flight, the markings, and the flyways
-a "must" in your ammo box in the duck
blind.-R.A.s.

NAZI ORDNANCE CODES

Edited by John Remling
(fohn Remling, 11 Catskill Pl.,

Elmsford, N.Y., 1963. $1.50)
This is perhaps the most complete listing

of the Nazi ordnance marks and codes that
has ever been compiled. The small booklet
represents over 10 years of painstaking
work. The listing includes small arms, am
munition, scopes, and related items, and the
German codes, both the letter and the num
ber codes, are listed. This is a fine piece of
research that sheds light on a good many
of the "unknown" markings.-R.A.s.
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THE AMATEUR GUNCRAFTSMAN
by JAMES V. HOWE

This helpful book is
for all amateurs who
are interested in the
fascinating hobby of
working with guns and
keeping their firearms
in prime condition.
Among many other
subjects it shows how

to equip a shop, how to select and use
tools, gunstock design, tempering and
annealing steel, remodeling shotguns
and handguns, barrel alterations, trig
ger details, bluing methods, formulas.
315 pages illustrated $4.00

THE MODERN GUNSMITH
TWO VOLUMES

by JAMES V. HOWE

The most authoritative
work ever written on
gunsmithing and gun
making; invaluable to
professional as well as
amateur. It is the one
work that every
sportsman should have-a real guide
filled with the most practical, detailed
information and crystal-clear working
plans to be found anywhere.
Special chapters on craftsmanship, high.
velocity experiments, gauging the wind in
testing, gun barrels and safety analysis.
Two volumes 300 ill. 948 pages $15.00

COMPLETE GUIDE TO
HANDLOADING

by PH ILI P B. SHARPE

Everything you need
to know about hand
loading is included
in the "handloader's
bible." Themostcom
prehensive, authori-

tative and complete coverage available
today, it gives you the information you
want on tools and techniques, old and
new, on every phase of the handloading
sport. Containing over 8,000 individual
loads for rifle, revolver, and pistol
cartridges, it discusses every model of
shell and primer, bullet and bullet
mould.
Includes material on electronic equip
ment, loading tools, military salvage,
foreign and military cartridges, and the
manufacture of smokeless powder.
719 pages 340 illustrations $10.00$17.50750 illustrations

Here in five handsome volumes is a complete, authoritative library on
rifles, guns, handguns, and gunsmithing. Sound, reliable informa
tion on all rifles commercially manufactured in this country, with the
most carefully detailed instructions on how to identify, collect, repair,
and refinish them. Expert advice on metallic and telescope sights.
Full technical information on handloading and handloading tools
thousands of tested handloads for rifle and handgun cartridges.
Modern workshop techniques in gunmaking and gunsmithing-clear,
step-by-step instructions on etching, engraving and repairing revolvers,
pistols, and shotguns. Restoring antique arms, etc.

THE RIFLE IN AMERICA

LIBRARY

FUNK & WAGNALLS'

Over 975 pages

by PHILIP B. SHARPE

Introduction by Julian S. Hatcher,
Maiar General, U. S. Army (retired)
This famous book is the most
authoritative work on rifles and
their cartridges ever published.
For more than two decades it
has been accepted as the stand
ard reference of the industry
and all government agencies.
This dependable book now pro
vides full information on the
military rifles and ammunition

of both World Wars and discusses the possibilities
of converting these rifles to sporting pieces. Gives
detailed information on collecting and identifying
old American firearms, home gunsmithing, metallic
and telescope sights, ballistics of all American car
tridges, current rifle twists, barrel diameters, con
version tables, rifle and accessory manufacturers.

SPORTSMAN'S

Name .

Address .

PAYMENT IN FULL I enclose $41.85 in full payment.

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Inc., Dept. GM-364
360 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017

. .,Address

Name .

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Inc., Dept. GM-364
360 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017

Please send me the book or books I have checked below.
I am enclosing a check or money order in payment, with the
understanding that unless I am completely satisfied I may
return the book or books within 10 days for a full refund.

The Rifie in America $17.50
The Complete Guide to Handloading.. . . . . . .$10.00
The Amateur Guncraftsman.................... .$ 4.00
The Modern Gunsmith (2 vols.)................. .$15.00

I
I City Zone State .

L ~!!.e:.g~'!:.-:,L~i~~~~~:'d':~t.:.m~L~a:!::!.- _

Please send me the complete five-volume Sportsman's Library
(regular price $46.50) at your special price of $41.85. I will
pay for this set under the plan checked below:

BUDGET PLAN. . . . . ... I enclose $6.85 as first payment and
will send you $5.00 a month until the $41.85 is paid. UnLess I
am compLeteLy satisfied with the Sportsman's Library I can
return it within ten days and you wi!! refund in fun any
money I have paid.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I City Zone State .
I (Offer good onLy in USA. PLease do not mail cash.) J
---------------------------



Photos courtesy of Denver Museum of Natural History

Wherever Men Hunt for Adventure...
From the North Woods to the Painted Desert •.. from the Sierra Nevadas to the

Great Smokies, Redfield scopes are leaders in dependability at that moment that

counts! North, South, East or West ... look for Redfield, America's most respected

name in sighting equipment. Wherever your hunting takes you, whatever your re

quirements ... there's a Redfield scope for you, fixed power or Variable.

All Redfield scopes feature the constantly-centered reticle and precise internal

adjustments, protected like the works of a fine watch. Redfield Variables also feature

the amazing non-magnifying reticle for superior accuracy at any range.

For American Quality Craftsma,?ship, see your Redfield Dealer.

REDFIELD GUn SIGHT EO.
1325' SO. CLARKSON, DENVER 10, COLORADO

For your free full-color folder of Redfield sighting equipment, write direct.

MEMBER
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